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Dear participant of the 2015 BAPS annual meeting, 

 

Welcome to Brussels, the capital of Belgium, home of Manneken Pis, gueuze and Stromae.  

This year’s meeting takes place at the prestigious Academy Palace, and places increased emphasis on the 

topics of cognitive control and the perception of joint action. The first invited keynote speaker is Todd 

Braver (Washington University, USA), who will speak about the flexible neural mechanisms of cognitive 

control. To further elaborate on the topic of cognitive control, one symposium on proactive control is 

organized by Eva Van den Bussche (Vrije Universiteit Brussel, Belgium).  

The second invited keynote speaker is Natalie Sebanz (Central European University, Hungary), who will 

speak about the Cognitive and Neural Mechanisms of Joint Action. Additionally, there are two symposia 

on social cognition, organized by Frank van Overwalle (Vrije Universiteit Brussel, Belgium), and Gaëlle 

Meert (Université catholique de Louvain, Belgium) and Henryk Bukowski (University of Vienna, Austria). 

Furthermore, thematic symposia will cover areas such as embodied perception, cognitive stimulation 

programs, sexual violence, decision making, action observation, visual perception, ADHD, schizophrenia, 

unilateral neglect and work psychology. 

We are pleased to have received a large number of submissions, allowing us to host 7 invited symposia, 7 

proposed symposia, 5 oral sessions, and over 100 posters. 

Many thanks go out to all those who helped organize this meeting. 

Special thanks go to the administrative team of the Faculty of Psychology and Educational Sciences of the 

Vrije Universiteit Brussel who helped with the logistics of the meeting organization. Linda Van Tittelboom 

and Ronny Cromphout dealt with all of the financial administration. We also want to thank Lava Fadhil for 

creating the app with all of the info. Other staff members have also helped and will help during the 

meeting. 

We are also very grateful to all those who helped with the scientific aspects of the meeting organization. 

The Best Thesis Award committee consisted of Dana Samson, Eva Van den Bussche, Alain Van Hiel, Steve 

Majerus, and Gina Rossi (chair) in the first round, and Axel Cleeremans, Dirk Hermans, Arnaud Szmalec, 

and André Vandierendonck (chair) in the second round. The Best Poster Award committee consisted of 

Kasia Uzieblo, Etienne Quertemont, Frank Van Overwalle, Sara de Gieter, and Dana Samson (chair). The 

selection of the keynote speakers, symposia, paper and poster presentations were made by the members 

of the scientific committee. Thanks go out to all of you! We would also like to extend our gratitude to the 

BAPS executive committee for their advice along the way. 

Finally, we would like to thank our financial contributors. We are very grateful to the Fonds de la Recherche 

Scientifique (FNRS), the Fonds Wetenschappelijk Onderzoek Vlaanderen (FWO), the doctoral school 

Humane Wetenschappen of the Vrije Universiteit Brussel, VisitBrussels, the Royal Flemish Academy of 

Belgium for Science and the Arts, Cognilab and Qualisys for their generous support.  

We will now let you do the talking, and hope you enjoy a glorious day at this year’s BAPS meeting! 

The local organizers of BAPS 2015 
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Program 
8.30 Registration - Preparations poster session 

9.00 Welcome by Johan Wagemans, President of the BAPS 

9.10 Keynote address by Todd Braver – Flexible Neural Mechanisms of Cognitive Control 

10.10 Coffee Break 

10.40 Symposia & oral sessions 1 

 A1: Proactive control 

 B1: Cognitive stimulation programs: how effective are they? 

 C1: Oral session on social psychology 

 D1: Prevention and management of sexual violence 

 E1: Latest Trends in Action Observation and Interpretation - Insights from MEG, fMRI, ERPs and Neuropsychology 

F1: Oral session on cognitive psychology 

12.00 Lunch & poster session 

13.00 General Assembly of the BAPS 

13.30 Symposia & oral sessions 2 

 A2: What can unilateral neglect tell us about... 

 B2: Decision making 

 C2: The neuroscience of social cognition  

 D2: Pick your brain on ADHD 

 E2: Oral session on social & work psychology 

 F2: Oral session on cognitive psychology 

14.50 Symposia & oral sessions 3 

 A3: Human high-level vision: making sense of the visual environment 

 B3: Embodied perception 

 C3: Social Cognition 

 D3: Cognition in schizophrenia 

 E3: Work and Organisational Psychology in Belgium  

 F3: Oral session on affective psychology 

16.10 Coffee break 

16.40 Best Thesis Award 

17.00 Keynote address by Natalie Sebanz - Cognitive and Neural Mechanisms of Joint Action 

18.00 Best Poster Award and reception   
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Overview 
8.30 Registration (Atrium) - Preparations poster session (Atrium) 

9.00 Welcome by Johan Wagemans, President of the BAPS (Troonzaal) 

9.10 Keynote address by Todd Braver – Flexible Neural Mechanisms of Cognitive Control (Troonzaal) 

10.10 Coffee Break (Atrium) 

10.40 Symposia & oral sessions 1 

 Troonzaal Albert II Rubens Ockeghem Marie Therese Albert I 

 

A1: Symposium 
Proactive control       

(Eva Van den 
Bussche) 

B1: Symposium 
Cognitive stimulation 

programs: how 
effective are they? 

(Steve Majerus) 

C1: Oral session 
social psychology 

D1: Symposium 
Prevention and 
management of 
sexual violence                      
(Kasia Uzieblo) 

E1: Symposium Latest 
Trends in Action 
Observation and 
Interpretation - 

Insights from MEG, 
fMRI, ERPs and 

Neuropsychology 
(Gilles Vannuscorps) 

F1: Oral session 
cognitive psychology 

12.00 Lunch & poster session (Atrium) 

13.00 General Assembly of the BAPS (Troonzaal) 

13.30 Symposia & oral sessions 2 

 Troonzaal Albert II Rubens Ockeghem Marie Therese Albert I 

 

A2: Symposium The 
neuroscience of social 

cognition                  
(Frank Van 
Overwalle) 

B2: Symposium 
Decision making                        

(Wim Gevers & Tom 
Verguts) 

C2: Symposium What 
can unilateral neglect 

tell us about…               
(Mario Bonato &  
Jean-Philippe van 

Dijck) 

D2: Symposium Pick 
your brain on ADHD 

(Gabry Mies) 

E2: Oral session social 
& work psychology 

F2: Oral session 
cognitive psychology 

14.50 Symposia & oral sessions 3 

 Troonzaal Albert II Rubens Ockeghem Marie Therese Albert I 

 

A3: Symposium Social 
Cognition                

(Gaëlle Meert & 
Henryk Bukowski) 

B3: Symposium 
Embodied perception 

(Martin Edwards) 

C3: Symposium 
Human high-level 

vision: making sense 
of the visual 
environment  

(Valerie Goffaux) 

D3: Symposium 
Cognition in 

schizophrenia         
(Julien Laloyaux) 

E3: Symposium Work 
and Organisational 

Psychology in 
Belgium  

(Tim Vantilborgh) 

F3: Oral session 
affective psychology 

16.10 Coffee break (Atrium) 

16.40 Best Thesis Award (Troonzaal) 

17.00 Keynote address by Natalie Sebanz - Cognitive and Neural Mechanisms of Joint Action (Troonzaal) 

18.00 Best Poster Award and reception (Atrium) 
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Troonzaal 

9.10 – 10.10 Keynote Address 
 

Flexible Neural Mechanisms of Cognitive Control 
 

Todd Braver 

Washington University, St. Louis, USA 

 

 

Research in my lab has focused on the neural mechanisms of cognitive control: the ability to regulate 

thoughts and actions in an intelligent, goal-directed manner.  We have argued that such mechanisms, 

which involve a network of brain regions centered on the lateral prefrontal cortex, are highly flexible, 

and can operate in both a proactive and reactive mode. The proactive mode of control is future-

oriented, preparatory and sustained in nature, while the reactive mode is transient, stimulus-driven, 

and frequently engaged by the presence of interference.  I will present some recent work highlighting 

this theoretical approach, its utility for understanding individual differences and cognitive impairment 

in different populations, as well as some new directions it has taken us in understanding how 

motivation interacts with cognitive control. 
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Keynote Address 

 

Cognitive and Neural Mechanisms of Joint Action 

Natalie Sebanz 

Central European University, Budapest, Hungary 

Troonzaal 

17.00 – 18.00 

Humans are remarkably skilled at coordinating their actions with one another. Examples range from 

shaking hands or lifting a box together to dancing a tango or playing a piano duet. What are the 

cognitive and neural mechanisms that enable people to engage in joint actions? How does the ability 

to perform actions together develop? And why is it so difficult to have robots engage in smooth 

interactions with humans and with each other? In this talk, I will review recent studies addressing 

key ingredients of joint action: how individuals include others in their action planning, and how 

they achieve the fine-grained temporal coordination that is essential for many different types of joint 

action. This research shows that people have a strong tendency to form representations of others’ 

tasks, which affects their perception and attention, their action planning, and their encoding 

of information in memory. To achieve temporal coordination of their actions, people reduce the 

variability of their movements, predict the actions of their partners using their own motor system, 

and modulate their own actions to highlight critical information to their partner. I will discuss how 

social relations between individuals and groups and the cooperative or competitive character of social 

interactions modulate these processes of action planning and coordination. 
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Windows to cognitive control: quantifying control strategies 

Aben, Bart (1), Verguts, Tom (2), & Van den Bussche, Eva (1) 

(1) Vrije Universiteit Brussel, Belgium ; (2) Ghent University, Belgium 

bart.aben@vub.ac.be 

 

Cognitive control is needed to adapt to conflict. Extensive research has shown that conflict adaptation can 

be exerted on-the-fly (e.g., Gratton effect), or in a more enduring way (e.g., by tracking the amount of 

block-wide encountered conflict). In a similar vein, a differentiation has been made between transient (i.e., 

reactive) and sustained (i.e, proactive) control. However, it is not clear whether this dichotomy reflects a 

cognitive reality or instead is useful for methodological reasons only. In fact, research on the exact reach 

of conflict adaptation is scarce. Inspired by reinforcement learning models, we computed the effect of 

conflict history (i.e., conflict experienced on the previous trials) on performance on the current trial. This 

allowed us to establish a "window" in which cognitive control operates. The size of the window is 

determined by the degree to which preceding trials affect performance on the current trial. A small 

window is indicated when only the previous trial affects the current trial response (e.g., the Gratton effect). 

A larger window is indicated when more distant trials affect current responses. We explored window sizes 

in blocks with varying proportion congruency and volatility and interpreted the results in terms of reactive 

and proactive control. 

 

 

  

 

A1  Invited symposium: Proactive control 

Session 1 

Troonzaal 

10.40 – 12.00 

Chair: Eva Van den Bussche  
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One thing at a time: Making task instructions context-specific takes practice 

Braem, Senne (1,2), Abrahamse, Elger L. (1), Liefooghe, Baptist (2), De Houwer, Jan (2), & Brass, Marcel 

(1) 

(1) Department of Experimental Psychology, Ghent University, Ghent, Belgium; (2) Department of 

Experimental Clinical and Health Psychology, Ghent, Belgium 

senne.braem@ugent.be 

 

Unlike other animals, humans have the unique ability to share and use verbal instructions to prepare for 

events that have yet to occur, allowing them to employ a higher degree of proactive control. However, 

systematic studies into the boundary conditions of these instructed task sets remain relatively scarce. In 

this study, we set out to investigate whether we can observe the same context-dependency that is often 

observed in practiced task sets: When people learn through experience that task sets are more applicable 

in one versus the other context, these tasks will be more easily activated within that context. Therefore, 

we tested whether merely instructed – but never experienced – task sets can similarly be more 

automatically activated in the context they are expected to occur. To this end, we administered a recent 

paradigm that indexes this automatic activation of merely instructed tasks, and tested its context-

dependency in four different experiments. In two experiments, we show how instructing the upcoming 

task context (location on the screen) has an automatic impact on performance, but does not modulate the 

automatic activation of merely instructed task sets. Interestingly, a third and fourth experiment suggest 

that this context dependency can actually be observed, but only after a sufficient amount of practice on a 

constant context manipulation (the instructed context was the same for all tasks), or when practicing the 

task in its appropriate context for sixty trials. Together, these findings demonstrate how both task context 

and task instructions can easily be instructed and implemented, but their integration requires practice. 
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Cognitive Control: The Relation Between Subjective Experience And Objective 

Performance 

Questienne, Laurence (1,2,3), van Dijck, Jean-Philippe (4), Van Opstal, Filip (1,2,3) & Gevers, Wim (1,2,3) 

(1) Center for Research in Cognition an Neurosciences(CRCN), Brussels, Belgium ; (2) Université Libre de 

Bruxelles(ULB), Brussels, Belgium ; (3) ULB Neuroscience Institute (UNI), Brussels, Belgium ; (4) Ghent 

University, Ghent, Belgium 

lquestie@ulb.ac.be 

 

In everyday life, we adapt our behaviour to avoid conflicting responses and improve our performance. The 

Gratton effect reflects this capacity of adaptation. This is the observation that, in conflict tasks, the 

congruency effect observed after incongruent trials is smaller than that observed after congruent trials. 

According to the conflict monitoring theory (Botvinick et al., 2001), the Gratton effect is observed because 

the anterior cingulate cortex computes competition between conflicting responses elicited by two 

dimensions of a stimulus (a task-relevant and a task-irrelevant dimension). This conflict detection serves a 

signal to focus on the task-relevant dimension on the next trial. Desender et al. (2014) recently suggested 

that subjective experience of the conflict, not response competition, is crucial for detecting conflict and 

triggering adaptation. This suggestion reopens the question of how the cognitive adaptation system can 

be signaled about a conflict to increase cognitive control. Our study explored how the Gratton effect is 

influenced by different potential sources of conflict detection: subjective conflict experience, conflict 

feedback, conflict labeling, and behavioural outcomes. Our results show that conflict experience is a 

sufficient conflict signal triggering the Gratton effect. Moreover, the subjective conflict experience takes 

precedence on external conflict feedback, even when they are contradictory. The conflict labeling of the 

trial has no effect. Finally, mere behavioural outcomes, without an associated subjective experience, do 

not trigger Gratton effect, but they have, nevertheless, an effect on reaction times on the subsequent trial. 

The specific effect of awareness of conflict experience on cognitive adaptation is discussed. 
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Learning to feel the conflict: The effect of metacognitive training on executive 

control 

Desender, Kobe (1), Van Opstal, Filip (2), & Eva, Van den Bussche (1) 

(1) Vrije Universiteit Brussel, Brussels, Belgium ; (2) Université Libre de Bruxelles, Brussels, Belgium 

Kobe.Desender@vub.ac.be 

 

Why are our actions accompanied by subjective experiences? One possibility is that metacognitive 

experiences inform us when our actions do not proceed fluently. Metacognition might act as cue for the 

executive system to increase the degree of control. Indeed, it has been shown that the crucial requirement 

to improve control is not the conscious perception of interfering information, but rather the subjective 

experience of its cumbersome effect. From this, we predicted that training people to appreciate their 

metacognitive experiences should help them to more appropriately increase executive control. To test 

this, participants performed a conflict task, which is known to target executive control demands, at the 

start and at the end of this study. In between, participants performed three sessions of the same conflict 

task, during which they were provided with feedback on their metacognitive judgments, giving them the 

possibility to train this ability. The results showed a striking dissociation. Participants whose metacognitive 

performance significantly increased also showed improved performance following conflicts (i.e., increased 

conflict adaptation) in the conflict task, indicative of improved executive control. In contrast, participants 

who did not gain from this metacognitive training, and actually got worse, showed a marked decrease in 

handling conflicts in the conflict task. As this was not attributable to overall differences in response speed 

or accuracy, this cannot be accounted for as a general decline in performance, but reflects a selective 

decrease in executive control. We conclude that the functional role of metacognitive experiences is to 

efficiently deploy executive control, an ability which can improve with practice. 
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Cognitive control training for depression: A novel approach to reduce 

vulnerability and boost resilience? 

Hoorelbeke, Kristof (1), & Koster, Ernst (1) 

(1) Department of Experimental-Clinical and Health Psychology, Ghent University 

Kristof.Hoorelbeke@UGent.be 

 

As an underlying mechanism of emotion regulation, cognitive control is of crucial importance for mental 

health. For instance, it has been suggested that cognitive control impairments hinder adaptive emotion 

regulation strategies such as positive (re-)appraisal. Furthermore, cognitive control impairments have 

been linked to depressive symptomatology through rumination, a maladaptive emotion regulation 

strategy that forms an important vulnerability factor for depression. Importantly, recent studies suggest 

that cognitive control training (CCT) targeting working memory functioning holds potential in reducing 

rumination and depressive symptomatology in clinically depressed patients. However, the preventive 

potential of CCT remains untested. We present two studies exploring the potential of CCT as a preventive 

intervention for depression. In both studies, participants were randomly allocated to a CCT or active 

control condition, consisting of 10 online training sessions. In the first study, we explored whether CCT can 

be used to reduce vulnerability for depression in at-risk undergraduate students (high trait ruminators). 

Working memory functioning was assessed preceding and following the training and reactivity to a lab 

stressor was assessed directly following training. At four weeks follow-up, rumination was re-assessed in 

response to a naturalistic stressor (examination period). The second study explored whether CCT can be 

used to increase resilience by facilitating positive (re-)appraisal. For this purpose, effects of CCT on working 

memory functioning and emotion regulation were assessed in a healthy undergraduate student sample. 

Furthermore, we propose a novel method to measure effects of CCT on emotion regulation in daily life 

(experience sampling). Effects of CCT on indices of vulnerability for depression and resilience will be 

discussed and suggestions will be made for future cognitive training studies. 

 

 

  

 

B1  Invited symposium: Cognitive stimulation programs: 

how effective are they? 

Session 1 

Albert II 

10.40 – 12.00 

Chair: Steve Majerus 
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OPERATION CLEAN WORLD: A REMEDIAL NUMBER SENSE INTERVENTION 

Linsen, Sarah (1), Maertens, Bieke (2), Verschaffel, Lieven (1), Elen, Jan (1), Reynvoet, Bert (1, 2), & De 

Smedt, Bert (1) 

(1) Faculty of Psychology and Educational Sciences, KU Leuven, Leuven, Belgium ; (2) Faculty of 

Psychology and Educational Sciences, KULAK, Kortrijk, Belgium 

sarah.linsen@ppw.kuleuven.be 

 

Studies have shown that training numerical magnitude processing has a positive effect on children’s 

numerical magnitude processing skills, and furthermore, that these effects transfer to their mathematical 

achievement. These studies have two important limitations. Firstly, they do not discriminate between 

training of symbolic versus nonsymbolic numerical magnitude processing skills. This is particularly 

relevant, given that it is currently unclear whether symbolic processing, nonsymbolic processing or both 

are reliable predictors of individual differences in mathematics achievement. Secondly, these training 

studies implicitly assumed that performance on both number comparison and number line estimation 

reflects how we represent magnitude on a mental number line. Therefore, we developed and evaluated 

two game-based interventions, called “Operation clean world”, in which we could manipulate content by 

numerical input (symbolic and nonsymbolic processing) and by explicit task instruction (comparison versus 

number line). In a first study, we contrasted numerical input, but included both comparison and number 

line tasks in each condition. Seventy-four second graders were randomly assigned to either a symbolic or 

a nonsymbolic condition. Results showed that children in both conditions improved on both tests of 

numerical magnitude processing and single-digit arithmetic skills after training. There were no differences 

between symbolic versus nonsymbolic training, suggesting that both types of intervention affected 

children’s arithmetic skills to the same extent. In a second study, we contrasted explicit task instruction, 

but included both symbolic and nonsymbolic tasks in each condition. Seventy 5-year old children played 

either the comparison or number line game. Results revealed that children’s numerical magnitude 

comparison skills improved their numerical magnitude comparison skills, while training number line 

estimation skills improved both children’s number line estimation skills and their numerical magnitude 

comparison skills. This suggests that both tasks address, at least partially, different skills that are in turn 

related to mathematics achievement. In general, our results showed that it is possible to train children’s 

numerical magnitude processing skills and that these effects can also transfer to their calculation skills. 

Therefore, our game provides opportunities for interventions both in the classroom and at home, and both 

in children with and without mathematical difficulties. 
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Does working memory training foster development of numeracy skills? 

Attout, Lucie (1), Honoré, Nastasya (2), Noël, Marie-Pascale (2), Majerus, Steve (1) 

(1) Faculté de Psychologie, logopédie et sciences de l' éducation, Université de Liège, Belgium ; (2) Faculté 

de Psychologie et des sciences de l’éducation, Université Catholique de Louvain, Belgium 

Lucie.attout@ulg.ac.be 

 

Several studies suggest a close link between the development of working memory (WM) and numerical 

abilities. The aim of this study was to determine whether working memory training may facilitate the 

acquisition of early numerical skills. Past training studies exploring this question have led to inconclusive 

results. Here we present two training studies in kindergarten and first grade children focusing on either 

general WM training or on serial order WM training, the latter component having been recently shown to 

predict early arithmetic abilities. Both training procedures failed to lead to specific increases of various 

mathematical skills as compared to a control training group. These results will be discussed in the light of 

the inconclusive results of past training studies, and we will identify methodological caveats for future 

training studies on working memory and numerical development. 
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Working memory rehabilitation in brain injured patients: past, present and 

future 

Majerus, Steve (1,2) 

(1) Department of Psychology, Cognition & Behavior, Université de Liège, Belgium ; (2) Fonds de la 

Recherche Scientifique FNRS, Belgium 

smajerus@ulg.ac.be 

 

The fast development of the field of cognitive psychology and neurosciences has considerably increased 

our knowledge about the cognitive and neural processes supporting working memory. At the same time, 

progress has been much slower in the field of rehabilitation of working memory deficits in brain injured 

patients. I will show that since the pioneering work of cognitive neuropsychologists in the last 20 years of 

the 20th century, the field of working memory rehabilitation has not shown significant progress beyond 

the theory-driven cognitive stimulation and compensation techniques developed at that time. I will review 

the studies that have aimed at restoring normal working memory capacity in brain injured patients, and 

examine their efficacy and generalizability. Future perspectives for working memory rehabilitation will be 

discussed, including the role of recently developed neurostimulation techniques. 
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Measuring theory of mind in the brain: An implicit versus explicit task 

Nijhof, Annabel Dineke (1), Brass, Marcel (1), Bardi, Lara (1), & Wiersema, Jan R. (1) 

(1) Ghent University, Ghent, Belgium 

Annabel.nijhof@ugent.be 

 

Theory of Mind (ToM, or mentalizing: the ability to attribute mental states to oneself or others) has been 

widely studied, but almost exclusively through tasks with explicit instructions. The question is whether 

people also use ToM implicitly, and initial results confirm this. However, little is known about the brain 

regions underlying implicit mentalizing, which could be similar to or different from the set of brain regions 

known to be involved in explicit mentalizing (mPFC, rTPJ, pSTS, PC). Besides that, hardly any studies have 

directly contrasted implicit and explicit ToM tasks that are experimentally comparable. Our aim was to do 

this, both at the behavioural and at the neural level. In a behavioural study (N = 37), participants performed 

implicit and explicit versions of a ToM task (within-subject design). They watched movie clips of Buzz 

Lightyear placing a ball on a table, which could roll out of the scene or behind an occluder. In the belief 

formation phase, both they and Buzz developed a belief, which could be the same or different, about ball 

location. These beliefs, although irrelevant, were expected to influence ball detection time in the outcome 

phase. Implicit and explicit versions differed only in terms of additional catch questions, either asking 

about a physical aspect of Buzz (implicit), or about his prior belief (explicit). RT data confirmed that 

participants used ToM, implicitly as well as explicitly. Crucially, RTs to the ball were slower when it was 

unexpected for both participant and agent, than when only the agent had expected it. In a follow-up study 

(N = 23), participants performed the same two tasks adapted for fMRI in the scanner. In addition to a 

replication of the behavioural pattern, fMRI data revealed that participants showed increased activity in 

mPFC and rTPJ/STS when their belief about ball presence was different from that of the other agent, as 

compared to when they held the same belief. This was the case for both the implicit and explicit version 

of the task. No difference in brain activation between the two versions was observed. In conclusion, our 

results suggest similar behavioural effects of implicit and explicit mentalizing, with a striking overlap of 

implicated brain regions. These findings argue against a ‘two-system account’ of mentalizing. Additionally, 

beliefs of self and other seem to require more processing when they differ than when they are the same, 

also during implicit mentalizing. 
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The Role of Personality in the Occurrence of the Positivity Effect in Older Adults 

Steenhaut, Priska (1,2), Demeyer, Ineke (2), De Raedt, Rudi (2), & Rossi, Gina (1) 

(1)  Vrije Universiteit Brussel (VUB), Brussels, Belgium; (2)  Universiteit Gent (UG), Ghent, Belgium 

Priska.Steenhaut@vub.ac.be 

 

Several research findings indicate that older adults (OA) focus more on positive information compared to 

negative information. According to the socio-emotional selectivity theory, this positivity effect in attention 

results from an increased motivation to allocate resources to emotion regulation due to the limited time 

span of OA. Yet, results on this effect are not always consistent. Personality may be a confounding factor 

in the positivity effect, since this has been found to play a role in attentional processing in younger adults 

(YA). The current study is the first to explore whether personality is also linked to attention in OA. Based 

on results in YA, we hypothesize that OA scoring higher on extraversion and positive emotionality, will 

focus more on positive information, and that OA scoring higher on neuroticism and negative emotionality, 

will have a greater focus on negative information. Personality traits were measured by the MMPI-2-RF-

PSY-5 and the NEO-FFI scales. Attentional focus was examined with the Engagement-disengagement task. 

In this task eye-movements were registered to see how fast participants can switch their attention towards 

or away from emotional faces. The study results (N = 33, mean age 72.7, age range 66 - 90, 57.6 % males) 

show that there is a link between attention and personality in OA, but not always in the expected direction. 

So were neuroticism and negative emotionality moderately correlated with slower disengagement from 

happy faces, while neuroticism was trend significantly, negatively correlated with less fixations towards 

sad faces (p =.098). Moreover, extraversion had moderate to high correlations with attention to sad faces. 

Congruent with our hypotheses, extraversion was moderately negatively correlated with less initial 

attention to angry faces and there was a medium effect size between positive emotionality and more 

attention to happy faces, although this last correlation was only trend significant (p = .064). We conclude 

that personality may indeed be a confounding factor in the occurrence of the positivity effect in OA. 

Nevertheless, more data needs to be collected to further analyze the robustness of differences found 

between OA and YA, and to clarify unexpected results, and their consequences into more detail. 
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An ALE meta-analysis on the neural correlates of personal goal processing during 

episodic future thoughts and mind-wandering 

Stawarczyk, David (1), & D’Argembeau, Arnaud (1, 2) 

(1) Department of Psychology - Cognition & Behavior, University of Liège, Belgium, (2) Cyclotron Research 

Center, University of Liège, Belgium 

d.stawarczyk@ulg.ac.be 

 

The ability to project oneself into the future is a multi-determined mental faculty that depends on various 

cognitive processes supported by an extended set of brain regions. The aim of the present study was to 

examine a crucial component of future thinking—personal goal processing—and to determine its neural 

correlates during both experimentally directed mental time travel towards the future and mind-

wandering, a form of spontaneous thoughts characterized by a prospective bias towards upcoming events. 

To address this question, we performed three distinct ALE meta-analyses of brain imaging studies on 

episodic future thinking, mind-wandering, and personal goal processing. We then examined the 

commonalities and differences in brain activity between these three areas of research. The results showed 

that the three domains activated a common set of brain regions within the default network including the 

posterior inferior parietal cortex, posterior cingulate cortex, lateral temporal lobe, and, most notably, the 

medial prefrontal cortex. Differences in activation were also observed, and the medial prefrontal cortex 

was more activated during personal goal processing than the other two domains. These findings suggest 

that the medial prefrontal cortex mediates the processing of personal goals during both episodic future 

thinking and mind-wandering. 
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Emotional Face Discrimination as revealed by electrophysiological periodic visual 

responses 

Dzhelyova, Milena  (1) & Rossion, Bruno (1) 

(1) University of Louvain (UCL), Institute of research in Psychology (IPSY), Institute of Neuroscience (IoNS) 

milena.dzhelyova@uclouvain.be 

 

Being able to read social information is vital for an individual. A wealth of social cues is provided by the 

face, in particular emotional expressions. To address the question of how the brain discriminates 

emotional faces, we recorded electroencephalogram from 18 participants during a fast periodic oddball 

paradigm1, which provides an objective, implicit and robust quantifiable measure of visual discrimination. 

The same face with a neutral expression was presented at a rate of 5.88 Hz during an 80 sec sequence. 

Every five faces, the same face displaying an emotional expression of fear, disgust or happiness (in 

different sequences) was presented, thus resulting in a sequence NNNNFNNNNFNNNNF (e.g., neutral-fear 

oddball sequence). The oddball 1.18Hz (5.88Hz/5) response and its harmonics (e.g., 2f = 2.36 Hz) were 

used to measure emotional face discrimination. This emotional face discrimination response was observed 

bilaterally at occipito-temporal sites. Furthermore, inverting the faces significantly reduced the brain 

response over the occipito-temporal regions for the oddball frequency, suggesting that it reflected high 

level processes related to the emotional faces. The response to happy faces was characterised with more 

dorsal distribution than angry and disgusted faces. The latter face type was characterised with more 

anterior scalp topography than the angry faces. An additional analysis confirmed the topographical 

differences and hinted at partly distinct neural generators. A complementary time domain analysis 

revealed several components discriminating neutral from emotional faces and an additional experiment 

comparing the mode of stimulus presentation – sine vs. square wave – suggested that these 3 components 

peaked at 120 ms (positive); 170 ms (negative) and 250 ms (positive) after stimulus onset. These 

observations provide new insights into the temporal dynamics of facial expression processing and show 

that the fast periodic oddball paradigm can be successfully employed to address processes underlying 

social perception. 
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Identifying Risk Factors for Sex Offending in Juveniles 

Uzieblo, K.(1), Michaux, E. (2), Bradt, E. (3), & van West, D. (3, 4, 5) 

(1) Thomas More Antwerp & Ghent University, Belgium ; (2) Thomas More Antwerp & Leuven Institute of 

Criminology, KU Leuven, Belgium ; (3) University Centre of Child and Adolescent Psychiatry (UKJA), 

ZiekenhuisNetwerk Antwerpen (ZNA), Antwerp ; (4) Clinica 

Kasia.Uzieblo@thomasmore.be 

 

Sexual offenses are usually defined as behaviour that includes any interaction with person(s) of any age 

that is perpetrated against the victim’s will, without consent, or in an aggressive, exploitive, manipulative, 

or threatening manner (Ryan, 2010). Although research has been mainly focusing on adult sex offenders, 

there is increasing attention for minors who commit sexual offenses that would be considered as a crime 

if they were adults, i.e. the juvenile sex offenders. Nevertheless, knowledge on the nature of and the 

predictive factors for sexual offending in juveniles remains limited. The current study aims to explore these 

characteristics of juvenile sexual offending in a Belgian sample. In collaboration with the Flemish 

Intersectoral Collaboration and Support Platform for Sexual Offending in Juveniles an extensive case-file 

study was conducted in which the characteristics of the juvenile offenders, their victims and a wide range 

of psychosocial risk and protective factors were explored. Preliminary results indicate an 

overrepresentation of male offenders who committed a hands-on offence on extrafamilial victims and 

who didn’t exhibit clear criminal precursors. Developmental disorders were the most common diagnosed 

psychiatric disorders among these juveniles. Due to practical considerations, data collection and analysis 

are still in progress and will be completed in time for the BAPS conference. 
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Sexuality in adolescent boys with Autism Spectrum Disorder: A cause for 

concern? 

Dewinter, Jeroen (1), Vermeiren, Robert (2), Lobbestael, Jill (3), Vanwesenbeeck, Ine (4), & Van 

Nieuwenhuizen, Chijs (1) 

(1) GGzE, Centre for Child and Adolescent Psychiatry, Eindhoven & Tranzo, Tilburg University, Tilburg, the 
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J.Dewinter@GGZE.nl 

 

Different assumptions about sexuality in adolescents with Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD) exist, varying 

from the idea that they are asexual, slower sexually developing, or prone to develop deviant interest and 

behaviours. Limited systematic research exists however on this topic. In addition, the majority of studies 

on sexuality in youth and adults with ASD are based on parent- and caregiver reports, with small and non-

representative samples. In the current study the lifetime sexual experience in adolescent boys with ASD 

was investigated. First, a sample (N=50) of high-functioning adolescent boys with ASD completed a 

computerised questionnaire on sexual health. Comparison of the participants’ results to those of a 

neurotypical matched control group (N=90) revealed no differences relating to lifetime sexual experience. 

Second, we conducted qualitative semi-structured interviews in eight of the participating boys. 

Interpretative Phenomenological Analysis was used to explore the boys’ views on sexuality and 

relationships. Preliminary analysis revealed 1) the role of the context, 2) differences in experiencing sexual 

pleasure and attraction 3) the role of assumptions about sex and relationships, 4) variation in interest to 

relate to a partner, and 5) different kinds of relationships. These results demonstrate that sexuality is a 

normative part of adolescent development for boys with ASD. Concrete, open, and detailed relational and 

sexual education and communication is important to support a healthy sexual development in boys with 

ASD. 
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Sexual Violence against Children in Sport 

Vertommen, Tine(1), Schipper-van Veldhoven, Nicolette(2), & Van Den Eede, Filip(1) 

(1) Collaborative Antwerp Psychiatric Research Institute, University of Antwerp, Belgium ; (2) Netherlands 

Olympic Committee and Netherlands Sports Confederation (NOC*NSF), the Netherlands 

Tine.Vertommen@uza.be 

 

After the disclosure of a Dutch high profile sexual abuse case in elite sport in 1996, the taboo on sexual 

violence in sport began to shift and attract public indignation. Since, the Netherlands sports authorities 

have invested in a comprehensive prevention policy, while Flanders only recently took action. 

Notwithstanding this difference in stage of prevention strategy, both regions suffer under the lack of 

reliable prevalence data on sexual violence against children in sport. This presentation will report the first 

large scaled prevalence study in Flanders and the Netherlands. A cross-sectional, retrospective design, 

using an online survey, provided a quantitative assessment of sexual violence in a representative sample 

of adults, prescreened on having participated in organized sport before the age of 18 (N=4043). 

Hypotheses of increased risk of victimization related to gender, sex, sport level, sexual orientation, ethnic 

origin or disability are tested using simple and multiple logistic regression. About 14% of the total sample 

reported at least one experience with sexual violence. Females reported higher prevalence rates 

compared to male respondents, and the prevalence is also significantly higher in Flanders than in the 

Netherlands. Competing at international level, LGB (lesbian, gay, bisexual), ethnic minority and disability 

prove to be risk-increasing factors. These results justify any policy effort to prevent all types of sexual 

violence against children in sport. Safeguarding policy should devote careful attention to elite level 

athletes and minority groups. The development of a uniform methodology to measure and internationally 

compare the prevalence of sexual violence is required to inform and evaluate attempts to protect children 

within organized sport worldwide. 
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Sexual violence within persistent offenders 

Michaux, Emilie (1), Uzieblo, Kasia (2), & Vervaeke, Geert (3) 

Emilie.Michaux@thomasmore.be 

 

Many researchers acknowledge that a small group of offenders is responsible for the majority of criminal 

offences (Blokland, 2006; Farrington, 1995; Loeber, Farrington, Stouthamer-Loeber, Moffitt & Caspi, 

2001). Within this group of persistent offenders, different groups have been discerned according to their 

criminal pathway: adolescent-limited offenders, life-course persistent offenders, low-level chronic 

offenders and late bloomers (e.g., Farrington, 2011; Lussier & Blokland, 2014; Moffitt, 1997). Discerning 

different trajectories of persistent offenders has been of great importance in identifying the risk of 

violence as well as the most appropriate intervention strategies for the different subgroups of persistent 

offenders (Cale & Lussier, 2014; Schönberger, De Kogel, & Bregman, 2012; Wartna, El Harbachi & Essers, 

2006). The pathways to sexual violence within this specific group have however received less scientific 

consideration. This presentation highlights the phenomenon of sexual violence within a group of persistent 

offenders. Data from 141 persistent offenders (defined as having at least five convictions, one of them for 

a serious offence) currently staying in a Belgian prison will be analysed using Latent Class Analysis to 

identify different subgroups. More specifically, a typology will be developed based on the occurrence of 

(repeated) sexual violence, the factors associated with sexual violence as well as its relation to general 

offending. Data analysis is still in progress and will be finalized for the BAPS-conference. 
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Temporal Dynamics of action perception: Differences on ERP evoked by Object-

Related and Non-Object-Related Actions 

Wamain, Yannick (1), Pluciennicka, Ewa (1) & Kalénine, Solène (1) 

(1) SCALab, CNRS UMR 9193, Lille, France 

ywamain@gmail.com 

 

While neuropsychological dissociations suggest that distinct processes are involved in execution or 

perception of transitive (object-related) and intransitive (non-object-related) actions, the few 

neuroimaging studies that directly contrasted the brain activations underlying transitive and intransitive 

gesture perception failed to find substantial differences between the two action types. However, the 

distinction could be visible on brain activity timing within the fronto-parietal network. In this study, we 

used Event-Related Potential (ERP) method to assess the temporal dynamics of object-related and non-

object-related action processing. Although both meaningful, only object-related actions involve object 

motor features. Accordingly, perception of the two action types would show distinct neural correlates. 

Participants were presented with four movie types (ORA, Object-Related Action, NORA: Non-Object-

Related Action and 2 control movies) and were instructed to perform tasks that required explicit or implicit 

action recognition (specific action recognition or color change detection). Movies were presented as Point-

Light Display (PLD) and thus provided only information about gesture kinematics regardless of action type. 

ERP were computed during movie visual perception and analyzed as a function of movie type and task. 

The main result revealed a difference between ORA and NORA on the amplitude of the P3a component in 

the fronto-parietal region. The difference observed around 250 ms after movie onset do not likely origin 

from variation in low-level visual features or attention resource allocation. Instead, we suggest that it 

reflects incidental recruitment of object attributes during object-related action perception. The exact 

nature of these attributes is discussed. 
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Decoding concrete and abstract action representations - an fMRI-based MVPA 

approach 

Wurm, Moritz F. (1) & Lingnau, Angelika (1,2) 

(1)  Center for Mind/Brain Sciences, University of Trento, Italy, (2) Department of Psychology and 
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moritz.wurm@unitn.it 

 

Interacting in a social environment requires understanding the actions of others. But action understanding 

is a surprisingly challenging balancing act between specificity and generality: On the one hand, neural 

action representations need to discriminate an observed action from perceptually similar but conceptually 

dissimilar actions. On the other hand, there are countless means to achieve a particular action goal. Hence, 

the same action-specific representations also need to generalize across conceptually similar but 

perceptually dissimilar action variants. To date it is unclear how the brain  generalizes from concrete action 

instantiations to abstract, perceptually invariant action concepts. Using fMRI-based multivariate pattern 

decoding, we determined the generalization capacities of action-specific representations in brain regions 

typically involved in action observation. We investigated three different levels of abstraction: a concrete 

level that distinguishes actions based on perceptual features (e.g., opening vs. closing a specific bottle), an 

intermediate level that generalizes across movement kinematics and specific objects involved in the action 

(e.g., opening different bottles with a cork or a screw cap), and an abstract level that additionally 

generalizes across object category (e.g., opening bottles or boxes). Neural populations with the highest 

generalization capacities are found in lateral occipitotemporal and inferior parietal cortex. By contrast, 

premotor cortex discriminates actions at the concrete level only. Our results demonstrate that neural 

populations in association cortices in proximity to perceptual regions fulfill the necessary criteria for action 

understanding. This finding has important implications for the yet unsolved debate whether action 

recognition is a function of the "what" system (similar to object recognition) or requires motor 

representations of the observer's own action repertoire. Our results are compatible with the former but 

not with the latter view. 
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INVESTIGATING THE TEMPORAL DYNAMICS OF ACTION OBSERVATION USING 

MEG AND MULTIVARIATE ANALYSIS 

Tucciarelli Raffaele (1), Turella Luca (1), Nikolaas N. Oosterhof (1), Weisz Nathan (1,2), & Lingnau 

Angelika (1,2) 

1. Center for Mind/Brain Sciences (CIMeC), University of Trento, Rovereto, 38068, Italy; 2. Department of 

Cognitive Sciences, University of Trento, Rovereto, 38068, Italy. 
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When we observe other people's actions, a network of temporal, parietal and frontal regions is recruited, 

including areas that have been reported to be involved when we perform actions ourselves. Such findings 

have been taken to support the view that action understanding relies on the simulation of actions in our 

own motor system. Alternatively, it has been argued that actions can be understood based on a perceptual 

analysis, with access to action knowledge stored in the conceptual system. To address this question, we 

investigated the dynamics of action representations that generalize across the means in which these 

actions are performed (e.g. using the left or right hand). Specifically, we investigated at which point in time 

and in which brain regions it is possible to distinguish between two different observed actions (pointing, 

grasping), irrespective of the direction (left, right) and the effector (left hand, right hand). We used 

magnetoencephalography (MEG) to measure brain activity of 17 participants watching short videos of 

hand actions (pointing, grasping) to the left or right side using either the left or the right hand. To keep 

participants attending to the videos, we occasionally asked questions regarding one of the three 

dimensions (action/direction/effector) they had just observed. We focused our analysis on neural 

oscillatory activity that was induced starting from video onset, assuming that different frequency bands 

carry information about the various cognitive processes involved during action observation. To identify 

frequency, time and sensor space that distinguished the two actions while generalizing across direction 

and effector, we ran a cross-validation multivariate searchlight analysis. We found that the two observed 

movements elicit differential patterns at an earlier stage of the video in the theta- and low alpha-bands, 

while significant decoding was possible in the high alpha- and beta-bands only at a later stage. Source 

analysis indicated that the difference obtained in the high alpha- and beta-bands was mainly located in 

frontal and parietal regions, while the earlier difference observed in the theta- and low-alpha bands was 

mainly located in bilateral occipito-temporal regions. Our results suggest that occipito-temporal regions 

have access to abstract action representations earlier than frontal regions, providing important constraints 

for biologically plausible models of action understanding 
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PERCEIVING AND INTERPRETING ACTIONS WITH AND WITHOUT MOTOR 

SIMULATION. 

Vannuscorps, Gilles (1, 2) & Caramazza, Alfonso (1, 2). 
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Every day, we interact with people synchronously, immediately understand what they are doing, and easily 

infer information about their mental state and the likely outcome of their action from their kinematics. 

According to motor theories of perception, such efficient perceptual processing of others’ actions is 

achieved within the motor system by a process of “motor simulation” – an unconscious covert imitation 

of the observed movements. On this hypothesis, individuals incapable of simulating observed movements 

in their motor system should have difficulty perceiving and interpreting observed actions. Contrary to this 

prediction, we found across eight sensitive experiments that five individuals born without upper limbs – 

upper limb Amelia – perceived, anticipated, predicted, comprehended and memorized upper limb actions, 

which they cannot simulate, as accurately and as rapidly as age- and education- matched typically 

developed participants. We also found that, like the typically developed participants, the amelic 

participants systematically perceived the position of moving upper limbs slightly ahead of their real 

position but only when the anticipated position would be biomechanically possible. Such anticipatory bias 

and its modulation by implicit knowledge of the body biomechanical constraints were previously 

considered as indexes of motor contribution to perception. Our findings undermine this assumption and, 

together, show instead that action perception occurs outside the motor system. 
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Investigating the Implementation of Novel Instructions by Means of the 

Instruction-Based Congruency Effect. 

Liefooghe, Baptist 

Ghent University, Ghent, Belgium 

baptist.liefooghe@ugent.be 

 

In recent years, a substantial amount of research focused on the implementation of novel instructions into 

actions. A common finding in this field of research is that instructed stimulus-response (S-R) mappings, 

that were not applied overtly before, can lead to stimulus-response compatibility effects. An overview will 

be presented about the current status of our research on this type of effect. First, evidence will be 

discussed, which suggests that instruction-based congruency effects are based on the implementation of 

S-R mappings into actively maintained functional associations, which lead to automatic response 

activations. Second, evidence will be presented indicating that associations formed on the basis of 

instructions, only include conceptual codes and allow for backward activation. Finally, it will be argued 

that instruction-based congruency goes beyond stimulus-response compatibility effects by showing that 

it can bias early attentional processes and even be obtained for instructions not referring to a particular 

response. 
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CONTINGENT ATTENTIONAL CAPTURE TRIGGERS THE CONGRUENCY SEQUENCE 

EFFECT 

Schmidt, James R. (1), & Weissman, D. H. (2) 
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The congruency effect in distracter interference tasks is often reduced after incongruent as compared to 

congruent trials. Here, we investigated whether this congruency sequence effect (CSE) is triggered by (a) 

attentional adaptation resulting from perceptual conflict or (b) contingent attentional capture arising from 

distracters that possess target-defining perceptual features. To distinguish between these hypotheses, we 

varied the perceptual format in which a distracter (word or arrow) and a subsequent target (word or 

arrow) appeared in a prime-probe task. In Experiment 1, we varied these formats across four blocks of a 

factorial design, such that targets always appeared in a single perceptual format. Consistent with both 

hypotheses, we observed a CSE only when the distracter appeared in the same perceptual format as the 

target. In Experiment 2, we varied these formats randomly across trials within each block, such that targets 

appeared randomly in either format. Consistent with the attentional capture account but inconsistent with 

the perceptual conflict account, we observed equivalent CSEs in the same and different perceptual format 

conditions. These findings show for the first time that contingent attentional capture plays an important 

role in triggering the CSE. 
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Is the Positivity Effect in Attention of Older Adults most Apparent when Emotion 

Regulation is Needed? 

Demeyer, Ineke (1), Sanchez-Lopez, Alvaro (1) & De Raedt, Rudi (1) 
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Compared to younger age groups, older adults show a larger attentional preference for positive over 

negative information. This positivity effect in attention is considered to be an emotion regulation strategy 

in older adults. As a result, this effect should become most apparent at a time when emotion regulation is 

needed. To test this premises, we manipulated emotional state in older adults before investigating their 

attentional processing. Moreover, we used a paradigm that allows disentangling several attentional 

processes. Sixty older adults were randomly assigned to perform a stress-inducing or a control task. Before 

and after this manipulation, emotional state was assessed. Next, attentional processing of happy, sad, and 

angry faces was investigated in an eye tracking design using the engagement-disengagement task. In this 

task, participants have to disengage attention from emotional faces to attend to neutral faces. Even 

though there was a significant difference in changes in emotional state between the two groups, there 

was no significant group difference in emotional state after manipulation. However, over the whole group, 

individual differences in emotional state after the manipulation were associated with different attentional 

processing. As expected, older adults in a more sad state showed a positivity effect in the form of slower 

disengagement from happy faces. However, older adults that experienced higher stress levels also showed 

slower disengagement from sad faces. These results indicate that older adults deploy the positivity effect 

in attention to regulate their sad emotional state, but this strategy might be hampered during stress. 
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Is there a dedicated cognitive and neural mechanism to put one’s own 

perspective aside during social interactions? 

Samson, Dana (1), Houthuys, Sarah (2), & Humphreys, Glyn (3) 

(1) Institut de Recherche en Sciences Psychologiques (IPSY), Université catholique de Louvain (UCL), 

Louvain-la-Neuve (Belgium); (2) School of Psychology, University of Birmingham, UK; (3) Department of 

Experimental Psychology, University of Oxford 

 

Understanding other people’s point of view is crucial for successful social interaction but can be 

particularly challenging in situations where the other person’s point view conflicts with our own view. Such 

situations require executive control processes that help us resist interference from our own perspective. 

In this study, we examined how domain-general these executive processes are. We report the 

performance of two pairs of brain-damaged patients who had sustained lesions in different areas of the 

prefrontal cortex and who showed deficits in classic executive function tasks. The patients were presented 

with desire reasoning tasks in which two sources of executive control were manipulated:  the need to 

resist interference from one’s own desire when inferring someone else’s conflicting desire and the need 

to resist interference from the ascription of an approach motivation when inferring an avoidance-desire. 

The pattern of performance of the two pairs of patients conformed to a classic double dissociation with 

one pair of patients showing a deficit in resisting interference from their own perspective but not from the 

ascription of an approach motivation while the other pair of patients showed the opposite profile. Thus, 

patients with a self-perspective inhibition deficit do not necessarily have difficulties resisting interference 

from any other salient but irrelevant information (such as an approach motivation) when mentalising. 

Furthermore, not any patient with severe executive function deficits will show a self-perspective inhibition 

deficit when mentalising. This strongly suggests that the processes involved in self-perspective inhibition 

are at least partly distinct at the cognitive and neural level from other executive processes. 
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On the role of right temporo-parietal junction in moral judgments: a tDCS study 
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Representing and integrating information about intentions and consequences plays a crucial role in mature 

moral judgments (Cushman, 2008). It has been suggested that the rTPJ (right Temporo-Parietal Junction) 

is responsible for integrating intention information in moral judgments (Young, Cushman, Hauser, & Saxe, 

2007; Young, Camprodon, Hauser, Pascual-Leone, & Saxe, 2010). In this study we investigated this 

hypothesis with tDCS (transcranial Direct Current Stimulation) in healthy participants. tDCS was used in 

order to enhance (anodal stimulation) or decrease (cathodal stimulation) the excitability of the rTPJ while 

participants made moral judgments. Participants were randomly assigned to one of three tDCS conditions 

(anodal, cathodal, placebo) following a double-blind procedure. The first half of the moral judgments were 

processed without any stimulation (baseline) while the second half were processed under tDCS stimulation 

(anodal, cathodal, placebo). The scenarios presented to participants manipulated orthogonally the 

intention to harm (no intention to harm vs. intention to harm) and the consequence of the action (no 

consequence vs. harmful consequence). Across two experiments, we found that tDCS stimulation of the 

rTPJ specifically modulated the moral judgments of accidental harms (neutral intention, negative 

consequence); judgments of attempted harms (negative intention, neutral consequence) were not 

affected. The modulation took the form of a marginally significant increase in the severity of judgments 

under low current cathodal stimulation (Experiment 1) and a highly significant decrease in the severity of 

judgments under higher current cathodal stimulation (Experiment 2). We discuss these results in relation 

to the role of the rTPJ in moral cognition and in relation to recent other findings of reversal of effects of 

cathodal stimulation depending on the current strength. Our results provide evidence that tDCS is a 

promising technique to study high level social processing like moral judgments. 
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The Person Within: Person and Trait Neural Codes are Located in the ventral 

mPFC 

Heleven, Elien (1) & Van Overwalle, Frank (1) 

(1) Vrije Universiteit Brussel 

Elien.Heleven@vub.ac.be 

 

Neuroimaging studies on trait inference demonstrated that the ventral medial prefrontal cortex (mPFC) 

houses neural representations of memory codes for traits (Ma et al., 2014). We investigated whether the 

mPFC also represents the neural code for persons that possess these traits. To localize these codes, we 

used fMRI repetition suppression, which is a rapid suppression of fMRI responses upon repeated 

presentation of the same stimulus, in this case, the person as he or she is (i.e., with a set of traits). 

Participants had to infer a person’s traits from brief trait-implying behavioral descriptions. In each trial, 

the critical (target) sentence was preceded by a sentence (prime) that implied the same person or not. 

Experiment 1 demonstrated that a neural code of close others (family and friends) is located in the mPFC. 

Experiment 2 showed that a code of unfamiliar others (with Star Trek-like names) is located in the anterior 

intraparietal sulcus, suggesting that unfamiliar persons are processed as persons that act in a specific way 

instead of having specific characteristics. In addition, most participants also had a person code that was 

idiosyncratically located in the mPFC without emerging at the group-level. This may indicate that the mPFC 

serves as temporary placeholder where unfamiliar persons are perhaps linked to familiar persons or traits. 
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Social Cognition and the Cerebellum: A Meta-analytic & Multi-Study 

Connectivity analysis 

Van Overwalle, F. (1), D’aes, T. (1) & Mariën, P. (1,2) 

(1) Vrije Universiteit Brussel, Belgium ; (2) ZNA Middelheim Hospital, Antwerp, Belgium 

Frank.VanOverwalle@vub.ac.be 

 

What is the functional connectivity of the cerebellum with the cerebrum in social cognitive processes? In 

a recent meta-analysis, Van Overwalle and colleagues (2014) documented that the cerebellum is critically 

implicated in social processes of “body” (i.e., mirroring) and “mind” reading (i.e., mentalizing), and most 

strongly so in more abstract and complex forms of social mentalizing, often involving the reconstruction 

of past, future and hypothetical events. The overlap of these findings with the cerebellar topography of a 

recent functional connectivity study (Buckner et al., 2011) suggests that the involvement of the cerebellum 

in social reasoning critically depends on its functional connectivity with the cerebrum. To test this 

hypothesis, we first explored the meta-analytic functional connectivity between the cerebellum and the 

cerebrum during social cognition (n = 38 studies). The meta-analytic results confirm substantial and distinct 

connectivity with respect to the functions of (a) social mentalizing (“mind” reading) and (b) action 

understanding (“body” reading). A follow-up multi-study connectivity analysis (n = 92 participants) 

confirms a domain-specific mentalizing functionality that is strongly connected with the corresponding 

mentalizing network in the cerebrum. Specifically, there was reliable connectivity from the dorsomedial 

prefrontal cortex (dmPFC) and right temporo-parietal junction (TPJ) into the right posterior cerebellum, 

and back to the left TPJ. There is also connectivity from the dmPFC right TPJ to the left TPJ, and of the 

bilateral TPJ to the medial orbitofrontal cortex (mOFC). Hence the left TPJ and/or mOFC are the endpoint 

of both connectivity loops. The discussion centers on the role of these meeting points in matching internal 

sequence predictions of the cerebrum against external information from the cerebrum. Together, the 

consistent and strong connectivity findings of these analyses suggest that cerebellar activity during social 

judgments reflects a domain-specific mentalizing and mirroring functionality, and that these functions are 

strongly connected with the corresponding functional networks in the cerebrum. 
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Contribution of primary motor cortex to perceptual and value-based decision 

processes 

Gerard Derosiere 

Institute of Neuroscience, Université catholique de Louvain, Brussels, Belgium 

gerard.derosiere@uclouvain.be 

 

When one makes the decision to act in the physical world, the neural activity in primary motor cortex (M1) 

encodes the competition between potential action choices. Traditional approaches have viewed this 

activity as reflecting the unfolding of the outcome of a decision process taking place upstream. However, 

a recently emerging theoretical framework posits that the motor neural structures directly contribute to 

the decision process. Following this view, the selection of any behavior would directly emerge from the 

top-down regulation of M1 activity allowing the integration of cognitive variables that drive decisions such 

as the evaluation of the potential reward associated with each competing action. Here, we tested this 

hypothesis by assessing the effect of M1 disruption on the ability of human subjects to make action choices 

based on both perceptual and value-based decision processes. Participants were instructed to select 

between index and middle finger key-presses with the right hand as quickly as possible according to the 

color of an imperative signal presented on a computer screen. The colors ranged from clearly green to 

clearly red with, in between, a set of more ambiguous tints with lower saturation levels. Importantly, this 

finger choice was biased such that, to earn more money, the subjects also had to take into consideration 

the shape of the stimulus (circle or square, undisclosed manipulation). As such, the motor response 

depended on both a perceptual decision process – i.e., discriminating the color of the stimulus according 

to instructed rules - and a value-based decision process relying on reinforcement learning. The experiment 

extended over two sessions occurring at 24-hours interval. Each experimental session consisted in six 

blocks of 4-minutes duration. Continuous theta burst stimulation (cTBS) was exploited to disrupt left or 

right M1 activity in two different groups of subjects. It was applied after the third block of the second 

session (i.e., at the middle of the second session), once subjects had learned the task and reached a plateau 

in their performance (pilot data). Based on our hypothesis, we predicted that left (and maybe right) M1 

disruption would alter the operation of the (learned) perceptual and/or value-based processes. The 

experiment also involved a control condition in which cTBS was applied over the right somatosensory in a 

third group of subjects. Preliminary data collected in the control group reveal a progressive acquisition of 

the perceptual decision process throughout the first session, as reflected by an increase in the proportion 

of correct responses in accordance with the explicit instructions. Interestingly, the operation of the value-
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based decision process was not evident in the first session but was present from the first block of the 

second session. We will present data showing the impact of M1 cTBS on the operation of these perceptual 

and value-based decision processes. 
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Temporal dynamics and neural correlates of action selection processes. 

Buc Calderon, Cristian (1), Verguts, Tom (2), & Gevers, Wim (1) 

(1) Centre for Research in Cognition & Neurosciences, ULB Neuroscience Institute, Université Libre de 

Bruxelles, Brussels, Belgium ; (2) Department of Experimental Psychology, Ghent University, Ghent, 

Belgium 

cbuccald@ulb.ac.be 

 

Traditionally, cognitive psychology has explained action selection within the framework of serial 

processing. The latter posits that perception, cognition and action proceed serially, are not co-activated, 

and thus do not interact (Sternberg, 2011). This idea was questioned by studies showing that monkeys 

plan for all possible actions before selecting the relevant one. Prior to action, multiple action plans are 

represented in parietal reach region (Klaes et al., 2001), dorsal premotor cortex (Cisek & Kalaska, 2005) 

and primary motor cortex (Bastian et al., 2003). Furthermore, the competition between the multiple action 

plans is simultaneously being biased by relevant cognitive factors (Lauwereyns et al., 2002). These 

observations in sensorimotor regions suggest that no clear boundaries exist between perception, action 

selection, and action execution. In this talk, we will discuss recent data from a reaching task allowing to 

disentangle between both hypothesis (i.e. serial vs parallel implementation of action selection processes). 

Subsequently, using fMRI, we will argue that the biased competition takes place up to the primary motor 

cortex as suggested in monkey neurophysiological studies. 
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Predictive Information Alters the Visual Awareness Threshold by Influencing 

Response Conservativeness, Not Processing Efficiency. 

De Loof, Esther (1), Van Opstal, Filip (2), & Verguts, Tom (1). 

(1)  Department of Experimental Psychology, Ghent University, Ghent, Belgium, (2)  Center for Research in 

Cognition & Neurosciences, Université Libre de Bruxelles, Brussels, Belgium 

Esther.deloof@ugent.be 

 

Various theories have been proposed on why predicted information reaches consciousness faster. Biased 

competition theory claims that predictive information in higher-order processing areas biases neural 

activity in lower-order areas (Desimone & Duncan, 1995). Thus the visual processing of predicted 

information is selectively enhanced and it reaches the threshold of visual awareness faster. Interestingly, 

this process can be mapped onto the diffusion model (Ratcliff, 1978). The diffusion model contains a drift 

rate parameter that expresses processing efficiency and maps directly onto the biased competition 

mechanism. In addition, the model’s threshold parameter expresses the amount of activation needed to 

respond to a stimulus. This mapping allows testing whether predicted stimuli could reach visual awareness 

faster than unpredicted stimuli due to more efficient processing (higher drift rate) or because of a lower 

response criterion (lower response threshold). For this purpose, we applied the DMAT toolbox 

(Vandekerckhove & Tuerlinckx, 2007) to estimate the drift rate and response threshold for predicted and 

unpredicted information in a masked priming paradigm. 
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Decision urgency is reflected by striatal activation 

van Maanen, Leendert (1), Fontanesi, Laura (1, 2), Hawkins, Guy (1), and Forstmann, Birte (1) 

(1) Department of Psychology, University of Amsterdam, the Netherlands ; (2) Department of Psychology, 

University of Basel, Switzerland 

lvmaanen@gmail.com 

 

Cognitive models of perceptual decision making often assume that evidence for the various choices 

accumulates over time until a critical value has been reached. Recent theoretical accounts of perceptual 

decision-making have hypothesized an additional urgency signal, assuming that the critical value of 

evidence to decide decreases with time. The current study was aimed at finding neural and behavioral 

evidence for decision urgency in humans. Participants in two experiments were asked to evaluate the 

speed with which two stacks of ``bricks'' accumulated, and to choose the stack that accumulated the 

fastest. In Experiment 1, we found that participants required less evidence in favor of their final choice as 

time progressed. In Experiment 2, we replicated this finding, and additionally found that individual 

variability in the susceptability to this effect covaried with activation in striatum. These results are 

interpreted within the framework of the cortico-basal ganglia network. This neurocognitive model 

assumes that an action outcome is mediated by striatal activation that dynamically determines a decision 

bound. We therefore conclude that the Striatum dynamically updates an urgency signal throughout the 

decision-making process. 
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What Can Unilateral Neglect Tell Us About... Spatial Awareness Under Load ? 

Naert, Lien (1), Miatton, Marijke (2), Hemelsoet, Dimitri (2), Leyman, Anneleen (2), Helin, Bert (2), De 

Burck, Eddy (2), Boon, Paul (2), Fias, Wim (1) & Bonato, Mario (1) 

(1) Department of Experimental Psychology, Ghent University, Ghent, Belgium ; (2) Ghent University 

Hospital, Ghent, Belgium 

lhnaert.naert@UGent.be ; mario.bonato@UGent.be 

 

Objective: After a unilateral stroke the processing of the contralesional space might become difficult if not 

impossible. We aimed to study, in an acute stroke population, the deficits of contralesional spatial 

processing induced by the need to perform a dual-task (visual or auditory). Moreover, we measured 

performance changes determined by the need to process a target presented in the ipsilesional space. 

Participants and Methods: Twenty-one stroke patients (right and left hemisphere damaged) were tested 

in the first week from lesion onset. Both classic neglect paper-and-pencil tasks and specifically designed 

computer-based tasks were administered. Computer-based tasks encompassed the mere detection 

(single-task) of lateralized targets (target presented left, right or bilateral) or the coupling of target 

detection with a second response to a visual or auditory feature (dual-task). Conclusions: Already from the 

acute phase, attention-demanding computer-based tasks allow a much more sensitive assessment of 

spatial deficits than classic paper-and-pencil tasks. The severity of contralesional extinction found in the 

bilateral target condition under dual-tasking confirms that when more relevant objects have to be 

processed, the patients' performance becomes worst. 
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What can unilateral neglect tell us about... the mental representation of 

numerical magnitude. 

van Dijck, Jean-Philippe (1) & Doricchi, Fabrizio (2) 

(1) Department of Experimental Psychology, Ghent University, Belgium ; (2) Department of Psychology, 

Rome University “La Sapienza”, Italy 

jeanphilippe.vandijck@ugent.be 

 

It is widely acknowledged that the mental representation of numbers is closely related to spatial 

processing. This relation is often investigated using magnitude comparison (MC) and parity judgement (PJ). 

Two effects are typically observed in these studies: The SNARC effect and the distance effect. The SNARC 

effect is the reflection that manual responses to small numbers are faster with the left hand, and that 

manual responses to large number are faster with the right hand (Dehaene, Bossini & Giraux, 1993). This 

effect emerges in both PJ and MC. The distance effect is found in MC and refers to the observation that 

reaction times to numbers close to the reference number are higher that numbers further away (Moyer 

and Landauer, 1967). Together, both effects are typically attributed to the mental representation of 

numbers taking the shape of a horizontally mental number line, with small numbers located in the left and 

large numbers on the right (e.g. Hubbard et al., 2005). To further investigate the spatial nature of these 

effects, both MC and PJ are also administered in right brain damaged patients suffering from left sided 

spatial neglect. Previous results revealed that the size of the PJ SNARC effect remains unaffected in these 

patients (e.g. Priftis et al., 2006) while the distance effect becomes asymmetrical: small numbers close to 

the comparison referent become more difficult to judge (Vuilleumier et al., 2004). Here we argue that the 

conclusions of the previous studies are based on insufficient analyses and are therefore difficult to 

interpret. For the current study, we administered both tasks in a sample of unilateral neglect patients, 

right brain damaged patients without neglect and healthy controls and performed several in-depth 

analyses on both the SNARC and the distance effect. The results showed that in contrast to the dominant 

mental number line idea, multiple spatial codes are associated with numbers depending on the task, and 

that within the same task, multiple spatial codes can be at work at the same time. Theoretical implications 

will be discussed. 
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What can unilateral neglect tell us about... the structure of visuospatial working 

memory? 

Wansard, Murielle (1), & Meulemans, Thierry (1) 

(1) Neuropsychology Unit, Department of Psychology, University of Liège, Belgium 

m.wansard@ulg.ac.be 

 

Some studies have proposed that deficits in visuospatial working memory (WM) could exacerbate the 

neglect syndrome, as reflected in the patients’ tendency to repeatedly search through items located on 

the right, as if they did not realize that they had previously examined the rightward locations favoured by 

their lateral attentional bias (e.g., Husain et al., 2001). However, we have recently shown that the 

efficiency level of spatial WM, as evaluated by the Corsi Block test, might not be sufficient to explain 

perseveration and omission behaviors in neglect patients (Wansard et al., 2014). Moreover, it appears 

that, until now, research has mostly focused on spatial sequential WM, addressing the study of visuospatial 

WM through tasks involving the recall of serial order. We will present data suggesting that other 

subcomponents of visuospatial WM, such as simultaneous-spatial or visual WM (Logie, 1995), could also 

be involved in the neglect syndrome. We will also present evidence of a double dissociation between the 

two aspects of visuospatial WM (simultaneous vs sequential) in neglect patients, confirming the dual 

dimension of visuospatial WM (Wansard et al., 2015). 
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What can unilateral neglect tell us about... serial order processing? 

Ranzini Mariagrazia1, Antoine Sophie1, Slama Hichem1-2, Tousch Ann1,Bonato Mario3, van Dijck Jean-

Philippe3, Bier Jean-Christophe2, & Gevers Wim1 

(1)  FNRS – ULB Université Libre de Bruxelles, Brussels, Belgium, (2) ULB – Erasme Hospital, Brussels, 

Belgium, (3) Ghent University, Ghent, Belgium 

mranzini@ulb.ac.be 

 

The deficits shown by neglect patients have provided insights about the nature of the representation for 

numbers and for ordered sequences. The numerical bisection task, which consists in estimating the 

midpoint of numerical intervals (e.g., 1-9 => 5), is often used to unveil representational neglect. In this 

task, some left-neglect patients are shown to systematically overestimate the mid number (e.g., 1-9 => 8). 

While this finding is evidence of shared cognitive mechanisms between number and space processing, 

dissociations between numerical and physical biases are however all-but rare in neglect, suggesting a 

complex interplay between numerical/ordinal and spatial/attentional mechanisms. Here we describe the 

atypical performance at the numerical bisection task of a subgroup of left-neglect patients. These patients 

showed a typical overestimation when numbers were presented in ascending order (1-9), while they 

showed underestimation when numbers were presented in descending order (9-1). Importantly, mis-

estimation in both conditions increased as a function of interval length. Although the dissociation between 

performance at ascending and descending order has not been systematically described in neglect patients, 

we suggest that this bias might provide useful information to better understand the nature of numerical 

biases in neglect patients, and their link with the processing of order information and working memory. 

Results will be framed within the current debate concerning the ordinal nature or numerical biases in 

neglect patients. 
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Brain state switching in adult ADHD 

Sidlauskaite, Justina(1), Sonuga-Barke, Edmund(1,2), Roeyers, Herbert(1), Wiersema, Roeljan(1) 

(1) Department of Experimental-Clinical and Health Psychology, Ghent University, Ghent, Belgium ; (2) 

Developmental Brain-Behaviour Unit, Psychology, University of Southampton, United Kingdom 

Justina.sidlauskaite@ugent.be 

 

During tasks, individuals with ADHD display disruptions in brain networks supporting attentional 

engagement. This can be due to attenuated downregulation of DMN and/or upregulation of task-relevant 

regions during rest-to-task switching, and may be associated with right anterior insula (rAI) dysfunction. 

Nineteen adults with ADHD and 21 healthy controls performed a state-to-state switching task during 

scanning. Advance cues signaled switches between rest and task periods. Switch-related anticipatory 

modulation of DMN, task-relevant regions, and rAI was measured. There was a trend towards attenuated 

upregulation of task-relevant areas upon rest-to-task cues in ADHD, however, downregulation of DMN 

was intact. While downregulation of task-relevant areas upon task-to-rest cues was intact, upregulation 

of DMN was attenuated. rAI activation was reduced to all cues in ADHD. ADHD seems to be linked to 

difficulties in anticipatory “switching on” rather than “switching off” of the brain areas required for future 

states during state-to-state switching (i.e., rest-to-task and task-to-rest). 
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"How motivation colours interference control in ADHD" 

Ma, Ili (1), Mies, Gabry (1,2) & Scheres, Anouk (1) 

(1) Behavioural Science Institute, Radboud University Nijmegen, Nijmegen, the Netherlands ; (2) Child and 

Adolescent Psychiatry, UPC-KU Leuven, Leuven, Belgium 

I.Ma@psych.ru.nl 

 

The ability to ignore conflicting, irrelevant information is pertinent for maintaining goal directed 

behaviour. It has been widely acknowledged that such interference control processes are modulated by 

motivation. Individuals with ADHD show impairments in interference control as well as altered motivation. 

Recent theoretical models propose that ADHD symptoms originate from a deviant interplay between 

cognitive control and motivation. However, the empirical studies on this topic are limited. The majority 

has focussed on improving task performance with reward, but how reward associations may lead to 

distraction is not well investigated despite its clear relevance and ecological validity for ADHD. 

Furthermore, very few studies have addressed the underlying neural mechanisms of these processes in 

ADHD. Therefore, the current fMRI study aimed to investigate how motivation modulates interference 

control in individuals with ADHD and the underlying neural processes. It was hypothesized that individuals 

with ADHD, relative to controls, would show 1. ameliorated interference control when task performance 

is rewarded, 2. increased distractibility by reward-associated, task-irrelevant distracters, and 3. that both 

effects would be accompanied by altered responsivity in fronto-striatal regions. To this aim, adolescents 

with ADHD (n=25) and healthy controls (n=34) performed a motivational colour-word Stroop task in an 

fMRI scanner. Results demonstrated a Stroop interference effect, reflected by slower reaction times and 

more errors on incongruent trials as compared to congruent trials. This was associated with increased 

activity in the cingulate gyrus and bilateral inferior frontal gyrus. When the task-relevant dimension (ink 

colour) was rewarded, performance improved: reaction times and error rates decreased. In addition, 

ventral striatal activation increased. Task-irrelevant, reward-associated distracters, however, did not lead 

to an increased interference effect (worse performance) in either group. In general, individuals with ADHD 

did, however, perform worse than controls, i.e., independent of task condition. Finally, no altered neural 

responses were found in individuals with ADHD compared to controls. In conclusion, our task results 

concur with behavioural and fMRI studies of interference control as well as reward processes. Our study 

contributes to the knowledge of interference control in ADHD by demonstrating that atypical neural 

processes may not be present in the absence of behavioural group differences. Furthermore, in contrast 

to previous ADHD studies that show altered neural responses to reward anticipation and rewarding 

feedback, our results suggest that reactive reward processes are not impaired in ADHD. Instead, the ADHD 

group showed a general performance deficit, in line with established associations between ADHD and 

inefficient information processing speed. 
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The neural underpinnings of delay aversion in ADHD 

Van Dessel, Jeroen (1), Morsink, Sarah (1), Mies, Gabry (1,2), Tofec, Lana (1), Lemiere, Jurgen (1), Van der 

Oord, Saskia (3,4), Sonuga-Barke, Edmund (6,7), & Danckaerts, Marina (1). 

(1) Child and Adolescent Psychiatry, UPC-KU Leuven, Leuven, Belgium ; (2) Behavioural Science Institute, 

Radboud University Nijmegen, Nijmegen, The Netherlands ; (3) Clinical Psychology, Leuven University, 

Leuven, Belgium ; (4) Department of Developmental 
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Background: In Attention Deficit/Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD) research multiple neurodevelopmental 

models exist, each associated with specific initial causes and neuropsychological mediators. The current 

study focusses on the delay aversion theory, which tries to explain ADHD symptoms from the hypothesis 

that delay represents an unusually aversive event for individuals with ADHD. While there is compelling 

behavioral evidence for the delay aversion theory in ADHD, its neurobiological underpinnings have 

received little attention. Objectives: The main aim of the current study was to dissociate the neural 

correlates of the reinforcing effect of escaping delay and the punishing effects of delay imposition from 

each other. Furthermore, by imposing different delay levels we want to examine the dose-response 

relationship between the length of imposed and escaped delay and brain activations. Methods: Thirty 

adolescents with ADHD and 31 matched controls performed a reaction time task under three conditions: 

On No Escape Delay trials a post-response delay of 2, 6, or 14 seconds occurred irrespective of response 

speed. On Escape Delay trials, responses were punished by the imposition of post-response delay if 

participants responded too late, and on No Delay trials, no delay was imposed regardless of response 

speed. Different types of visual cues signaled the three conditions (and delay levels) of the task. fMRI BOLD 

responses were acquired to compare anticipatory brain activation following the different cue types. In 

addition, response speed and subjective ratings of the cues were examined. Results: A delay dose-

response relationship was found in the ADHD group, but not in the control group. The imposition of delay 

activated the emotional centres to greater extent in ADHD compared to controls. The perspective of the 

possibility to escape delay resulted in a hyperactivation of the reward-related structures in ADHD 

compared to controls. Conclusion: The prospect of escaping delay seems to be a powerful reinforcer for 

adolescents with ADHD. Imposed delay is particularly aversive for ADHD individuals.  
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Assessing the Impact of Computer-mediated Intergroup Contact 

Claassen, Maria Almudena (1), Schumann, Sandy (1, 2), & Klein, Olivier (1) 

(1)  Université Libre de Bruxelles, Brussels, Belgium; (2)  University of Oxford, Oxford, United Kingdom 
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More than six decades ago Gordon Allport (1954) proposed that contact between members of different 

social groups enhances intergroup relations by reducing prejudices. A large body of research findings has 

since then supported this hypothesis. We extend the current literature by assessing intergroup encounters 

on the Internet. Results from two experiments (N = 64; N = 77) demonstrate that direct (Study 1) and 

observed (Study 2) computer-mediated intergroup contact (CMIC) improves opinions towards the 

outgroup. Moreover, following CMIC, participants perceived outgroup members as more trustworthy. If 

outgroup members were identifiable, that is, if they shared personal information, the influence of CMIC 

on trust was enhanced. We discuss the underlying processes of this findings, focusing in particular on the 

symbolic function of outgroup members’ self-disclosure. In addition, we highlight the implications for 

conflict resolution initiatives in protracted conflict settings. 
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Need for Closure Effects on Affective and Cognitive Responses to Culture Mixing 

De keersmaecker Jonas (1), Van Assche Jasper (1), & Roets Arne (1) 

(1) Ghent University, Ghent, Belgium 

Jonas.Dekeersmaecker@UGent.be 

 

Despite its relevance in today’s globalized world, empirical research on “culture mixing” is still scarce and 

little is known about how people respond to this phenomenon. In a series of studies, we developed two 

new measurement methods to assess people’s attitudes toward culture mixing (Study 1, N = 144), and 

delineated the concept from multiculturalism. Subsequently, we examined how affective and cognitive 

responses to culture mixing are influenced by individual differences in Need for Closure (NFC). These 

effects were investigated for both abstract (Study 2, N = 191) and concrete (Study 3, N = 257) 

operationalizations of culture mixing. In line with our expectations, individuals high (vs. low) in 

dispositional NFC felt less favorable toward culture mixing (i.e. the affective response) and sought to assign 

culturally mixed stimuli to one discrete culture, rather than acknowledging them as culture mixing (i.e. the 

cognitive response). Furthermore, mediation analyses showed that the relationship between NFC and 

responses toward culture mixing was mediated by a culturally conservative ideology (i.e., Right-wing 

authoritarianism, Study 2 and 3). 
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Protecting Women’s Upward Mobility: The Role Of Compatibility Between Work 

And Gender Identity 

Veldman, Jenny (1), Meeussen, Loes (1), Van Laar, Colette (1) 

(1) University of Leuven, Belgium 
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Despite substantial changes, women are still underrepresented in various working fields and higher 

positions in organizations. We investigate possible vehicles by which supportive factors (e.g., support from 

colleagues, role models) can buffer the upward mobility of women working in threatening male-

dominated environments. In a study among officers at a European police force we investigated colleagues’ 

beliefs regarding compatibility between one’s function as a police officer and gender. This perceived 

compatibility between work and gender identity has been shown to be key in protecting women’s upward 

mobility. As expected, the results showed that women working in male-dominated teams perceived lower 

gender identity compatibility than women working in less male-dominated teams. Men’s perceived gender 

identity compatibility was not influenced by the gender composition of the team. Experiencing support 

from their team leader and colleagues buffered this negative effect of identity threat for women, 

increasing their perceived gender identity compatibility to the level of women working in less male-

dominated teams. Additionally, participants’ perception of their colleagues’ belief regarding their gender 

identity compatibility was positively associated with team identification. Previous research has shown 

positive effects of team identification on well-being, performance and motivation, and consistent with 

this, the results of the current study show positive relationships with perceived performance, burn-out 

symptoms, turnover intentions, job satisfaction, and motivation. These results show compatibility 

between work and gender identity as one important vehicle by which supportive factors can buffer the 

upward mobility of women working in male-dominated environments. 
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Political ideology and moral reasoning. Are conservatives more utilitarian? 

Bostyn, Dries Hannes(1) & Roets, Arne (2) 

(1) Ghent University, Ghent, Belgium ; (2) Ghent University, Ghent, Belgium 

Dries.Bostyn@Ugent.Be 

 

To what extend does political conservatism influence moral reasoning? We tested for an association of 

social dominance orientation (SDO; Pratto, Sidanius, Stallworth & Malle,1994) and right-wing 

authorianism (RWA; Altemeyer, 1981) with utilitarian (outcome based) reasoning and deontological (duty 

based) reasoning in trolley-type moral dilemmas. Because previous research indicated that SDO is 

associated with a competitive jungle world view we hypothesized that increased SDO would correspond 

with an increased willingness to sacrifice others and thus increased utilitarian reasoning. Conversely we 

assumed that, due to RWA’s association with a respect for authority and traditions, increased RWA would 

be associated with increased duty based thinking and thus increased deontological reasoning. 

Unexpectedly, a first experiment uncovered that both RWA and SDO lead to an increased relative 

preference for the utilitarian option in trolley dilemmas. A second study using a process dissociation 

approach (Conway & Gawronski, 2013) demonstrated that this increased preference for the utilitarian 

option was not due to increased utilitarian reasoning but due to decreased deontological reasoning for 

both SDO and RWA. Given that this result was most surprising for RWA we further explored this 

remarkable finding in a third study that used the RWA3D scale (Funke, 2005) to more clearly measure each 

of the RWA scale’s components and uncovered that the association of RWA with decreased deontological 

thinking can be fully explained by its ‘authoritarian aggression’ component. 
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The voluntary sampling of information during human decision-making 

Luyckx, Fabrice Dirk Paula (1), Vandormael, Hildward (2) & Summerfield, Christopher (2) 

(1) Department of Experimental Psychology, Ghent, Belgium; (2)  Summerfield Lab, Department of 

Experimental Psychology, Oxford, UK 

fabrice.luyckx@gmail.com 

 

In perceptual decision-making literature, it is often claimed that humans act as ideal observers: they 

integrate noisy information without any loss. However, these claims are based exclusively on paradigms 

where information is presented passively. These studies (and the models that try to explain them) have 

overlooked the fact that how successful we are in perceiving our surroundings is not only dependent on 

how we process noisy information (processing policy), but also how we select the information in the first 

place (sampling policy). We designed a gaze-contingent eye-tracking paradigm where participants were 

free to sample the available information on the screen. Participants had to decide which group of six 

numbers (red or blue) had the highest mean. Our results showed that participants preferred to sample 

within group rather than across. Several aspects of our data seemed to suggest that in voluntary sampling, 

participants do not integrate the information without loss: they failed to perform better when looking at 

more numbers. Furthermore, fixations closer to the response were more predictive of the response 

(recency bias). To test whether these results were due to a loss of information over time, we constructed 

three Bayesian models with a leak on the number estimates. All models could explain the asymptotic 

performance and recency bias in the data. More surprisingly, a recency bias was partially explained by the 

same models without leak. This finding suggests that part of the recency bias is not only a consequence of 

forgetting over time, but also due to the sampling policy. We conclude that sampling policy is an important 

aspect of information accumulation and should be integrated in the models explaining decision-making 

processes. 
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Improved Memory for Error Feedback 

Van der Borght, Liesbet, Schouppe, Nathalie, & Notebaert, Wim 

(1) Department of Experimental psychology, Ghent University, Ghent, Belgium 

Liesbet.VanderBorght@ugent.be 

 

Surprising feedback in a general knowledge test leads to an improvement in memory for both the surface 

features and the content of the feedback (Fazio & Marsh, 2009, Psychonomic Bulletin & Review). Based 

on the idea that in cognitive tasks, error feedback is typically surprising, we tested whether error feedback 

would be better remembered than correct feedback. Colored words were presented as feedback signals 

in a flanker task, where the color indicated the accuracy. Subsequently, these words were again presented 

during a recognition task (Experiment 1) or a lexical decision task (Experiment 2). In both tasks memory 

was improved for words seen as error feedback. These results are compared to the attentional boost effect 

(Spataro et al., 2013, JEP: Learning, Memory and Cognition) and related to the orienting account for post-

error slowing (Notebaert et al., 2009, Cognition). 
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So you believe cognitive fatigue is unfavorable? Positive effects of cognitive 

fatigue on procedural sequence learning 

Borragán G. (1), Slama H. (1), Destrebecqz A. (1) and Peigneux P. (1) 

gborraga@ulb.ac.be 

 

Available evidence suggests a continuous competition between automatic and controlled memory 

systems in the human brain. For instance, negative correlations have been observed between activity in 

the medial temporal lobe and striatal regions during declarative and non-declarative (procedural) memory 

tasks [1]. Supporting the cogent hypothesis that procedural learning is enhanced when cognitive control 

is diminished, performance in implicit memory tasks was shown to be enhanced under hypnosis [2], after 

disruption of prefrontal activity by TMS [3] or when participants performed at their non-optimal time of 

the day [4-5]. In line with this hypothesis, we tested in the present study whether and to what extent high 

cognitive fatigue levels might facilitate procedural sequence learning. In a counterbalanced within-

subjects design organized on two consecutive days, 23 young healthy participants were administered a 

serial reaction time task (SRT; i.e. a paradigm of procedural learning) after two different levels of cognitive 

fatigue: High Cognitive Load (HCL) and Low Cognitive Load (LCL). High and low cognitive fatigue levels were 

induced using a specifically adapted working memory task, the Time Load Dual task [6] that allows tailoring 

cognitive fatigue levels considering each individual's optimal performance capacity. The SRT task was 

composed by 8 Blocks (one block = 8 presentations of a repeated sequence (Seq) of 12 stimuli). In blocks 

1 and 7, the succession of trials was completely random (Rdm). Two counterbalanced learning sequences 

were used to minimize transfer effects between sessions. RTs’ data inspection suggested a proactive 

interference effect between days. A repeated measures ANOVA on RTs with Time (Last two blocks of First 

Learned Sequence vs First two blocks of Second Learned Sequence) and Block type (Seq vs Rdm) as within 

subject factors and Condition Order (HCL-LCL vs LCL-HCL) as between-subject factor revealed a main effect 

of Time, (F (1, 21) = 8.42, MSE = 1167; p < .01; ƞ2 = .29) confirming proactive interference effects. The 

analysis also revealed a main effect of Block type (F (1, 21) = 181.6, MSE = 503; p < .001; ƞ2 = .9) with 

higher RTs for Rdm than Seq blocks. The interaction Time x Condition Order (F (1, 21) = 7.27, MSE = 1167; 

p < .05; ƞ2 = .26) was significant. Tukey post-hoc tests clarified that there was a proactive interference 

effect only for subjects administered the HCL-LCL order. Finally, there was a significant Time x Type of 

Block interaction (F (1, 21) = 8.28, MSE = 305; p < .01; ƞ2 = .27). Post-hoc tests revealed proactive 

interference effects for Seq but not Rdm blocks. Considering these results, we investigated whether RTs 

after HCL were faster than after LCL. A new repeated measures ANOVA was computed on RTs with 

Condition (HCL vs LCL) and Block type ( Seq vs Rdm) as within subject factors and Condition Order (HCL-

LCL vs LCL-HCL) and Sequence (A vs B) as between subject factors. Results disclosed a main effect of 

Condition (F (1, 19) = 168.72, MSE = 725; p < .001; ƞ2 = .27) with higher RTs after LCL (RTs after LCL: 557 ± 

9.35 vs. HCL: 482 ± 9.44). A significant Block type x Condition Order interaction (F (1, 19) = 6.41, MSE = 

999; p < .05; ƞ2 = .13) disclosed faster RTs when learning started after LCL. Lastly, a Condition x Type of 

Block (F (1, 19) = 4.40, MSE = 181; p < .05; ƞ2 = .19) interaction disclosed faster RTs for Seq blocks after 

HCL. Altogether, these results suggest a paradoxical, positive facilitating impact of cognitive fatigue on 

procedural motor sequence learning. We hypothesize that facilitation stems from the reduction in 

cognitive resources devoted to controlled processes in HCL condition, which normally opposes automatic 
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procedural acquisition mechanisms. Consequently, uncontrolled procedural processes are enhanced, 

allowing faster automation in motor skill learning 
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Adults’ Strategy Use In The Number Line Estimation Task 

Peeters, Dominique (1), Verschaffel, Lieven (1), & Luwel, Koen (1,2) 

(1) Centre for Instructional Psychology and Technology, KU Leuven, Belgium ; (2) Centre for Educational 

Research and Development, KU Leuven – Campus Brussels, Belgium 

dominique.peeters@ppw.kuleuven.be 

 

Participants’ number line estimation patterns are usually interpreted as the reflection of their underlying 

mental number representation. However, recent findings (Ashcraft & Moore, 2012; Barth & Paladino, 

2011; Peeters, Degrande, Ebersbach, Verschaffel, & Luwel, in press) challenge this widespread assumption 

by suggesting that strategies might play an important role when solving this task. The present study tested 

this assumption directly by gathering trial-by-trial verbal strategy reports when solving a number line 

estimation task. Sixty-three adults made number line estimations on a 0 to 1000 number line. Participants 

were assigned to one of three conditions in which the number of benchmarks on the number line was 

varied to elicit potential benchmark-based estimation strategies: (a) only the origin and endpoint were 

indicated (bounded condition); (b) an extra benchmark at the midpoint (500) was presented (midpoint 

condition); (c) three additional benchmarks (250, 500, and 750) were specified (quartile condition). Results 

indicated that participants in the midpoint and quartile condition estimated more accurately than in the 

bounded condition. Furthermore, the verbal strategy reports revealed that, as the number of provided 

benchmarks increased, participants relied more frequently on the quarters and even eights of the number 

line. Importantly, we observed that, in all three conditions, participants not only made use of the externally 

presented benchmarks, but also used them to create more refined internal benchmarks when making 

number line estimations. These findings have both theoretical and educational implications. 
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When do humans spontaneously adopt another’s visuospatial perspective? 

Freundlieb, Martin (1), Kovács, Ágnes M. (1) & Sebanz, Natalie (1) 

(1) Department of Cognitive Science, Central European University, Budapest, Hungary 

Freundlieb_Martin@phd.ceu.edu 

 

Perspective-Taking is a key component of social interactions. However, there is an on-going controversy 

about whether, when and how instances of spontaneous visuospatial perspective-taking occur. The aim 

of this study was to investigate the underlying factors as well as boundary conditions that characterize the 

spontaneous adoption of another person’s visuospatial perspective (VSP) during social interactions. We 

used a novel paradigm, in which a participant and a confederate performed a simple stimulus-response 

(SR) compatibility paradigm sitting at a 90° angle next to each other. In this set-up, participants would 

show a spatial compatibility effect only if they adopted the confederate´s VSP. In a series of six experiments 

we found that participants reliably adopted the VSP of the confederate, as long as he was perceived as an 

intentionally acting agent with whom they shared the same visual access to the stimuli. Our results 

therefore show that humans are able to spontaneously adopt the differing VSP of another agent and that 

there is a tight link between perspective-taking and performing actions together. The results suggest that 

spontaneous VSP-taking can effectively facilitate and speed up spatial alignment processes accruing from 

dynamic interactions in multi-agent environments. 
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Reading more than one Mental State 

Özdem, Ceylan (1) 

(1) Faculty of Psychology and Educational Sciences, Vrije Universiteit Brussel, Belgium 

Ceylan.Ozdem@vub.ac.be 

 

Neuroimaging research has demonstrated that the temporo-parietal junction (TPJ) is activated during 

high-level thinking about the beliefs of other people (mentalizing), such as false beliefs. Unfortunately, 

most mentalizing research using a false belief task requires participants to judge the mental state of a 

single target person. In the present behavioral study, we want to investigate the processes associated with 

understanding belief states attributed to two rather than a single agent.  We asked participants to judge 

the beliefs of one or two persons, from the perspective of a single (similar) or a two (distinct) situations. 

We expect that judging two rather than one false belief about two rather than one situations, will result 

in an increase in response times due to the increase of processes involved in creating increasingly more 

mental models. We also investigated the response time when the true situation is judged by the self (i.e., 

participant), and to what extent this response is delayed by judging other agent’s mental models. This 

delay could indicate how much other judgments interfere with self-judgments. The preliminary behavioral 

results are going to be presented. 
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Visual perspective taking and belief processing in adults 

Meert, Gaëlle (1), Samson, Dana (1) 

(1) Psychological Sciences Research Institute, Université catholique de Louvain, 

gaelle.meert@uclouvain.be 

 

In social situations, adults ascribe mental states to other people and to themselves. They contrast these 

different mental states and prioritize one of them according to the situational demands in order to 

understand and predict the others’ behaviour as well as to adapt their own behaviour. So far, computation 

and selection of competing mental states has been mainly studied for visual perspectives but remains 

largely unknown for more complex mental states such as beliefs. The present study addresses that issue 

by testing the processing of the self- and the other-belief in a context of competing beliefs and by 

comparing this processing to the processing of self- and the other-visual-perspective in a similar context. 

Adult participants were asked to perform the visual perspective task developed by Samson et al. (2010) 

and an adapted version of this task to belief scenarios. We tested whether the other-belief interfered with 

the processing of the self-belief (i.e., altercentric bias) when the latter had to be prioritized at the time of 

belief computation and whether this interference effect was smaller than the egocentric bias (i.e., the 

effect of the self-belief on the processing of the other-belief), as it has been shown for visual perspective 

taking (Samson et al., 2010). In addition, we tested whether inter-individual differences in terms of 

egocentric and altercentric biases showed some consistencies between visual perspectives and beliefs. 

Results showed altercentric and egocentric biases, with an asymmetry in favour of the egocentric bias, in 

the two tasks. These biases did not significantly correlate between the two tasks. Nevertheless, almost all 

participants who showed a bias in the belief task showed the same bias in the visual perspective task while 

the reverse was not true. In conclusion, the other-belief is processed and directly interferes with the 

processing of the self-belief when the latter has to be prioritized at the time of belief computation. In 

addition, inter-individual differences in the belief task can be in part, but not fully, explained by inter-

individual differences in the visual perspective task. 
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Investigating the functional and neural mechanisms of emotional egocentricity 

in empathy by combining fMRI and theta burst rTMS. 

Bukowski, Henryk (1), Tik, Martin (2, 3), Lucia Navarro de Lara (2, 3), Windischberger, Christian (2, 3), & 

Lamm, Claus (1) 

(1)   Social, Cognitive and Affective Neuroscience Unit, Department of Basic Psychological Research and 

Research Methods, Faculty of Psychology, University of Vienna, Vienna, Austria; (2) MR Centre of 

Excellence, Medical University of Vienna, Vienna, Aust 

hbbukowski@gmail.com 

 

Empathy is a crucial social skill for humans to live in society – it grants us with the ability to feel and 

understand other people’s feelings. Empathy is largely considered as the process of being automatically 

affected by the emotion expressed by another person. However, current empirical research on empathy 

is based on situations where the empathizer is in a neutral state or an emotional state congruent with the 

one felt by another person. Three studies have recently revealed that when our initial emotional state is 

incongruent with those of another person, our empathic judgments become egocentrically biased (Silani, 

Lamm, Ruff, & Singer, 2013; Steinbeis, Bernhardt, & Singer, 2014; Tomova, van Dawans, Heinrichs, Silani, 

& Lamm, 2014). Aiming to tackle the functional and neural mechanisms underlying this emotional 

egocentric bias (EEB), this study examines for the first time the effect of repetitive transcranial magnetic 

stimulation (rTMS) combined with functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) to identify the neural 

mechanism through which rTMS of the right supramarginal gyrus (rSMG) increases egocentricity in 

empathic judgments (cf. Silani et al., 2013). By identifying the neural networks involved in rTMS-induced 

empathic egocentricity, we investigated whether rTMS acts mainly on cognitive control-mediated 

mechanisms such as conflict monitoring and inhibition/selection capacities, or directly on the 

representation of the other person’s perspective. Healthy adult volunteers participated to two rTMS/fMRI 

sessions during which rTMS was applied to their rSMG and Vertex, respectively. Behavioural and 

neuroimaging data were collected during an empathy task developed by Silani et al. (2013) in the presence 

and absence of incongruent emotional experiences. We present here our preliminary results and discussed 

them in respect to a multidimensional understanding of the cognitive and neural processes underpinning 

empathy. 
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Evidence for the embodiment of space perception: Action and body 

representations contribute to reachability and distance estimation 

Grade, Stéphane (1), Salvaggio, Samuel (1), Tournadre, Mathieu (2), D’ursel, Sabine (1), Letesson, 

Clément (1), Pesenti, Mauro (1) & Edwards, Martin Gareth (1) 

(1) Université Catholique de Louvain, Louvain-la-Neuve, Belgium ; École Nationale Supérieure d’Arts et 

Métiers, Angers, France 

Stephane.Grade@uclouvain.be 

 

In the current literature, it is thought that the perception of reachability (i.e., whether an object is within 

reach) relies on body representation and action simulation (i.e., the automatic imagination of an action to 

the object). Perhaps similarly, it is thought that the perception of the distance an object is from the self is 

partly derived from embodied action simulation. Although the descriptions of these cognitive processes 

appear similar, it remains unclear whether the cognitive processes underlying the behaviours rely on the 

same embodied mechanism. To investigate this, we measured reachability judgment and distance 

estimation tasks in a series of experiments designed to moderate embodied cognition processes. We 

report three experiments using dual-task knockout action interference manipulations, action observation 

priming, and action distortion using virtual reality. The results show that participant’s responses in both 

reachability and distance estimation were slowed down during hand action dual-task. Further, action 

observation and virtual reality action modification moderated perceived reachability and distance 

estimation. Change in perceived reaching capacity was negatively related to change in perceived distance. 

These results perhaps demonstrate that space cognition is hinged on a dynamic experience of perceived 

reaching capacity.  We discuss the results relative to action simulation mechanisms and whether or not 

distance perception is based on an embodied process. 
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The relationship between human agency and embodiment: Evidence from the 

robotic hand illusion 

Caspar, Emilie (1,2), Cleeremans, Axel (1), & Haggard, Patrick (2) 

(1) Consciousness, Cognition and Computation Group (CO3), Center for Research in Cognition & 

Neurosciences (CRCN), ULB Neuroscience Institute (UNI), Université libre de Bruxelles (ULB), Belgium  ; 

(2) Institute of Cognitive Neuroscience, University Colleg 

ECaspar@ulb.ac.be 

 

Humans regularly feel a sense of agency (SoA) over events where the causal link between action and 

outcome is extremely indirect. Therefore, one could say that while sense of agency begins with the 

sensorimotor experience of controlling one’s own body, healthy adult humans in advanced societies 

regularly experience sense of agency over events that are largely independent of the body. We assume 

that the cognitive processes underlying sense of agency could be so flexible that intermediaries in the 

causal chain are readily accommodated, even when these intermediaries are decoupled from, or in conflict 

with, bodily action. We have investigated how intermediate (here, a robotic hand) events that intervene 

between action and outcome may alter SoA, using intentional binding measures as a proxy measure of 

SoA. The robotic hand either performed the same movement as the participant (active congruent), or 

performed a similar movement with another finger (active incongruent). Binding was significantly reduced 

in the active incongruent relative to the active congruent condition, suggesting that altered embodiment 

influences SoA. However, binding effects were comparable between a condition where the robot hand 

made a congruent movement, and conditions where no robot hand was involved, suggesting that 

intermediate and embodied events do not reduce SoA. We suggest that human sense of agency involves 

both statistical associations between intentions and arbitrary outcomes, and an effector-specific matching 

of sensorimotor means used to achieve the outcome. 
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The roles of gaze and action cues on action observation priming: Matched goals 

or embodied kinematics? 

Letesson, Clément (1), Grade, Stéphane  (1), Edwards, Martin Gareth (1) 

(1) Université Catholique de Louvain, Louvain-la-Neuve, Belgium 

Clement.Letesson@uclouvain.be 

 

Action priming following action observation is thought to be caused by the observed action kinematics 

being represented (or embodied) in the same brain areas as those used for action execution. However, 

action priming can also be explained by shared goal representations, with compatibility between 

observation of the agent’s gaze and the intended action of the observer. To assess the contribution of 

action kinematics and eye gaze cues in the prediction of an agent’s action goal and action priming, 

participants observed actions where the availability of both cues was manipulated. Action observation was 

followed by action execution, and the congruency between the targets, and the spatial locations of the 

agent’s and observer’s actions were manipulated. Eye movements were recorded during the observation 

phase, and the action priming was assessed using motion analysis. The results showed that the observation 

of gaze information influenced the observer’s prediction speed to attend to the target, and that 

observation of action kinematic information influenced the accuracy of these predictions. Motion analysis 

results showed that observed eye gaze cues alone had no effect on action, but that observed action cues 

alone primed both object congruent and spatial incongruent actions. This is consistent with the idea that 

the prime effect was driven by similarity between goal and kinematic representations (i.e., action 

kinematics from the perspective of the actor). The observation of action and eye gaze cues together 

induced a prime effect complementarily sensitive to object and spatial congruency. While observation of 

the agent’s action triggered a goal-centered and kinematic-centered action representation, the 

complementary observation of eye gaze triggered a fine-grained representation specifying action 

kinematics towards the selected goal. Even though both cues differentially contributed to action priming, 

their complementary integration led to a more refined pattern of action priming relying upon shared goal 

and embodied kinematic representations. 
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The Clever Chameleon: The influence of action observation on action execution 

Brass, Marcel (1) 

(1) Department of Experimental Psychology, Ghent University, Ghent, Belgium 

marcel.brass@ugent.be 

 

Almost 15 years ago, the first behavioural studies demonstrated that the observation of an action leads to 

an automatic activation of a corresponding motor representation in the observer. Ever since, numerous 

behavioural studies have investigated ‘automatic imitation’ using interference tasks and social imitation 

tasks. In my talk, I will report research investigating the conditions under which automatic imitation occurs. 

Furthermore, I will report recent studies addressing the question whether we can represent multiple 

actions/agents in parallel and whether automatic imitation is anticipatory by nature. 
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Visual representation of words in the left occipito-temporal cortex as evidenced 

by EEG responses to fast periodic visual stimulation 

Lochy, Aliette (1), Van Belle, Goedele (1), Rossion, Bruno (1) 

(1) University of Louvain, Louvain-La-Neuve, Belgium 

Aliette.lochy@uclouvain.be 

 

Despite decades of research on reading, including the relatively recent contributions of neuroimaging and 

electrophysiology, identifying selective representations of whole visual words (in contrast to 

pseudowords) in the human brain remains challenging, in particular without an explicit linguistic task. Here 

we measured discrimination responses to written words by means of electroencephalography (EEG) 

during fast periodic visual stimulation. Sequences of pseudofonts, nonwords, or pseudowords were 

presented through sinusoidal contrast modulation at a periodic 10 Hz frequency rate (F), in which words 

were interspersed at regular intervals of every fifth item (i.e., F/5, 2 Hz). Participants monitored a central 

cross color change and had no linguistic task to perform. Within only 3 minutes of stimulation, a robust 

discrimination response for words at 2 Hz (and its harmonics, i.e., 4 and 6 Hz) was observed in all 

conditions, located predominantly over the left occipito-temporal cortex. The magnitude of the response 

was largest for words embedded in pseudofonts, and larger in nonwords than in pseudowords, showing 

that list context effects classically reported in behavioral lexical decision tasks are due to visual 

discrimination rather than decisional processes. Remarkably, the oddball response was significant even 

for the critical words/pseudowords discrimination condition in every individual participant. A second 

experiment replicated this words/pseudowords discrimination, and showed that this effect is not 

accounted for by a higher bigram frequency of words than pseudowords. Without any explicit task, our 

results highlight the potential of an EEG fast periodic visual stimulation approach for understanding the 

representation of written language. Its development in the scientific community might be valuable to 

rapidly and objectively measure sensitivity to word processing in different human populations, including 

neuropsychological patients with dyslexia and other reading difficulties. 
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Dissociations and associations between shape and category representations in 

the two visual pathways 

Bracci, Stefania (1), & Op de Beeck, Hans (1) 

(1) Laboratory of Biological Psychology, KU Leuven, 3000, Belgium 

stefania.bracci@kuleuven.be 

 

Both visual pathways represent visual and conceptual object properties. Recent reports tried to explain 

conceptual representations by referring to visual properties, but without dissociating the two alternatives. 

We present an event-related fMRI study that explicitly dissociates shape from category in order to 

investigate their independent contribution as well as their interactions through representational similarity 

analyses. Results reveal an independent contribution from each dimension in both streams, with a 

transition from shape to category along the posterior-to-anterior anatomical axis. The nature of these 

shape-independent category representations differs in the two pathways: ventral areas represent object 

animacy and dorsal areas represent object action properties. Furthermore, information about shape 

evolved from low-level to high-level shape following a posterior-to-anterior gradient similar to the shape-

to-category emergence. To conclude, representations of shape and category independently coexist and 

interact throughout the visual hierarchy, as such reconciling visual and semantic accounts of the visual 

system functional organization. 
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TAPPING INTO HIGH-LEVEL SCENE PERCEPTION THROUGH LOW SPATIAL 

FREQUENCY IMAGES 

Mullin, Caitlin (1) & Wagemans, Johan (1) 

(1) Laboratory of Experimental Psychology, University of Leuven (KU Leuven), Leuven, Belgium 

caitlin.mullin@ppw.kuleuven.be 

 

Images of real-world scenes have increasingly become the focus of visual perception studies as these 

stimuli more accurately represent the complexity of the real visual environment over drawings or isolated 

objects. Despite the dramatic variation within this stimulus category, visual scene recognition is an 

extremely rapid, reliable, and automatic process. There is now considerable evidence implicating the low 

spatial frequency (SF) content of scenes with the ease and speed at which they can be recognized, such 

that the initial percept of a scene is thought to occur at the most coarse, global level to quickly activate a 

top-down schema. Despite these findings, which SF components drive the acquisition of diagnostic visual 

information remains an elusive question due to the flexible nature of scale information associated with 

task relevance. In an attempt to avoid the SF selection bias that accompanies task expectation, we 

conducted an extensive investigation using an uncued, and therefore unbiased, task. Participants were 

asked to freely describe a set of low SF scene images in detail, while we systematically revealed the image 

through the addition of increased layers of higher SF. Participants were also asked to provide one to two 

keywords that best described the scene. These descriptions and keywords were then scored for accuracy 

against a ground-truth list of hierarchical scene attributes by a group of independent raters. Overall, as 

the image resolution increases with the addition of higher SF bands, the light and dark blobs of the low 

SFs began to take structured shape. The increase of both the word count and accuracy of the scene 

descriptions was reflected in their content becoming more detailed, including aspects of the images that 

were previously ambiguous due to lack of high SFs. This was found to be the case in all levels of the 

attribute hierarchy (superordinate, basic and subordinate), across all frequency bands. Analysis of the 

frequency of responses across the attribute hierarchy revealed that superordinate descriptors dominated 

the lowest SF bands, although they were not the most accurate. Basic- level descriptions were significantly 

more accurate at lower SFs than both superordinate and subordinate descriptors, which required higher 

SFs. Further analysis revealed that differences in the spatial coherence of the scenes (as measured by the 

gamma value of the Weibull function) are associated with the spatial scale at which the scene is accurately 

categorized. These findings reveal the nature of scene information that survives the removal of high spatial 

frequencies and highlight the importance of the underlying image structure on building accurate scene 

representations. 
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Orientation tuning for faces in the Fusiform Face Area and Primary Visual Cortex 

Valerie Goffaux (1,2,3), Felix Duecker (3,4), Lars Hausfeld (3,4), Christine Schiltz (5), Rainer Goebel (3,4) 

(1)  Research Institute for Psychological Sciences, Université Catholique de Louvain, Belgium, (2)  Institute 

of Neuroscience, Université Catholique de Louvain, Belgium, (3)  Department of Cognitive Neuroscience, 

Faculty of Psychology and Neuroscience, Ma 

Valerie.goffaux@uclouvain.be 

 

Little is known on how the visual information is being transformed along the hierarchy to enable the 

specialized and invariant categorization of visual objects. Psychophysical findings that human face 

perception preferentially relies on horizontal information suggest that low-level properties of the face 

stimulus influence vision until its high-level stages. To determine where and how the horizontal tuning of 

face perception emerges in the visual cortex, the present fMRI study investigated the selectivity of primary 

visual cortex (V1) and high-level visual regions to distinct orientation ranges of upright, inverted, and 

scrambled face information. The high-level regions responding selectively to faces (i.e., FFA and OFA) 

activated most strongly to horizontal information in upright but not inverted and scrambled faces. V1 

activation patterns reliably discriminated orientation ranges with no preference for any particular 

orientation. Our results show that image orientation content, a low-level property of the face stimulus, 

affects the specificity of face encoding in high-level visual regions. They support the importance of using 

naturalistic stimuli and considering their low-level properties in order to advance our understanding of 

human face perception from its low- to high-level processing stages. 
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Do schizophrenia patients are really impaired in face recognition? Evidence from 

multiple measures 

Bortolon, Catherine (1, 2), Capdevielle, Delphine (2, 3), & Raffard, Stéphane (1, 2) 

(1) Epsylon Laboratory, EA 4556, Montpellier, France ; (2) University Department of Adult Psychiatry, CHU 

Montpellier, Montpellier, France ; (3) French National Institute of Health and Medical Research 

(INSERM),U1061Pathologies of the Nervous System: Epid 

catherine.bortolon@etu.univ-montp3.fr 

 

Face recognition and, more precisely, self-face recognition have been widely studied in schizophrenia 

patients (SZ). Nevertheless, contradictory studies make difficult to extractclear conclusions especially due 

to other confound factors that were not controlled for,such as cognitive deficits. Moreover, no study so 

far has evaluated possible daily lifeself-face recognition difficulties neither employed eye tracking 

methodology to investigate self-face recognition in SZ. The studies presented here aimed to: (1) evaluate 

face recognition and self-face recognition using a reaction time (RT) task; (2) evaluate daily life self-face 

recognition difficulties (first study); and (3) evaluate visual scanning patterns when looking at one's own 

face, a famous and an unknown face under two different tasks (passive and active tasks; second study) in 

SZ compared to healthy controls (HC). Twenty-four SZ patients and 23 HC were included in the first study 

and 20 SZ and 20 HC in the second. For both studies self, famous and unknown faces were morphed in 

steps of 20%. Participants performed a RT task composed by 150 trials and completed the Self-face 

recognition Questionnaires. For the eye tracking study, location,number and duration of fixations were 

recorded with a Mobile Eye XG. Participants started with the passive task followed by the active. Results 

showed that SZ were overall slower than HC regardless of the face identity, but less accurate only for 

thefaces containing 60%-40% morphing. Moreover, SZ and HC reported a similar amountof daily problems 

with self/other face recognition. Significant correlations were foundonly between subjective measures and 

both hallucinations and disorganization symptoms, but not between objective and subjective measures. 

Self-face recognition was not associated with insight into the disorder. Regarding the eye tracking 

study,results showed that SZ presented fewer and longer fixations compared to HC but bothgroups 

focused their attention to salient facial features in a similar way regardless of theface identity and tasks 

type. No significant differences were found between groups when participants were requested to 

recognize faces’ identity. Taken together, these results suggest that schizophrenia patients are equality 

capable to: (1) recognize someone else’s face as HC, including their own face, although they are more 
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susceptibleto ambiguity; and (2) Due to the dissociation between self-reported and experimental 

measures of self face recognition, more ecological studies are needed in the future. 
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Goal-directed actions and their impairments in schizophrenia 

RINALDI Romina (1) & LEFEBVRE Laurent (1) 

(1)   Cognitive Psychology and Neuropsychology Department, University of Mons, Mons, Belgium 

romina.rinaldi@umons.ac.be 

 

Goal-direct actions refer to behaviours that are formulated following a given objective by building a plan 

and selecting actions. These actions should lead to the attended issue (goal) either immediately or within 

a longer period. This type of actions is an important unit of analysis in the study of human behaviour 

because its involvement in most of the complex or novel situations a subject may encounter regardless of 

the cognitive, affective or social abilities this situation implies. If this field of study is largely investigated 

in healthy subjects, it is still not well documented for schizophrenia.  However, we will demonstrate that 

this point of view enables to have a more global perspective on schizophrenic’s deficits in terms of 

symptoms and (cognitive) abilities. A more systematic analysis can lead to the development of integrative 

hypotheses of these deficits, instead of considering that they are distinct troubles. Our presentation will 

aim to review the field of goal-directed actions’ study in schizophrenia by clarifying the concepts and giving 

theoretical landmarks for the comprehension of existing results. 
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Subjective factors and cognitive remediation in Schizophrenia : an exploratory 

study 

Florence YVON (1), Antoinette PROUTEAU (2) 

(1) Laboratoire de Psychologie, Santé et Qualité de Vie, EA 4139, University of Bordeaux, FRANCE; (2) 

Laboratoire de Psychologie, Santé et Qualité de Vie, EA 4139, University of Bordeaux, FRANCE 

yvon.florence@gmail.com 

 

In schizophrenia, cognitive difficulties have been repeatedly linked to functional outcome (Fett et al., 

2011). These difficulties have consequently become the therapeutic target of several cognitive 

remediation (CR) programs.  Yet, recent meta-analyses (McGurk, Twamley, Sitzer, McHugo, & Mueser, 

2007; Wykes, Huddy, Cellard, McGurk, & Czobor, 2011) reported that current CR programs actually show 

limited efficacy.  Some authors argue that there may be other important dimensions to consider in CR, 

such as individualization of treatments and subjective factors (motivation, metacognition…) (Larøi & Van 

der Linden, 2013; Prouteau, 2011, 2012). This preliminary study is aimed at exploring how to include 

subjective factors in an individualized CR program targeting social interaction disorders. By describing two 

single-cases, we show that including subjective factors into CR appears to be feasible and offer the 

opportunity to tailor an intervention to a person complaint and needs. The results are discussed regarding 

to international literature, which provides several perspectives for the individualization of CR and how to 

foster the patient active involvement in therapy (Levaux, 2012; Medalia & Saperstein, 2011; Offerlin-

Meyer, 2012; Peyroux 2014, Yanos et al. 2010). 
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Heterogeneity of multitasking abilities in schizophrenia 

Laloyaux, Julien (1), Van der Linden, Martial (1,2), & Larøi, Frank (1) 

(1) Department of Psychology, University of Liège, Liège, Belgium ; (2) Cognitive Psychopathology and 

Neuropsychology Unit, University of Geneva, Geneva, Switzerland 

j.laloyaux@ulg.ac.be 

 

Difficulties in everyday life activities are core features of persons diagnosed with schizophrenia, and in 

particular for those activities requiring multitasking capacities. Multitasking refers to activities (e.g. 

preparing a meal) where the person has to: (a) carry out and alternate between different tasks that vary 

in terms of priority, difficulty and duration; (b) define the tasks’ targets; (c) and face unexpected problems 

during the realization of these tasks. Moreover, schizophrenia is characterized by a great heterogeneity in 

regard to their everyday life difficulties and cognitive functioning.  At present, patients’ multitasking 

capacities have not been adequately examined in the literature due to an absence of suitable assessment 

strategies. We thus recently developed a computerized real-life activity task designed to take into account 

the complex and multitasking nature of certain everyday life activities where participants are required to 

prepare a room for a meeting (i.e. the Computerized Meeting Preparation Task, CMPT). The aim of this 

study was to examine the multitasking abilities in persons diagnosed with schizophrenia and in particular 

the existence of subgroups of patients in regard to their performances on cognitive measures and on the 

CMPT. Sixty-two patients diagnosed with schizophrenia and 39 paired healthy controls completed the 

CMPT and a cognitive battery. The results reveal that the CMPT possesses good sensitivity and suggest 

three underlying constructs of multitasking (Memory, Planning and Intent), which were found to be 

underpinned by several cognitive functions and multitasking aspects. Moreover, cluster analyses revealed 

subgroups of patients differing in terms of their cognitive and CMPT performances. Taken together, these 

results show the need for a cognitive model of multitasking abilities in persons diagnosed with 

schiozphrenia. Taken together, this cognitive model and the CMPT, could be a good basis for cognitive 

interventions of multitasking abilities in schizophrenia. Finally, the results underline the heterogeneity of 

schizophrenia. 
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How age management and ageism shape developmental opportunities at work 

through future time perspective. 

Henry, Hélène (1), Desmette, Donatienne (1) 

(1) Université catholique de Louvain, Louvain-la-Neuve, Belgium 

helene.henry@uclouvain.be 

 

Consequently to demographic changes in Western countries, organizations increasingly need to manage 

age diversity and to extend employment rate of older workers. This study aims to examine the impact of 

both age management and ageism on workers’ perceptions of development opportunities, through future 

time perspective (FTP). We hypothesize that the indirect effects of age management and ageism on 

development opportunities through FTP are moderated by age, such that effects are stronger for older 

than for younger workers. Data were provided online by 180 employees from a Belgian petrochemical 

company. The average age was 43.47 years (SD = 11.45, range = 21-63 years). Results show that indirect 

effect of age management on development opportunities through FTP is stronger positive for older 

workers while negative indirect effect of ageism on development opportunities through FTP is significant 

for all workers. Especially for older workers, this study highlights the importance of valuing age diversity 

and intergenerational cooperation in order to support older workers’ motivation to develop in the career. 
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Needs-supplies fit and behavioural outcomes: the mediating role of 

organizational identification 

Travaglianti, Fabrice (1), Babic Audrey (1), & Hansez Isabelle (1) 

(1) Human Resources Development Unit (ValoRH), Faculty of Psychology and Educational Sciences, 

University of Liège, Belgium 

ftravaglianti@ulg.ac.be 

 

While it is well known that person-organization fit is an important antecedent of behavioural outcomes 

(Hoffman & Woer, 2006; Kristof, 1996), little is known about needs-supplies fit (NS fit) in this relationship. 

Indeed, NS fit, which can be defined as the congruence between the needs, desires, values and preferences 

on the one hand and the job characteristics on the other hand (Kristof-Brown, Zimmerman & Johnson, 

2005), is more strongly related to job-related outcomes, such as job satisfaction, and its relationship with 

behavioural outcomes is unclear. Therefore, this study has two main scopes. First, following the new 

directions about organizational fit theories (Kristof-Brown and Billsbery, 2013), we wanted to better 

understand how NS fit is related to task performance and organizational citizenship behaviour. More 

precisely, because little attention has been paid to the underlying psychological mechanisms linking fit 

perceptions to task and citizenship performance (Resick, Giberson, Dickson, Wynne & Bajdo, 2013), the 

main aim for us is to test the mediating role of organizational identification, using the CAPS theory 

(Cognitive-Affective Personality System; Mischel & Shonda, 1995). According to this theory, if an individual 

perceives that his environment has personal relevance, then a set of cognitive and affective reactions are 

activated and, in turn, that generate patterns of behaviour. Second, because some authors have 

highlighted the limitation of the SDT (Self Determination Theory; Deci & Ryan, 2000) saying that individuals 

have more than three fundamental needs: competence, autonomy and relatedness (Andersen, Chen & 

Carter, 2000), the present study try to get beyond this limitation by taking into account twelve individuals 

needs in terms of employment quality. To test the generalizability of our hypotheses with different 

populations, this study relies on two different samples from two different companies. Data were thus 

collected within two organizational contexts: the private (sample 1) and public sector (sample 2). In sample 

1, questionnaires were completed by 525 workers. In sample 2, we have randomly selected 525 

respondents from a larger dataset. Data were analysed using SEM and results show (a) the total mediating 

role of organizational identification (using bootstrapping method) and (b) that a specific needs-supplies fit 

perception (i.e. based on twelve needs) is positively related to a global needs-supplies fit perception (i.e. 

based on a global job perception), suggesting that needs-supplies fit may be a multidimensional concept. 
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The Double-edged Sword of Leader Charisma: Curvilinear Relationships between 

Leader Charisma, Behavior, and Effectiveness. 

Vergauwe, Jasmine (1), Wille, Bart (1), Hofmans, Joeri (2), Kaiser, Rob (3),                       & De Fruyt, Filip (1) 

(1) Ghent University, Ghent, Belgium ; (2) VUB, Brussels, Belgium ; (3) Kaiser Leadership Solutions, 

Greensboro, USA 

Jasmine.Vergauwe@UGent.be 

 

Although charisma has been mostly associated with positive features (e.g., charming and inspiring), 

negative elements of charisma, such as narcissistic, manipulative, and exploitative tendencies, have been 

identified as well. Researchers are now increasingly starting to acknowledge that charisma is not the 

golden standard of leadership inducing nothing but the best, but that it can be associated with both 

positive and negative effects. Consistent with this view, empirical studies have offered mixed support for 

the relationship between leader charisma and effectiveness indicators, with positive, as well as nil, and 

negative associations with a wide array of pertinent organizational outcomes. The fundamental question 

of whether leader charisma is good or bad, and under which conditions, is thus highly relevant to business 

research and practice. 

In the current presentation, the authors aim to make three substantial contributions to the existing 

literature on charismatic leadership by: (1) investigating curvilinear relationships between leader charisma 

and leader effectiveness, (2) examining whether the source of the leader effectiveness rating (self- versus 

coworker-) affects the relationship between leader charisma and effectiveness, and finally by (3) testing a 

theoretical model in which the effects of leader charisma on effectiveness are explained through specific 

leader behaviors. A pilot study in a sample of leaders (N = 204) and their subordinates validates HDS 

charisma (Hogan Development Survey) as a useful trait-based measure of leader charisma. To address the 

main research objectives, a second sample of leaders (N = 287) participated in a 360-degree program, with 

an average of 11 coworkers (N = 3052) rating each leader in terms of overall leader effectiveness and 

leader behaviors. Results show that whereas self-reported leader effectiveness ratings are positively and 

linearly related to charisma, coworker-rated leader effectiveness shows an inverted-U-shaped relationship 

with charisma. Further, highly charismatic leaders are more likely to be strategically ambitious while 

lacking operational behavior. Ultimately, a mediation analysis demonstrates that operational and strategic 

behaviors fully mediate the curvilinear relationship between leader charisma and coworker-rated 

effectiveness. In line with the too-much-of-a-good-thing effect, results confirm that moderate charisma 

levels are desirable, as they are associated with maximal leader effectiveness. Leaders low on charisma 

are less effective because they lack strategic behavior, while highly charismatic leaders are less effective 

because they lack operational behavior. 
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UNRAVELING THE DAILY SPILLOVER FROM WORK TO HOME: THE MEDIATING 

ROLE OF PERSONAL RESOURCES. 

Germeys, Lynn (1) & De Gieter, Sara (1) 

(1) Vrije Universiteit Brussel, Elsene, Belgium 

lynn.germeys@vub.ac.be 

 

Purpose: With our study, we empirically test the relationships proposed by the Work-Home Resources 

Model of ten Brummelhuis and Bakker (2012). We examined whether the effects of work demands (e.g., 

workload) and resources (e.g., autonomy) on home outcomes (e.g., relationship satisfaction) were 

mediated by personal resources (e.g., self-efficacy). Design/Methodology: We collected daily diary data 

from 52 employees over a period of 10 consecutive workdays. Results: We examined the diary data using 

multilevel path analyses. As hypothesized, work demands related negatively, whereas work resources 

related positively to personal resources. In turn, personal resources increased home outcomes. Although 

not included in the original model, we found support for direct negative and positive effects of respectively 

work demands and resources on home outcomes. Limitations: We only examined work-to-home processes 

and focused on personal resources, whereas —as stated in the Work-Home Resources model— it could 

be valuable to examine home-to-work processes as well as the influence of macro resources (e.g., cultural 

values). Research/Practical Implications: It is important to raise awareness that organizations effect and 

moreover are able to buffer against negative effects of work on an employee’s family life by minimizing 

work demands, and encouraging work as well as personal resources. Originality/Value: Our study adds to 

the knowledge on the role of personal resources in the spillover from work to home, by examining the 

relationships proposed by the Work-Home Resources Model. Moreover, our findings demonstrate that 

these relationships should not only be examined on a between-person level, but also on the within-person 

level. 
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Increasing performance with false assumptions: A self-fulfilling prophecy in the 

human-machine interaction 

Lo Bue, Salvatore (1), Cornet, Nicolas (1), Vanden Broucke, Laurens (1), & Coghe, Frederik (1) 

(1)   Royal Military Academy, Brussels, Belgium 

salvatore.lo.bue@mil.be 

 

This on-going study extends the theory of Self-Fulfilling Prophecy (Merton, 1948) to human-machine 

interactions. We hypothesized that a false definition about a new technology a person is about to use will 

impact his/her performance when actually using it. We asked 30 military cadets to participate in the 

evaluation of an upgraded version of the common rifle used within Belgian Defence. We told the 

participants that the lighter moving parts and the heavier barrel made this new version more accurate 

than its predecessor. In a repeated-measure design, we asked the participants to shoot with a normal rifle 

(control condition) and then one month later to shoot with the upgraded one (experimental condition). 

The weapon of the experimental condition was actually exactly the same one, but painted in desert colour 

and equipped with useless rails on the sides of the barrel. In both conditions, the task consisted in firing 

five rounds on a 200m distant target with the smallest dispersion possible. We evaluated several aspects 

of the participants’ perception of both weapons. We also measured the average dispersion of their 

shooting performance. Results show that the participants were convinced, before shooting, that the new 

version would better shoot than their own old-fashioned weapon. The comparison between control and 

experimental results indicate that the participants did shoot better with the mock upgraded version (t(29) 

= 3.83; p < .01). At the theoretical level, we discuss these findings in the frame of the Self-Fulfilling 

Prophecy and also address other theories such as the Technology Acceptance Model (Davis, 1989) and 

perceived self-efficacy (Bandura, 1977). At the practical level, our findings emphasize the importance of 

assessing user’s perception of a new technology before evaluating his/her performance using that 

technology. 
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Ignorance is bliss: anticipating social rejection 

Nasso, Selene (1), Vanderhasselt, Marie-Anne (1), & De Raedt, Rudi (1) 

(1)  Psychopathology and Affective Neuroscience Laboratory, Department of Experimental Clinical and 

Health Psychology, Ghent University, Ghent, Belgium. 

Selene.Nasso@UGent.be 

 

Several recent studies explored whether proactively regulating emotions while anticipating an event might 

positively influence regulatory success. However, results are still inconsistent, possibly because the nature 

of the upcoming stimulus was not disclosed. In this pilot study, we investigated self-regulatory processes 

in anticipation of a self-relevant emotional event when the valence of the forthcoming stimulus was either 

known or unknown. Twenty-four participants were exposed to bogus social feedback. Before each 

stimulus a cue, which could either be informative or uninformative of the affective content of the stimulus 

itself, appeared. We recorded pupillary responses as a measure of attentional allocation and cognitive 

effort. An inverse correlation between pupil size at cue and at stimulus was found for both uncertain (non-

informative cue) and certain (informative cue) trials. Larger pupillary responses were associated to 

uninformative compared to informative cues, suggesting larger recruitment of prefrontal resources. By 

contrast, pupil size was larger after reading an expected negative feedback than an unexpected one, 

indicating larger prefrontal activity. Attentional allocation in anticipation of a self-relevant event leads to 

smaller cognitive effort when confronted with that event. Surprisingly though, foreseeing what will come 

our way does not seem to be beneficial. When participants expected social rejection, they allocated less 

attention to the cue. As a consequence, coping with social rejection required more effort when knowing 

the affective nature of an imminent event. 
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Effects of interpreting bodily experiences as transient events on subjective 

experience. 

De Coninck, Sarah (1), & Mariën, Peter (1) 

(1) Faculty of Psychology and Educational Sciences, Vrije Universiteit Brussel, Brussels, Belgium 

sdeconin@vub.ac.be 

 

Background. It has been proposed that mindfulness constitutes two basic mechanisms: interoception and 

mindful attention. During interoception, attention is regulated towards current bodily experiences. 

Mindful attention concerns a metaperspective on current sensations as transient mental events.  

Previous research has indicated that both components lead to desirable results on either subjective 

experience or behaviour. However, to the best of our knowledge, no previous studies have investigated 

whether the integration of mindful attention with interoception adds onto the effects of interoception 

alone. Methods. This study makes use of a within-participant design with healthy participants (n=31). 

Participants are trained in 3 conditions: (a) immersion (control), (b) interoception and (c) interoception 

combined with mindful attention. Afterwards they view negatively valenced pictures (n=120), while 

adopting one of these three strategies. After each picture, they are asked to rate felt valence and arousal. 

Results. When pictures were viewed in the mindful attention condition, participants indicated that they 

felt less aroused and more positive than in the interoception (p<.000; p<.000, respectively) or immersion 

condition (p<.000; p<.000, respectively). Participants also felt less aroused and more positive when 

pictures were viewed in the interoception condition compared to the neutral condition (p=.018; p=.008, 

respectively). This indicates that mindful attention indeed adds onto the effects of interoception, and 

further decreases arousal, and increases positive feelings. 
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Extinction In Evaluative Conditioning: Effects Of Feature-Specific Attention 

Allocation 

Vanaelst Jolien, Spruyt Adriaan, Everaert Tom, & De Houwer Jan 

Ghent University, Ghent, Belgium 

Jolien.Vanaelst@Ugent.be 

 

Evaluative Conditioning (EC) refers to a change in the valence of a stimulus that is due to the pairing of 

that stimulus with another positive or negative stimulus. Whereas some researchers have found that the 

EC effect is resistant to extinction, others have reported data showing that unpaired CS presentations do 

significantly reduce EC effects. To shed further light on the conditions under which extinction of EC effects 

can be found, we examined the extent to which the extinction of EC effects is dependent upon feature-

specific attention allocation (FSAA). More specifically, we hypothesized that the extent to which the EC 

effect is resistant to extinction depends on the degree to which the evaluative stimulus dimension is 

selectively attended to during extinction. This hypothesis relies on the assumption that resistance to 

extinction of the EC effect results from the fact that CSs, once they have acquired a clear valence, evoke a 

spontaneous evaluative response in line with the information that was acquired during the evaluative 

learning phase. However, according to the FSAA account developed by Spruyt and colleagues (Everaert, 

Spruyt, & De Houwer, 2013; Spruyt, Houwer, & Hermans, 2009; Spruyt, De Houwer, Hermans, & Eelen, 

2007) , participants will process the valence of CSs to a lesser degree if they assign attention to another 

(non-evaluative) CS dimension. Since the presentation of a CS is no longer accompanied by a spontaneous 

evaluative response, attending to non-evaluative properties of the CSs during extinction should thus result 

in novel learning that the CS is neutral. To test this hypothesis, we manipulated the extent to which 

participants assigned attention to specific features of CSs, both during the acquisition phase and the 

extinction phase of the experiment. CSs were abstract (Gabor) patches that varied on two perceptually 

separable dimensions (i.e., spatial frequency and orientation). During the acquisition phase, one of these 

dimensions was predictive of the valence of the USs and participants were asked to categorize the CSs in 

terms of this dimension. During the extinction phase, CSs were presented alone. Participants were asked 

to judge the CSs either with respect to their valence (valence condition), the perceptual dimension that 

was task-relevant during the acquisition phase (relevant condition), or with respect to the perceptual 

dimension that was task-irrelevant during the acquisition phase (irrelevant condition). Results of 

Experiment 1 showed a significant reduction in the magnitude of the EC effect in the irrelevant condition 

only. The results of Experiment 2 corroborated these findings. Using multidimensional scaling as a 

manipulation check, we found a reduction of the EC effect for participants who shifted their attention to 

the (non-evaluative) irrelevant CS feature in the extinction phase. No reduction of the EC effect was found 

if participants failed to alter their attention allocation. 
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Gender effect in perceived and observed stress and coping in couples with a 

depressed partner 

Gabriel, Barbara (1) 

(1) Université Catholique de Louvain, Louvain la Neuve, Belgium 

barbara.gabriel@uclouvain.be 

 

Depressed individuals experience a higher level of stress in multiple life domains especially also in the 

marital relationship. This greater experience of stress among depressed person is attributable to 

bidirectional influence between external stress experiences, individual coping and marital support. The 

present study investigates the association of gender and marital satisfaction with perceived and observed 

stress and both individual and dyadic coping processes in couples with a depressed partner with four group 

design (G1: 16 maritally distressed couples with a depressed wife; G2: 21 maritally nondistressed couples 

with a depressed wife; G3: 18 maritally distressed couples with a depressed husband; G4: 7 maritally 

nondistressed couples with a depressed husband). Questionnaires and observed marital interaction tasks 

were used to assess all constructs. Evidence of greater stress generating behaviors in the form of greater 

use of problematic individual coping and more perceived stress in different life areas was found for all 

depressed individuals.  In addition, on the couple level the exaggeration of gender typical reactions 

appears to be an important correlate of depression in the context of marital distress.  Accordingly, the 

inclusion of both partners and examination of gender differences should receive more attention in future 

research and therapy for depression. 
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Best Thesis Award 2015 – Nominees 
 

Four theses have been nominated for the Best Thesis Award 2015. 
In alphabetical order of the names of the authors: 
 
Kim Archambeau, ULB (promotor Wim Gevers) 
“Investigation of associations between ordinal position in working memory and space” 
 
Emiel Cracco, UGent (promotor Michael Andres) 
“The multi-actor mirror neuron system: Can individuals represent multiple observed movements 
simultaneously?” 
 
Emma Delhaye, ULG (promotors Fabienne Collette & Christine Bastin) 
“Perceptual unitization and episodic memory in Alzheimer’s disease” 
 
Olivier Jeunehomme, ULG (promotor Arnaud D’Argembeau) 
“Mechanisms of direct and generative construction of future events: Exploration of the role of recasting 
and executive processes” 
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Rapid Categorization of Natural Face Images in the Infant Right Hemisphere 

Adélaïde de Heering(1) & Bruno Rossion(1) 

(1) Institute of Research in Psychology and Institute of Neuroscience, University of Louvain, Belgium. 

adelaide.deheering@uclouvain.be 

 

Human performance at categorizing natural visual images surpasses sophisticated automatic algorithms, 

but how and when this function arises and develops remain unanswered. We recorded scalp electrical 

brain activity in 4-6 months infants viewing images of various objects in their natural background at a rapid 

rate of 6 images/second (6 Hz). Widely variable natural face images appearing every 5 stimuli generated 

an electrophysiological response over the right hemisphere exactly at 1.2 Hz (6 Hz/5). This face-selective 

response was absent for phase-scrambled images, showing that it is not due to low-level visual 

information. These findings indicate that right lateralized face-selective processes emerge well before 

reading acquisition in the infant brain, who is able to perform figure-ground segregation and generalize 

face-selective responses across faces varying in size, viewpoint, illumination as well as expression, age and 

gender. They open an avenue for clarifying the developmental course of natural image categorization and 

face discrimination in the human brain. 
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Visual perspective taking as investigated by fast periodic visual stimulation 

Beck, Alexy-Assaf (1) & Rossion, Bruno (1), Samson, Dana (1) 

(1) Institute of Research in Psychology (IPSY), Institute of Neuroscience (IoNS), Université Catholique de 

Louvain, Belgium 

alexy.beck@uclouvain.be 

 

Presenting visual stimuli at a fast periodic (i.e. fixed) rate leads to high signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) responses 

in the electroencephalogram (EEG) known as “steady-state visual evoked potentials” (Regan, 1966). This 

fast periodic visual stimulation (FPVS) approach has been successfully used to explore low-level vision, 

spatial and selective attention, and more recently face perception. The purpose of this study was to assess 

the potential of FPVS to explore the processes underpinning visual perspective taking. Particularly, we 

wanted to examine if FPVS can be used to track whether participants attend at the same object that 

another person fixates. We combined EEG recording with two frequencies-tagged checkerboards. Each 

checkerboard was located in one visual hemifield and each checkerboard’s contrast was reversed at 

different temporal frequencies (4 Hz and 4.5 Hz). A human avatar was presented in the scene facing one 

checkerboard and turning its back to the other checkerboard. Seventeen participants were explicitly told 

to attend to the checkerboard seen by the avatar while fixating a central fixation cross. Frequency domain 

analysis revealed a significant higher SNR response for the frequency matching the stimulus seen by the 

avatar compared to the frequency matching the stimulus not seen by the avatar. The results show that 

FPVS can be used to track when participants are computing what someone else is looking at. We discuss 

the potential of the technique to investigate the cognitive mechanisms underlying visual perspective 

taking. 
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Self-control can be defined as the ability to inhibit impulses in the face of an external demand. It is a facet 

of executive control that differs greatly across individuals. Self-control is especially important for police 

dogs because they need to regulate their behaviour to perform a variety of tasks. Taking self-control into 

account when selecting police dogs could have a marked effect on performance and on dropout during 

training programs and therefore prove to be a cost-effective strategy. This goal may be achieved by 

identifying a physiological marker of self-control in dogs. In the current study, we investigated whether 

heart-rate variability (HRV), a proxy for self-regulation in humans, could be used as such a marker. To this 

end, we measured the HRV of 22 police dogs during an out-of-sight down-stay exercise for 10 min (i.e., 

Self-Control condition) and for the same duration of time while caged (Control condition). We found that 

the dogs’ HRV was higher when they were exerting self-control than when they were caged. This result 

suggests that HRV is associated with the exertion of self-control in dogs, like it is with humans. Thus, HRV 

could serve as a physiological marker of self-control in dogs, which may be applicable to the selection and 

training of police dogs. 
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Background In the last few years the important impact that obesity has on people’s life, and the costs that 

society has to afford to take care of the consequent illnesses, have led to focus more attention on eating 

behaviours and the way to prevent the consumption of unhealthy food. The FOOD4GUT project is aimed 

to better understand how individual behaviours and choices can be modified to obtain a change in the 

food habits towards a healthier lifestyle with higher intake of specific vegetables and cereals rich in the 

so-called “colic nutrients”, which seem to have a beneficial effect on the treatment of obesity. Methods 

This multidisciplinary project includes four psychological subprojects. The first project will concern 

emotional and cognitive issues in obesity. It will also consider interoception as a food regulation strategy 

and examine changes in food memories. The second project will study the impact of health claims on 

behavioral representations and intentions towards food rich in colic nutriments. The third project will 

focus on behavioural epidemiology and nudging. It will contribute to strengthen the database regarding 

current food behaviors in Wallonia and implement a “nudging” intervention in order to affect decisions in 

favor of food rich in colic nutriments. The fourth project will investigate the influence of economic factors 

on eating intentions and behaviours in relation to colic nutrients. Discussion The final aim will be to achieve 

a better insight into the cognitive and affective factors that influence the consumption of food rich in colic 

nutrients, both consciously and unconsciously. 
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For many decades the cerebellum was considered only to play a role in sensorimotor function, excluding 

it from higher level cognitive-affective processing, such as emotional and affective facial processing and 

metacognition. In this exploratory study, we investigated the possible role of the cerebellum in emotional 

change detection and subsequent subjective, metacognitive ratings via an experimental task addressing 

mostly frontal lobe function. Four patients with cerebellar disorders were compared to four patients with 

frontal lobe pathology and a group of eight normal control participants. In the task, video morphs of 

gradual changes of facial expressions (from a neutral to a happy or an angry face) were presented to track 

the moment where subjects become aware of a new facial display. Participants were instructed to press a 

button at the moment they detected a change towards the new display. In addition, the subjects were 

invited to identify the type of emotional change they had detected (accuracy) and to rate their level of 

confidence over their emotional identifications (subjective experience). The findings of this exploratory 

study reveal that the only significant difference between the three groups was related to the 

metacognitive ratings. Only the cerebellar group showed significantly lower confidence ratings when 

compared to the frontal lobe  and the control group. The difference was greater with regard to the rating 

of certainty over the identification of happy facial expressions. This difference was also observed at the 

individual level. Furthermore, correlational analyses showed that this finding was not related to mood as 

assessed by a battery of emotion regulation and emotional perception questionnaires. 
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Background: Uncertainty abounds regarding the putative mechanisms of attention bias modification 

(ABM). Although early studies showed that ABM reduced anxiety proneness more than control procedures 

lacking a contingency between cues and probes, recent work suggests that the later just performed as well 

as the former did. In this experiment, we investigated a non-emotional mechanism that may play a role in 

ABM. Methods: We randomly assigned 62 individuals with a DSM-IV diagnosis of social anxiety disorder to 

a single-session of either a non-emotional contingency training, nonemotional no-contingency training, or 

control condition controlling for potential practice effects. Working memory capacity and anxiety 

reactivity to a speech challenge were assessed before and after training. Results: Consistent with the 

hypothesis of a practice effect, the three groups likewise 

reported indistinguishably significant improvement in self-report and behavioural measures of speech 

anxiety as well as in working memory. Repeating the speech task twice may have had anxioltyic benefits. 

Limitations: The temporal separation between baseline and post-training assessment as well as the scope 

of the training sessions could be extended. Conclusions: The current findings are at odds with the 

hypothesis that ABM is effective because of the presence of a contingency between cues and probes. They 

also show the importance of including a credible additional condition controlling for practice effects. 
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While it is well established that observed movements are simulated automatically in the motor system, 

research in this domain has primarily focused on action observation in a dyadic context. In daily life, 

however, we often engage in social interactions that include more than two persons. Given that successful 

social interaction is thought to rely on motor simulation, an important question is if individuals are able to 

simulate the actions of multiple agents at the same time. In previous work we established that this is 

indeed the case using an automatic imitation paradigm. More specifically, we showed that two identical 

observed movements trigger the motor system more strongly, resulting in a stronger automatic imitation 

effect. To elaborate on this finding, the current study investigated whether the larger automatic imitation 

effect for two identical observed movements extends from two to three or four movements. The results 

replicated the previous study by showing an additive effect for two identical observed movements 

compared to one observed movement. However, automatic imitation did not increase for three compared 

to two or for four compared to three identical movements. This suggests that protective mechanisms may 

be at play that prevent the system from overloading. 
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Time, numbers and space share a dimension of magnitude, which has been argued to be processed in a 

common magnitude system, explaining commonly observed interactions between these three modalities 

(A Theory of Magnitude, Walsch, 2003). However, previous research already showed that a part of the 

interactions between number and space can actually be explained by mediating processes related to a 

serially organised verbal working memory (WM; De Belder et al., 2015; van Dijck et al., 2011). The link 

between serial position in verbal WM and time hasn’t be explored yet. In the current study we conducted 

two time-related experiments while subjects were keeping information in working memory. In experiment 

1 participants were instructed to respond to a letter turning from red to green, from which the time was 

varied. We observed that participants were faster with responding after short waiting times to a letter 

that was part of the beginning of the WM sequence, while relatively faster responding times were 

observed for letters from the end of WM after longer waiting times. These results illustrated a clear 

interaction between the perception of time and position in WM. The second experiment was designed to 

investigate whether these observations also extend to the production of time. Participants were instructed 

to reproduce the presentation time of a centrally presented dot, but only if the dot was followed by a WM 

item. Results demonstrated an interaction between the reproduction of time and position in WM. Overall, 

our results indicate that a serially organised WM can clearly affect the processing of time, not only 

observed in the perception, but also the production of time. 
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Research has shown beneficial effects of bilateral eye movements on recollective memory, associative 

recognition or false memory resistance (e.g., Parker et al., 2009) but little is known about potential 

expectancy effects during this manipulation. To examine this issue, participants (n=334) in this study were 

invited to come to the lab 2 times. At Time 1, they were invited to learn DRM lists of 15 items for a later 

recognition test and were asked to engage in 30s of horizontal (vertical) eye movements. One week later, 

they learned DRM lists and engaged in 30s of vertical (horizontal) eye movements (the order of the eye 

movement tasks was counterbalanced across participants). The key manipulation was the suggestion of 

false beliefs to the experimenters running the study. During the first half of the experiment, all the 

experimenters (n=12, 6 females) believed that horizontal or vertical eye movements were just equivalent 

manipulations that should result in similar performance. During the second half, they believed, depending 

on the specific condition they were assigned to (n=4 each), that (1) bilateral and vertical manipulations 

were identical, (2) that a subliminal manipulation that should improve performance was added in the 

vertical eye movements condition only or (3) that a subliminal manipulation improving performance was 

added in the bilateral eye movements condition only. Results show that there were no influences of the 

experimenter at both time 1 or time 2 suggesting that the effects observed are rather independent of 

potential expectations. 
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Evaluative conditioning (EC) refers to the change of valence of a conditioned stimulus (CS) by repeated co-

occurrences with a valenced unconditioned stimulus (US) in close spatio-temporal contiguity. However, 

there is one question that has been strongly debated in the past years, namely whether the EC effect can 

occur without one’s awareness of the CS-US contingency. Whereas Pleyers, Corneille, Luminet and Yzerbyt 

(2007) found EC only when contingency awareness (CA) was present, Jones, Fazio and Olson (2009) argued 

that these results were due to the specificity of the paradigm they used. According to the latter authors, 

EC may happen through an implicit misattribution of the affect. This typically occurs when the source of 

an evaluative response is ambiguous. Under such circumstances, one may attribute the affective response 

triggered by the US to another stimulus (i.e., the CS), hence the occurrence of an unaware conditioning. 

They predicted that when the US is salient (e.g., when it is bigger than the CS), awareness is likely to be 

involved which is not the case when the US is less salient (e.g. when it is smaller than the CS). It is the latter 

prediction that we aimed to test empirically. To do so, we followed the procedure of Pleyers et al. (2007) 

with one simple but major twist: we switched the CS and the US position for half of the presentations, in 

a within-subject study including 100 participants. According to Jones, Fazio and Olson (2009), this should 

lead to an unaware EC, but only for the presentations where the CS is bigger than the US. 
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Many studies of immediate serial recall (ISR) of verbal items have shown that the short-term storage of 

item information is supported by the activation of language knowledge stored in long-term memory, such 

as the lexical and semantic representations (for a review, see Majerus, 2009, in A. Thorn (Ed.), New York: 

Psychology Press). Similarly, as phonological and orthographic memory representations are highly 

connected in literate people, orthographic knowledge may influence memory performance in purely 

auditory ISR tasks. In adult participants, Pattamadilok, Lafontaine, Morais, and Kolinsky (2010, Language 

and Speech) showed that inter-item orthographic dissimilarity helps to reduce the deleterious effect of 

phonological similarity. They observed that, in a seven-word auditory ISR task, compared to words that 

shared neither the phonological nor the orthographic rhyme, performance was less affected when words 

rhymed but had different spellings than when they both rhymed and had the same spelling. However, the 

rrecall benefit due to orthographic dissimilarity was only observed at positions four to six of the word list. 

The present study provides converging children data. Using an ISR task of auditory five-word lists in 3rd 

grade children (mean age: 8.4 years old), we observed that inter-item orthographic dissimilarity (e.g., the 

list sport, bord, corps, nord, store, all ending with the same rhyme vs. the list passe, chasse, tasse, brasse, 

classe) assists the recall of item information (i.e., the proportion of items recalled independently of serial 

position) but not the recall of order information (i.e., absolute accuracy divided by item accuracy). In 

addition, only performance in the condition of phonological similarity and orthographic dissimilarity was 

significantly correlated with performance in the spelling task on the items used in the ISR, suggesting that 

the higher item accuracy obtained in this condition was partly due to the use of spelling knowledge. 

Consistently, irregular word reading (which is generallyviewed as reflecting orthographic processing 

abilities) was highly correlated with the size of the orthographic effect. It worth noting that children did 

not notice that the spellings of the rhyming words could be dissimilar or not. These findings thus suggest 

that, in case of phonological similarity, spelling knowledge is automatically used to support the maintain 

of auditory items in memory, an effect that depends on the level of reading and spelling abilities. 
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Numbers have the peculiarity to reorient the humans’ attention towards the left/right according to their 

magnitude (Fischer et al., 2001). This effect has recently even been documented in cancellation tasks, 

allowing participants to freely explore the space in which targets are displayed among distracters (Di Luca 

et al., 2013). However, these last results were obtained with horizontally oriented rectangular display 

areas. Therefore, it remains to be determined whether they can also be obtained when the visual context 

does not provide such a strong horizontal reference frame. Consequently, we ran an experiment in which 

participants were presented with numerically adapted star cancellation tasks (i.e. using digits 2 and 8 as 

distracters), that were displayed as horizontally and vertically oriented rectangular surfaces. Besides, we 

presented square-shaped cancellation tasks within which digits were tilted 90° left- or rightwards. 

Independently of the orientation of the display area, numbers induced a left/right spatial orientation bias 

as a function of their size (small digits were associated to more omissions on the right, the reversed for 

large digits: F(1,37) = 4.183, p<.05). Moreover, when numbers were tilted left-/rightwards, they had an 

addictive effect of bottom-up and top-down spatial bias. Results show that the left/right biasing effect 

previously found can be considered as a pure effect of numbers and not of the visual context. Moreover, 

when numbers are titled in a neutral context, they can induce additional vertical visuo-spatial biases, that 

are function of the Mental-Number-Line orientation to which they make reference. 
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Reading requires accurate and fast extraction of visual information of printed words. Neuroimaging studies 

have been showing significant changes in visual cortical areas related to literacy. But at what stage of visual 

processing does learning to read modulate brain responses to visual stimuli? At later stages (when 

attentional processes can have a strong influence)? At early phases of visual responses (when automatic 

processes can predominate)? We had previously found enhanced visual responses in low and high-level 

occipito-temporal cortex associated with reading skill, using functional Magnetic Ressonance Imaging 

(fMRI) (Dehaene, Pegado et al., Science, 2010). In the present work recently published (Pegado, Dehaene 

et al., PNAS, Dec 2014), we could complement the previous study by investigating the precise time-course 

of this literacy modulation in visual responses, in order to disentangle early from late stage effects. We 

recorded brain responses with a fine-grain temporal method (the electro-encephalogram [EEG]) while 

presenting the same visual paradigm for 49 adult participants, ranging from literates to fully illiterates. Six 

categories of images (letter-strings [pseudowords], false-fonts, faces, houses, tools and checkerboards) 

were presented to the subjects. In each trial, a pair of images was presented for a total duration of 1.5 

second: 200 ms for the first image (S1), followed by 200 ms fixation point, followed by the second image 

(S2) for 500 ms and finally a fixation point for 600ms. The results revealed enhanced late responses 

(starting at 200-240ms after stimuli onset) as a function of literacy ability. More importantly however, 

several eletrophysiological modulations were noticed even at early stages of visual processing (100-

180ms), including (1) global enhancement of visual responses (140-180 ms) and (2) left-lateralization of 

the N1 component (~170ms), (3) increased repetition suppression (which suggest better exemplar 

discrimination), and (4) increased mirror discrimination (100-150 ms), both in the left occipito-temporal 

region. Finally (5) source reconstruction analysis shown enhanced activity on left ventral cortex for letter 

strings but a decrease on the right ventral cortex for faces associated with literacy around 170 ms, 

suggesting a competition between visual categories for cortical territory with reading practice. Our results 

show that reading ability could modulate brain responses not only at a later time window ( > 200ms) but 

also at an early phase of visual processing, modifying the magnitude, the precision and the invariance of 

the neural responses. This was observed for the predicted visual category (letter strings) but also partially 

extended to other visual categories. These findings demonstrate that literacy training modifies the visual 

system even at early phases of visual responses, when automatic processes can predominate, showing 

how profound is the impact of learning to read in brain functioning. 
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Classic studies (Rosch, Mervis, Gray, Johnson & Boyes-Braem, 1976) on rapid decisions of category 

membership identified the basic level as entry point for categorization in a free response task (e.g., ‘dog’ 

rather than ‘animal’ or ‘golden retriever’). More recent studies with a predefined go/no-go ultra-rapid 

categorization task design with briefly flashed (20 ms) visual scenes contradicted these earlier findings, 

indicating that participants are faster at detecting an animal/vehicle (superordinate object level) than a 

dog/bus (basic object level) in a complex visual image (e.g., Thorpe, Fize & Marlot, 1996). One way to 

reconcile both seemingly contradictory findings is in terms of a recent parallel distributed processing 

theory (O’Reilly, Wyatte, Herd, Mingus & Jilk, 2013). This theory states that the inhibitory dynamics in the 

prefrontal cortical networks support selection between alternatives. The strength of this inhibition during 

lexical processing depends on a learning process. In an open-ended task, the superordinate object level 

choice is suppressed in favor of the basic level. But when participants get a clearly predefined task goal (as 

in ultra-rapid categorization), this inhibitory process is cancelled, and responses on the superordinate level 

improve in speed and accuracy. This study was aimed at verifying some behavioral predictions from this 

theory with respect to ultra-rapid categorization by providing a perceptual mask after image presentation 

and manipulating three defining variables: (1) presentation time (16 to 83 ms presentation), (2) level of 

categorization (basic versus superordinate level) and (3) goal (object versus scene detection). Results 

indicated a clear improvement in performance over longer presentation times (PT) and a replication of the 

superordinate advantage effect (e.g. Macé, Joubert, Nespoulous, & Fabre-Thorpe, 2009) with shorter 

image presentations. Furthermore, we directly compared object versus scene perception and observed a 

significantly more accurate detection of objects. These accuracy differences decreased when PT increased, 

indicating that time is needed to retrieve the object in the scene. 
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It is now commonly accepted that a decline in episodic memory is observed with ageing: while recollection 

processes are impaired, familiarity seems to be relatively preserved (a). Older individuals appear to recruit 

prefrontal areas bilaterally when their encoding is successful, while in young adults this activation is found 

to be left-lateralized (b). In this study, we were interested in the differences between younger and older 

participant regarding cerebral activity during encoding depending on whether the item elicited 

recollection or familiarity during the recognition phase. Twenty young volunteers (aged 19 to 29 years old) 

and 19 older volunteers (aged 60 to 78 years old) were presented visual stimuli depicting objects. During 

a first fMRI session, they were asked to make a size judgement about them. Then, in a second phase, the 

subjects were shown the items previously encountered during the encoding phase, as well as distractors. 

Participants' task was to determine which one were new and which one were seen earlier. For the latter, 

they also performed a Remember-Know judgement. Data were analysed using SPM8, with an event design 

comparing modifications in cerebral activity between the two subjects groups during encoding (1) for the 

items leading to recollection during the recognition phase compared to those leading to familiarity, and 

(2) for the items associated with familiarity during the recognition phase compared to those which were 

not recognized. Results show that older adults display a heightened activity in the right middle frontal 

gyrus, medial cingulate and paracingulate left gyri as well as in the precuneus, bilaterally when they engage 

recollection processes. Amongst those regions, the precuneus seems to underlie compensatory processes, 

allowing the elderly to perform a richer encoding, as it was previously suggested for recollection processes 

during recall (c). However, no increase in activity was associated with familiarity processes in older adults, 

possibly because they are less demanding regarding attentional resources. 
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Fear conditioning, the pairing of an initially neutral conditioned stimulus (CS) with an aversive 

unconditioned stimulus (US), changes the early sensory processing of the CS as captured by evoked 

readiness potentials (ERPs) in EEG. Furthermore, direct pairing of the CS and the US is not required to 

establish fear conditioning in that similar modulations of the ERP components have been obtained by 

merely providing CS-US contingency instructions. So far, however, no study has investigated whether 

directly experiencing the instructed contingencies can have additional effects beyond the effects of 

instructions. We addressed this question by instructing participants in a series of blocks  about the 

contingency between two CSs and an electrical shock (US). Because only half of the presentations of these 

CS+s were reinforced with a shock, we could compare ERPs on trials where a CS+ had never before been 

followed by a US to trials where the CS+ was previously paired with the US. A third CS was never paired 

with the US. New stimuli were randomly selected in each block to avoid conflating the effect of the 

instructions with the effect of the CS-US pairings. Our results indicate that contingency instructions 

amplifies stimulus processing as soon as 180 ms post stimulus onset (N1). Later ERP responses (P3) were 

attenuated by the contingency instructions. Furthermore, the actual experience of an instructed CS-US 

contingency resulted in early attenuation (P1) and amplification (N1) of stimulus processing and further 

attenuated later processing (P3). Taken together, our study demonstrates that contingency instructions 

can modulate early sensory processing and that the effects of instructions can be further influenced by 

directly experiencing the instructed contingencies. 
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Although there is much research demonstrating that EEG biofeedback training (EBFT) can be used to train 

brain activity frequency, currently, there is little research showing that EBFT can be used to moderate sport 

performance. .In related research, action imagination has been demonstrated to moderate to brain 

activity frequency, with imagination causing a suppression of mu rhythm, and an improvement in 

performance. Using the link between brain moderation and performance increase from the literature of 

action imagination use, we tested the hypothesis that changes in mu rhythm caused by EBFT may improve 

golf putting performance. Thirteen right handed male golf players, with a handicap of 18 and below, 

participated to the experiment. Golf putting performance was measured using an ultra-sound world-class 

measurement tool (SAM Putt Lab). Participants performed golf putts to a hole 3,1m from a starting 

position, for two sessions, pre- and post- the EBFT. For each session, the player performed 5 practice putts, 

followed by 2 sets of 10 putts recorded by the SAM Putt Lab, with a break of 2 minutes between the 

practice and the sets. After each session, motor imagery was assessed using the Motor Imagery 

Questionnaire (MIQ-2). The EBFT consisted of participant’s doing two different tasks, but in each, where 

the participant controlled a PacMan or a music player by reducing mu rhythm in the brain under bilateral 

electrodes sited at C3 and C4. To investigate the effect of EBFT on putting performance, we will split the 

players into groups based on their level of the mu rhythm reduction during EBFT compared to pre-EBFT. 

Data were analysed using a mixed methods ANOVA, comparing golf putting performance post- compared 

to pre-EBFT within participants, and testing differences in participants whom had a large reduction in EBFT 

compared to no reduction. Results showed some significant performance improvements following EBFT 

specifically for players showing reduced mu rhythm. This study shows preliminary findings showing that 

EBFT may provide a promising technique to improve putting performance. 
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During ageing, a decline in episodic memory is observed, characterized by decreased recollection (a). In 

this study, we investigated the influence of encoding instructions, intentional or incidental, on the 

performance of younger and older adults during an episodic memory task. Twenty young volunteers (aged 

18 to 30 years old) and 20 older volunteers (aged 61 to 72 years old) participated in this experiment. The 

stimuli consisted of 300 black-and-white drawings of common objects. The task comprised two steps. 

During the encoding phase, 100 items were presented once ("hard" condition) and 100 other items were 

presented twice ("easy" condition). During recognition, the items from the encoding phase were 

presented again, as well as 100 new items. In each age group, half of the participants received incidental 

encoding instructions (they had to make size judgements about the objects depicted) while the other half 

were explicitly asked to memorize the objects presented because they would be asked to recognize them 

later on (intentional encoding). During recognition, they performed a Remember-Know judgement for the 

items they believed they had seen earlier. We carried out ANOVAs in order to test for the influence of 

instructions, age group and number of repetitions of the items in one hand on the percentage of 

recollection and on the other hand on the percentage of familiarity (p<.05). Results show a significant 

effect of age, with more correct recollection responses in young adults, whereas more correct familiarity 

was found in older adults. Furthermore, it was found that the items presented twice lead to more 

recollection than those presented only once. Finally, these results also suggest that in the older group of 

participants, only for the items presented twice, intentional encoding instructions lead to more 

recollection and less familiarity. This finding is consistent with previous work showing that the elderly do 

not easily use elaborate encoding strategies, and that they need more support (here, a second exposition 

to the material) in order to perform a deep encoding when they are encouraged to do so with intentional 

learning instructions (b). 
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A recent study (Honoré & Noël, submitted) revealed that training symbolic number magnitude can 

enhance children’s performance on number sense tasks and simple arithmetic problems. However, two 

training games were used in their study, one relying on magnitude comparison and the other one using 

number to position on a number line. As many emphases have been made on the association between 

number magnitude representation and space and as training using mental number line has been proven 

to be quite beneficial, we wanted to directly compare the efficiency of these two training games on both 

number magnitude tasks and simple arithmetic problems. 51 preschoolers were randomly assigned to one 

of three training conditions: (1) number line estimation training, aiming at improving the mapping 

between space and Arabic digits; (2) numerical magnitude comparison training, aiming at enhancing the 

exact representation of number, or (3) a control training working on story understanding. Children’s 

performance in number line estimation, dot collection, Arabic and verbal numbers comparison and in 

calculation was measured both before and after the 10-session-training program. The analyses are 

currently run. 
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Although fascinating the human kind since thousands years, the future, inaccessible and unpredictable by 

nature, remains fundamentally unknown. However, one of the most important capacities that humans 

have developed is the ability to envision possible future scenarios. Recently, episodic future thinking has 

received a great deal of attention, leading to numerous investigations in various areas in psychology and 

neurosciences. Notably, recent research suggests that episodic future thoughts can be formed through 

the same dual mechanisms, direct and generative, as autobiographical memories. However, the 

prevalence and determinants of the direct production of future event representations remain unclear. In 

two experiment, we addressed this issue by collecting self-reports of production modes, event 

characteristics, response times (RTs), and event descriptions for the production of future events in the 

word cueing paradigm. Furthermore, in the second experiment, participants also had to perform a series 

of tasks assessing executive functions, working memory and relational episodic memory. Our findings 

reveal that most future events that were directly produced had already been thought of on a previous 

occasion, and the frequency of previous thoughts as well as the personal importance of the events 

predicted the occurrence of direct access. Finally, results show that generative processes of elaboration of 

future events rely, at least in part, the ability to access semantic information in memory. Collectively, these 

findings provide novel evidence that the direct production of episodic future thoughts is frequent in the 

word cueing paradigm and often involves the activation of personally significant “memories of the future.” 
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van Dijck & Fias (2011) recently demonstrated an association between the ordinal position of verbal 

information in working memory and the side of response. When participants memorize a sequence of 

words while performing a categorization task on them (e.g. press left if fruit, press right if vegetable), 

participants responded faster with the left hand side for words presented early in the memorized 

sequence and with the right hand for words presented later in the sequence. This association is termed 

the “ordinal position effect”. It is generally believed that working memory has two subsystems: the first 

deals with verbal material, and the second deals with visuo-spatial material (Baddeley, 1986). In two 

experiments, we directly compared the ordinal position effect for verbal and spatial material. The results 

did not show a spatial ordinal position effect and a clear dissociation was observed between spatial and 

verbal information. Therefore, it seems that the ordinal position effect is specific to the verbal modality. 

In order to verify this assumption, a third experiment investigated if an ordinal position effect could be 

observed on visual material stored in working memory. To this purpose, we replaced words with two types 

of pictures: abstract pictures (non-verbalizable) and concrete pictures (verbalizable). Consistent with 

experiments 1 and 2, an ordinal position effect was only observed if participants verbalized the pictures. 

It appears that the verbalization of memorized information, whatever material, is essential to create 

associations between ordinal information and space. 
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We examined the stimulus-response (S-R) compatibility and prehensile/motor affordance effects that are 

elicited by an object’s most conspicuous features and graspable part, respectively. EEG was recorded from 

participants who attended a centrally presented object, and responded to the direction of an arrow, 

presented1000ms after object onset and pointing left or right with equal probability. Analysis of response 

times demonstrated the presence of an S-R compatibility effect. Lateralization of early posterior alpha 

suppression showed that attention was initially directed to the object’s (more conspicuous) functional 

end. Also, pre-movement frontocentral beta suppression and the modulation of the parietal P300 

component showed that a response compatible to the location of the object’s functional end was activated 

before arrow onset.  Moreover, lateralization of pre-movement posterior and central alpha suppression 

indicated a behaviourally overshadowed affordance effect. This suggests that the two effects may occur 

independently, but without specific attention orienting instructions, the S-R compatibility effect 

dominates over the affordance effect. 
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Recent theoretical models of verbal short-term memory (STM) assume that distinct processes underlie the 

ability to actively maintain the property of to-be-remembered items and their order of occurrence in a list. 

Although many studies showed that order processing is more susceptible to interference than is item 

processing, the item-order distinction has not yet been studied in the musical domain. Given the inherently 

sequential nature of musical information, it is of particular importance to understand the nature of serial 

order processes in musical STM and their possible specificity relative to item STM processes. The present 

experiment explored the specificity of order versus item short-term retention mechanisms in both musical 

and verbal domains. Thirty-seven non-musicians performed a STM recognition task requiring to compare 

pairs of 4-stimulus sequences (non-words and tones, for verbal and musical conditions, respectively). For 

the item condition, participants had to determine whether the stimuli were identical in the two sequences 

of each pair. For the order condition, they had to determine whether the serial order of the stimuli was 

the same in the two sequences of each pair. These tasks were conducted with or without an interfering 

task (articulatory suppression or manual rhythm reproduction). For the verbal modality, we observed a 

significant detrimental effect of both interfering tasks, and this selectively for the order condition. For the 

musical modality, both item and order conditions were significantly affected by the interfering tasks. For 

the verbal domain, the present study replicates previous studies showing a differential sensitivity of item 

and serial order STM processes to an interfering verbal or motor sequential processing task. However, we 

were unable to show this differential sensitivity in musical STM, where both item and order conditions 

were impacted by the interfering task to the same extents. These results suggest that, for the recognition 

paradigm used in this study, item and serial order STM components cannot be distinguished in the musical 

STM domain, and may both rely on similar sequential maintenance processes. 
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How numerosity is extracted from sensory input is a highly debated issue. Semantic accounts assume that 

numerosity is represented independently of sensory information. Sensory-based accounts assume that 

numerosity estimates are obtained by weighing different sensory cues such as density, surface or length. 

Previous studies showed that the magnitude information conveyed by sensory cues interacts with 

numerosity estimation. However, it is still unclear whether this interaction takes place at a perceptual level 

as predicted by sensory-based accounts. Optical illusions offer the possibility to address this issue because 

they result from obligatory and impenetrable perceptual processes. We capitalized on the Müller-Lyer 

illusion to study whether the perceived length of dot arrays influences estimation of their numerosity. This 

illusion implies that a straight line whose ends terminate in arrows pointing outward is perceived longer 

than a line of the same length whose ends terminate in arrows pointing inward. Participants were asked 

to compare the numerosity of two lines made of dot arrays with inward or outward arrows at their 

extremities, while the actual length of the arrays was modified across conditions to manipulate the effect 

of the Müller-Lyer illusion. When the length of two dot arrays was equal but appeared subjectively 

different due to the illusion, participants reported that arrays with outward arrows contained more dots 

than arrays with inward arrows. When a correction was applied to the actual length of dot arrays so that 

they now appear equally long despite objective differences, the comparison of the number of dots was 

not influenced by the direction of the arrows. These results demonstrate that numerosity is contingent on 

perceived length. They further constrain sensory-based accounts by showing that the way numerosity is 

extracted from sensory cues depends on the perceptual context. 
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This study explored the extent to which there are neural correlates of the affective personality influence 

on face perception using event-related potentials (ERP). In the learning phase, participants viewed a target 

individual’s face (expression neutral) paired with either negative, neutral or positive sentences describing 

the target’s previous typical behavior. A subsequent and a post-experiment memory test showed that 

participants had high accuracy in remembering the pairs. Between these two tests participants completed 

gender judgments of the learned faces. Statistical analyses were conducted on measures of neural activity 

during for this task. Repeated measures ANOVA of ERP data showed that faces described as having a 

negative personality elicited larger N170 than did those with a neutral or positive description. The early 

posterior negativity (EPN) showed the same result pattern, with larger amplitudes for faces paired with 

negative personality than for others. The current study indicates that affective personality information is 

associated with an automatic, top-down modulation on face perception. Specifically, faces associated with 

negative personality show facilitated processing, probably reflecting an affective adaptation in visual 

perception. 
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Numbers and numerosities are everywhere. The early ability to deal with numbers and numerosities 

explains individual differences in mathematical skills and is related to life success. A wealth of research has 

suggested that both domain-specific and domain-general aspects appear to play a role in the development 

of arithmetic skills. The ability to manipulate and understand (non-)symbolic magnitudes (i.e. dot arrays 

and Arabic numerals) is frequently referred to as number sense. Number comparison and number line 

estimation are two tasks frequently used to investigate number sense. In a number comparison task, 

participants have indicate which of two presented numerosities (i.e. digits or dots) is the numerically larger 

one. In a number line estimation task, participants have to estimate a magnitude on an empty line that 

goes from 0 to 10, 100, or 1000. Many studies have revealed an association between number sense at 

early age and later mathematical achievement, although these cross-sectional and longitudinal studies do 

not allow to establish causal connections. To investigate the causal association between number sense 

and arithmetic achievement, several researchers have conducted intervention studies to enhance 

children’s basic numerical skills and to examine its effect on mathematical achievement. However, these 

studies included a variety of tasks or focused only on comparison or number line whereby it is not possible 

to investigate the different effects of comparison and number line training. As the idea that performance 

on both tasks rely on the same underlying magnitude representation is recently debated, it might be 

interesting to investigate this further. Besides that, working memory performance also partly explains 

individual differences in arithmetic achievement. To our knowledge, no study has yet contrasted the 

differential effects of specific magnitude processing and working memory training on arithmetic. 

Therefore, we designed a tablet game in which children were trained on either comparison or number line 

estimation. To investigate the effect of a working memory training, an existing memory game for tablet 

was used. All 151 five-year-olds were allocated to either the comparison, number line, working memory, 

or control condition. The children in the experimental conditions practiced their skills on a tablet game, 

those in the control condition did not have any training. By means of a pre- and post-training testing 

consisting of (non-)symbolic comparison, number line tasks, and arithmetic measures, effects on number 

sense and arithmetic were measured. Improvements were found on the specific magnitude processing 

skills children trained, but there was no transfer to the other magnitude processing skill. Children who 

conducted one of the magnitude processing trainings or the working memory training improved in solving 

simple arithmetic operations. 
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Background: Research on cognitive control suggests an age-related decline in proactive control abilities 

(an anticipatory form of control) whereas reactive control (consecutive to conflict detection) seems to 

remain intact [1]. As proactive and reactive control abilities were associated to specific brain networks [2], 

this study investigated age-related effects on the neural substrates associated to each kind of control. 

Method: A modified form of the Stroop task was administered to 16 young and 16 older adults in an event-

related fMRI experiment. In this version of the Stroop task, three different contexts were created: (1) a 

mostly congruent context (MC, inducing reactive control) with a majority of congruent items, (2) a mostly 

incongruent context (MI, inducing proactive control) with mainly interfering items, (3) a neutral context 

(MN) with mainly neutral items. Preprocessing and statistical analyses were performed with SPM8 (p<.001 

uncorrected). Results: Behavioral results (p<0.05) indicated faster processing of interferent items in the 

MI than MC context in young participants only. With regard to neuroimaging data, the comparison of the 

two groups showed that the processing of interferent items in the MI context is associated to decreased 

activity in (mainly right-sided) frontal and temporal areas in the older group. On the contrary, in the MC 

context, increased activity was observed in bilateral frontal areas for older compared to younger 

participants. Discussion: Behavioral results confirm that older participants have difficulties with the 

implementation of proactive control that is associated to decreased brain activity (compared to young 

participants) in areas underlying Stroop performance. However, the recruitment of supplementary frontal 

areas we observed in the reactive control condition suggests compensation processes. So, aging seems to 

differentially affect the neural networks associated to the various kinds of cognitive control. 
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Introduction: False memories induced by the DRM procedure (“Deese, Roediger and McDermott”; Deese, 

1959; Roediger & McDermott, 1995) or the misinformation procedure (in which a person’s recollection of 

a witnessed event is altered after exposure to misinformation about this event; Loftus et al., 1978) are due 

to errors in source monitoring processes (e.g., Johnson et al., 1993) and one might expect the correlation 

between these false memories quite positive. However, the few laboratory studies comparing the DRM 

paradigm and the misinformation paradigm show small (Zhu et al., 2013) or no correlation (Ost et al., 2013) 

between the false memories elicited by these procedures but these studies vary in terms of 

methodological details. For instance, false memories from the misinformation procedure involved 

emotional content while those from the DRM procedure only included neutral materials. Objective: This 

study investigated the relationship between false memories induced by two different paradigms (a DRM 

task and a misinformation procedure) both involving an emotional material. Method: Participants (N = 

154) completed an emotional variant of the DRM (neutral, positive and negative lists) and the 

misinformation (neutral, positive and negative images) procedures and their performances on both tasks 

were compared. Results: Although both paradigms reliably induced false memories in participants, our 

analyses revealed only a marginally weak positive correlation (r = .147, p = .051) between misinformation 

and DRM false memories using emotional variants. Conclusion: These results support the idea that DRM 

and misinformation false memories are underpinned by (at least in part) different mechanisms and that 

the previous mixed results were not due to the specific content of the DRM or the misinformation task 

used. 
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Ruminative negative thought is a characterizing feature of several clinical disorders (e.g., major depressive 

disorder, generalized anxiety disorder, insomnia disorder). Despite its clinical relevance, research on the 

underlying cognitive mechanisms of rumination remains scarce. Recently, emerging evidence suggest that 

an impaired cognitive control might underlie ruminative thinking. According to the Dual Mechanisms of 

Control framework (DMC), cognitive control consists of two complementary components: proactive 

control which acts in an early selection way, where goal-relevant information is sustainably maintained to 

anticipate and prevent interference before it occurs, and reactive control which acts as a late correction 

mechanism mobilized just in time, to detect and resolve interference after its onset. According to this 

theory, a key premise for efficient cognition is the ability to flexibly switch between these control modes. 

In the present study, we investigated the association between rumination and reactive and proactive 

control, using the AX version of the continuous performance task (AX-CPT). The AX-CPT was administered 

to 84 undergraduates and based on the Ruminative Response Scale (RRS) participants from this group 

were classified as high-ruminators (i.e., top 30%) versus low-ruminators (i.e., bottom 30%). The main 

results showed that although both groups made a similar amount of errors, high-ruminators were 

significantly slower than low-ruminators on the non-target trials (i.e., BX, AY, BY). However, there was no 

difference between the two groups in terms of their engagement in proactive versus reactive control. The 

results lend further support that given an equal performance in both groups (similar error rates), 

rumination is associated with a reduced efficiency (increased reaction time) in cognitive control. In order 

to evaluate the, perhaps subtle, interplay of proactive and reactive mechanisms, additional neuroimaging 

studies should be conducted to clearly disentangle these cognitive control modes and to allow online 

monitoring of these neural processes. In sum, these current findings highlight the importance of cognitive 

control abilities underlying ruminative thought and the possibility that these abilities contribute to the 

maintenance of clinical mood disorders. 
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Previous research by Gilbert et al. (1990, 1993) has provided evidence that gullibility is embedded in 

language comprehension. In a series of studies participants were presented statements that were explicitly 

tagged as true or false, and half of the times they were simultaneously distracted by another task. 

Participants under cognitive depletion misremembered more false statements as true, and were more 

influenced by the false statements in their judgments. Hence, the evidence provided so far in favor of 

human gullibility was based on the performance of cognitively depleted individuals. We present three 

studies based on Gilbert et al. (1993, study 1), showing that people are inherently gullible. The findings in 

two of them provide evidence that people are gullible regardless of whether they are cognitively depleted 

or not. In Study 1, we aurally presented participants (n=74) two ostensible crime reports containing true 

and false statements, uttered by different speakers (a male and a female), one supposedly truthful and 

the other untruthful. Crucially, the severity of the two crimes only differed on the basis of the false 

statements of the reports. We distracted half of the participants by asking them to count the forms of the 

verb “avoir” appearing in each report. Subsequently, we asked all participants to propose a prison term 

for the two perpetrators, and measured their memory of the statements’ truth-value. Contrary to previous 

findings, both groups remembered statements more as being true, than as false (F(1,69)=71.06, p<.001, 

f=1.01). In addition, participants were influenced by the false statements in judging the perpetrators (i.e. 

false aggravating statements led to harsher prison terms and false attenuating statements to milder prison 

terms (F(1,40)=11.90, p=.001, f=.54), independently of distraction. In Study 2, we presented the reports 

visually. True statements were presented in green and false statements in red fonts. Distracted 

participants were asked to detect the digit 5 among a group of digits. Participants (n=43) were asked again 

to judge the perpetrators and were tested on their memory of the statements’ truth-value tag (i.e. asked 

whether the statements appeared in green or red). Consistently with Study 1, statements were more 

identified as presented in green, than presented in red (F(1,39)=126.87, p<.001, f=1.8); and participants’ 

judgments were influenced by the false statements contained in the reports (F(1,70)=14.59, p<.001, 

f=.457). Both effects were group–independent. These studies point to a gullibility bias operating even in 

the absence of cognitive depletion, and in ecological settings where the statements’ truth-value was a 

function of its speaker. In Study 3 participants (n=67) listened to the two reports and were pre– or post–

warned that they would have to account for their judgments. Still, their judgments of the two perpetrators 

were affected by false statements (F(1,62)=12.554, p=.001, f=.45), and they remembered statements as 

being true rather than false (F=(1,61)=24.867, p<.001, f=.64) analogously to control subjects. In sum, these 

studies point to a gullibility bias operating in statement comprehension independent of cognitive 

depletion, whose impact is hard to be hindered. 
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In psychophysics, there is increasing interest on processes that are linked to the perception of magnitudes. 

Some seminal studies showed that the mechanisms underlying the estimation of numbers, space, time 

and other magnitudes could be deeply linked. A number of researchers have explored this phenomenon 

from different points of view. Neuroimaging studies show that intraparietal sulci are involved in most of 

the magnitudes-related processes. Yet neuroimaging studies also indicate that different cognitive 

processes are involved for bisection tasks in near and far space. Behavioral Stroop studies suggest that 

length treatment is more automatized than numerosity and duration treatment. While other behavioral 

evidence indicates that both number interval and physical line bisection tasks show a proportional 

rightward shift with increasing of stimulus-subject distance.  

The aim of this study was to investigate the categorization of small and large numerosities and lengths in 

far and near space. 13 different lengths were presented as rectangles and 13 different numerosities were 

presented as dot collections in near and far spaces on a table. To control for the fact that dot collections 

could be perceived more like surfaces than numerosities, numerosity was also presented in the form of 

sequential dots (dots were flashed one by one). We observed similar results for lengths and numerosities: 

a significant over-categorization in the far space condition and a more precise categorization in the near 

space condition. These findings show firstly that these two magnitudes (length vs. numerosities) were 

perceived in the same way and could thus involve the same cognitive process and secondly an influence 

of the orientation of the attention (near vs far space) on perception of magnitudes. We did not find any 

significant results in the sequential numerosity condition. This could be due to the fact that the surfaces 

of the dots collections facilitated the effect in the simultaneous numerosity condition. 
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Task switching is a core executive function. So far, studies have focused on the effect of experimental 

short-term training on this function, and have reported mixed results (e.g., Pereg, Shahar and Meiran, 

2013; Karbach and Kray, 2009).In the present study, we rather investigated the impact of long-term 

expertise on task-switching. Since the development of high levels of achievement and expertise requires 

many years of regular and intense practice and is supported by cerebral reorganization (e.g., Woollett, 

Spiers & Maguire, 2009), such training may have stronger and/or more general effects compared to short-

term training. In particular, short-term training seems to reduce only the mixing cost (the difference 

between repeat trials in mixed-task blocks and in single-task blocks; Strobach, Liepel, Pashler, Frensch, & 

Schubert, 2011), not the switch cost (the difference between switch trials and repeat trials within the 

mixed blocks). Our hypothesis was that long-term training might reduce both types of costs. To test this 

idea, we studied the effect of long-term musical expertise by examining two groups of musical students 

from the National Superior Conservatory for Music of Brussels having different levels of expertise (1st and 

5th grade); in each group, half of the participants were pianists. We used a musical cue-switching task that 

requires switching from reading in one clef (G) to reading in another clef (F). The task was presented under 

two preparation time conditions. In the Long Cue-Stimulus Interval condition (LCSI), participants had time 

to prepare for the upcoming task, which implies proactive top-down cognitive control. In the Short Cue-

Stimulus Interval condition (SCSI), there was not enough time to prepare, which implies reactive control 

processes (Braver, 2009, 2012). Pianists were predicted to outperform other instrumentalists as the 

practice of their instrument entails expertise in reading both clefs. Moreover, as all musicians attend a lot 

of reading classes during their formation, 5th graders were expected to exhibit better switching 

performances (i.e., lower costs) than 1st graders. Analysis of the response latencies revealed that in 1st 

grade, pianists presented significantly less switch-cost and mixing-cost than other instrumentalists; in fact, 

for pianists, these costs were not statistically different from 0. This advantage in favor of pianists had 

disappeared in 5th grade, both costs being reduced to the same level as the pianists’one -in other 

instrumentalists. Moreover, in the SCSI condition, the switch cost tended to be stronger for the 1st year 

than for the 5th year students whereas no such trend was observed for the LCSI condition. This change 

could indicate the enhancement of reactive control processes, due to skill acquisition. To conclude, with 

growing musical expertise, the cost of cognitive flexibility when reading music drops. Music reading has 

probably become automatic enough for executive functions to be freed, allowing better task switching 

when required. 
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Selective attention is not limited to physical information in the external world, but it can also be employed 

on mental representations in the internal world. It has been shown that shifting attention in the mental 

space shows similar behavioural characteristics as shifting attention in the physical space. However, it is 

not known whether mechanisms by which spatial attention prioritizes processing of physical information 

at locations that are in the focus of attention also apply to mental representations. We developed a variant 

of the retro-/pre-cueing paradigm to investigate the characteristics of the distribution of spatial attention 

in mental space and directly compare them to attentional selection in physical space. A delayed match-to-

sample task was administered where participants viewed a stimulus array of coloured discs which they 

had to memorize in order to make a delayed decision about a probe. A cue was either presented before 

(pre-cue) or after (retro-cue) the stimulus array in order to orient attention to locations in physical or 

mental space. Participants were asked to decide whether the probe which occupied one of the positions 

of the stimulus array matched the stimulus array. We studied the distribution of attention by varying the 

distance between the focus of attention and the probe. In accordance with findings in spatial attention to 

perceptual stimuli, key characteristics of the distribution of spatial attention were observed in the mental 

space. Results will be discussed in more detail and theoretical implications will be highlighted. 
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Previous studies have shown that the representation of the body in action contributes and calibrates the 

way the space around us is perceived. For example, it has been demonstrated that reachability judgements 

and distance estimations are linked, with the manipulation of reaching capacities (by the use of a tool or 

postural constrains), having an influence on distance estimation. The aim of the present study was to 

investigate how modifying action capabilities using virtual reality influence perceived distance and 

reachability. For this purpose, a virtual environment was created where participants had their hand action 

altered surreptitiously either in their reaching movement (i.e. action range or action speed), or in the size 

of their virtual hands. The experiment consisted of: an interaction phase followed by an estimation phase. 

In the interaction phase, participants had to grasp and move virtual objects in order to familiarize 

themselves with their action capabilities (altered or not) inside the virtual environment. The estimation 

phase consisted of reachability judgement and distance estimation tasks. Results showed that augmenting 

their action range induced an increase of perceived reachability, and an underestimation of distances 

compared to the non-altered action condition. Augmenting action speed did not change perceived 

reachability, but did induce a subtle underestimation of distance. Augmenting hand size had no effects on 

reachability judgements and distance estimations. Those findings support the idea that egocentric 

distance perception is based on a dynamic experience of perceived reaching capacities. 
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Statistical learning in infants has become a major topic in cognitive science and has been claimed to be 

crucial for the survival of organisms. For instance, infants are already sensitive to auditory patterns of 

covariation at eight months (Saffran et al. 1996) and this ability might be a prerequisite of the first language 

acquisition. Accordingly, Kirkham et al. (2002) showed that these results could be generalized to the visual 

domain. In their experiment, in a habituation phase infants were randomly exposed to 3 pairs of colored 

shapes (a pair consisting of the sequential presentation of 2 shapes). After a fixed habituation criterion, a 

test phase started consisting of 6 trials: 3 familiar vs. 3 novel sequences of pairs. Kirkham et al. 's results 

showed a preference to the novel sequences. The aim of the present study is to identify what infants of 8 

month-old learn in that situation (i.e., the entire sequence or the association between shapes). In our 

experiment, the habituation phase was exactly the same as in Kirkham et al. (2002). However, the main 

difference in test phase was that on each trial only 1 single pair was presented repeatedly. On familiar 

trials, the test pairs were identical to the training pairs. On novel trials, the test pairs were composed of 

the same shapes but in an untrained order. Preliminary results, unlike Kirkham et al. (2002) and Saffran et 

al. (1996), revealed a familiarity preference: participants looked longer at familiar than at novel test trials, 

indicating that infants learned pairwise regularities. Results will be discussed at the conference. 
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For over a century it has been suggested that synchronicity between physiology, behavior and subjective 

experience plays an important role in the experience of emotion. This notion of ‘response synchronicity’ 

or ‘emotion coherence’ has become a defining feature of emotion for many scholars. However, despite 

the importance of the concept of emotion coherence in emotion theory, the empirical evidence in support 

of it has been weaker than expected, with studies often finding either less coherence than theoretically 

expected or no coherence at all. The past ten years there has been a resurging interest in empirical 

investigations of response coherence. In the field of response coherence an almost plethoric amount of 

analytical approaches have been employed, including cross-correlation, network models and principle 

component analysis. Despite these efforts there is still little consensus on the nature of the relation 

between response coherence and emotion. We have investigated the temporal dynamics of response 

synchronicity using PCA, and link the changes in response synchronicity to specific emotion inducing events 

within film stimuli. 
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Reasoning with non-symbolic numerosities, for instance by indicating the numerically larger of two dot 

arrays in a comparison task, is believed to be rooted in the Approximate Number System (ANS). This system 

allows us to extract numerosity from an array of dots independently from other visual cues (e.g., area 

extended by the dots), an idea supported by studies showing that numerosity can be processed while 

visual cues are controlled for. Different methods to construct dot arrays while controlling their visual cues 

have been proposed and are implicitly assumed to be interchangeable methods. The results of a previous 

study (Smets, Moors, & Reynvoet, submitted) however, showed that significantly different performances 

were obtained in numerosity comparison when controlling the visual cues of dot arrays in distinct 

manners, challenging the implicit assumption of interchangeable visual cue controls. In addition, the effect 

of the type of visual cue control that was applied was particularly evident when the stimuli were 

simultaneously presented compared to a sequential presentation. In the current study, we investigated 

whether the effect of the type of visual cue control in simultaneous numerosity comparison was also 

evident in primary school children, consequently leading to distinct performances. In addition, distinct 

working memory measures were collected to shed more light on the relevant skill to compare numerosities 

in each of the visual cue control conditions as these strongly differ in several aspects. Preliminary results 

indicated that children also demonstrate significantly different performances dependent on the type of 

visual cue control that is applied. We further expect that a) different working memory components will be 

fundamental dependent on the visual cue  control condition, and b) that a relationship with mathematics 

will be stronger for the type of visual cue control in which a certain response based on the visual cues of 

the number stimuli strongly needs to be inhibited (i.e., a visual cue control with congruent and incongruent 

trials; see also Gilmore et al., 2013, PLoS ONE). In sum, this study will further provide evidence that the 

wide variety in methodological characteristics of tasks aiming at exploring the acuity of the Approximate 

Number System is not negligible, while formulating some of the mechanisms behind the distinct types of 

visual cue control. 
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The mirror neuron theory postulates overlapping neural processes between action execution and action 

observation. Research has shown that observed motor and gaze information are critical bodily cues for 

decoding an actor’s intention. Many studies have investigated how isolated action and gaze cues could 

moderate action representation in the observer. However, very little is known about the processing 

automaticity and the dominance of one bodily cue over another when observing an actor’s action. To 

investigate this issue, we designed a Stroop-like task testing whether the observation of left/right hand-

action and eye-gaze cues could modulate lateralized action responses. Participants were presented with 

sequences depicting an actor gazing at and grasping a left/right object, with action and gaze directed either 

on the same (congruent) or different (incongruent) target objects. An imperative visual cue indicated 

whether participants were to process which of object had been gazed at or grasped. The imperative cue 

could appear either before or after the observed actions, therefore affecting response selection processes. 

In the results, we found an interference effect between gaze and action direction, showing that 

incongruence between action and gaze slowed participants’ responses in comparison to congruence. 

Surprisingly, our results showed the interference effect even when the cue appeared before the action, 

suggesting that gaze and action direction could be computed automatically, even when not relevant for 

the observer’s task. 
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Research shows that the human mirror neuron system is activated both when executing and observing the 

same actions. In other words, action observation activates in the observer, a corresponding motor 

representation that (somewhat) matches that of the actor. Behavioural evidence supporting matched 

representations comes from observers implementing goal-oriented predictive eye movements when 

observing other’s actions. The motor information important for action goal prediction is identified by the 

observer before the actor completes the action. However, an alternative explanation for the predictive 

gaze is that the object affords actions, allowing for the prediction of different action possibilities that are 

matched to the observed action. Here in the present study, we manipulated both the congruence between 

afforded and observed actions, and the timing of when observers had access to object goal information 

during the action observation (before or after action initiation). We measured participant’s predictive eye 

movements while observing precision or whole-hand grip reaching and grasping actions towards one of 

two objects. In a control condition, the actor reached for and touched one of the two objects without hand 

pre-shaping. We expect observers to require access to object information before action initiation in order 

to guide their predictive gaze. Therefore, preventing access to object information before action initiation 

should hinder predictive eye movements towards the goal object, while preventing access to object 

information after initiation should induce normal predictive gaze. This would suggest that people tend to 

integrate both object and action cues for fast and efficient action goal predictions. The implication for 

mirror neurons theory will be discussed. 
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Studies on mental imagery have demonstrated that category-selective regions in ventral temporal cortex 

(VTC) are not only relevant during bottom-up processing: imagery of visual categories allows for the 

decoding of visual categories based on underlying neural patterns of activity in VTC (Reddy, Tsuchiya, & 

Serre, 2010). Cross-decoding was also demonstrated to be possible: training a classifier on perception trials 

and testing on imagery trials or vice versa allowed for unraveling the underlying visual object category 

from brain responses (Lee, Kravitz, & Baker, 2012). This may indicate that imagery and visual perception 

rely on the same neural mechanisms. It is unknown whether the same principle holds for auditory 

stimulation: does perception of natural sounds engage category selective VTC in the same way as visual 

stimuli do, or are other mechanisms involved? Here we investigate if cross-decoding between auditory 

and visual modalities is possible from neural responses in VTC. We hypothesize that natural sounds from 

a given category can predict the neural response to visual stimuli from the same category. However, if we 

fail to transfer these results between modalities, this suggests that different neural mechanisms may be 

at work in these regions. In a 3T MRI-scanner, subjects (n=5) were presented with 4 categories: face, body, 

scene, and object. These categories were presented in 4 auditory runs and 4 visual runs. In a visual run, 4 

(conditions) x 2 (repetitions) blocks of 8 short movies clips (±1.8s) were presented, while an auditory run 

contained 8 blocks of 8 short sound clips (±1.8s). In each subject, face-, object-, scene-, and body-selective 

regions in ventral temporal and extrastriate occipital cortex were localized by contrasting the appropriate 

visual category against the other categories. In addition, auditory cortex (AC) was localized. For each region 

of interest (ROI), and for each pair wise combination of the conditions, we subsequently trained a support-

vector machine classifier (Mourão-Miranda, Bokde, Born, Hampel, & Stetter, 2005) on the sound trials, 

and assessed the prediction accuracy with an independent subset of the data. To test the cross-decoding 

assumption, we also trained the classifier on the auditory trials and tested on the visual trials. We also 

inspected whether we could decode the individual auditory and visual categories from patterns of activity 

in AC, and if cross-decoding was possible here. Significance was obtained by comparing the median 

accuracies across subjects to the median of permutation accuracies by using a Wilcoxon sign rank test. We 

found a significantly better prediction for all the face-related sounds compared to the other categories in 

face-selective regions in VTC. In addition, the body-selective ROI showed a significant prediction accuracy 

for the body v. object pair. For both the audio and video condition, we could decode all pairs except scene 

v. object above permutation accuracy from AC. For the cross-decoding however, we were unable to 

decode any pair of categories above empirical chance level in any ROI. (Statistical threshold used: p < .05) 

We could predict some natural sound categories from activity patterns in VTC, especially in face- and body-

selective regions. In addition, AC allowed for effective decoding of all but one category pair in both 

modalities. Strikingly, none of the ROIs allowed for cross-decoding. This finding suggests that the 

information content in a ROI can be adequate for decoding a visual category in the auditory or visual 
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modality separately, but that the elicited patterns for a given category across modalities are relatively 

different. This suggests that distinct neural mechanisms are at work in VTC when processing visual 

categories in a bottom-up (visual) or top-down (auditory) fashion. Future research will have to point out 

to what extent natural sound processing in VTC differs from mental imagery. 
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Do differences between the syntactic categories of nouns and adjectives for describing persons translate 

into different patterns of brain activation? In this fMRI study, we compared reading person and object 

descriptions denoted by nouns or adjectives. Previous findings from behavioral studies suggest that nouns, 

describing the more abstract construct of social categories (e.g., ‘Jun is an athlete’), would recruit more 

activation in brain regions related to abstract reasoning, compared to adjectives, describing the more 

concrete construct of personality traits (e.g., ‘Jun is athletic’). Additionally, participants read sentences 

describing a protagonist by means of a noun or an adjective, as well as sentences describing objects 

through a noun (e.g., ‘The gift is a book’) or an adjective (e.g., ‘The gift is small’). The results revealed that 

reading nouns as opposed to adjectives showed increased activation in the left lingual gyrus for persons, 

and additionally in the right lingual gyrus for objects. Adjectives did not reveal any increased activation 

compared to nouns. The results indicate that there are limited differences in the processing of nouns and 

adjectives when describing persons. Implications for theory and research on semantic content and level 

of abstractness of the construct are discussed. 
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Since March 2010 when the first iPad was introduced, a great enthusiasm has surrounded interactive 

tablets. The use of such multi-touch devices has tremendously increased and can be done for all sorts of 

purposes (work, leisure and educational activities). Great expectations surround this technology in terms 

of performances, knowledge acquisition and entertainment abilities. For instance, in the United States of 

America more than 210 million of tablets are sold each year, and more than 5 million students use tablets 

in schools for educational tasks. Despite this interest, the need to use gestures to interact with tablets can 

be experienced has difficult, frustrating and not suited for all kind of tasks.  Indeed, if one could assume 

that using only fingers can be the most practical way to perform an information search task, a former study 

has showed that it could interfere with students’ performances and user experience (Van der Linden, 

Debue, Amiel, & van de Leemput, 2014). The purpose of our study is to confirm and precise these 

outcomes. The study has been realized in a usability laboratory with the participation of 60 university 

students. Each student was asked to perform information search tasks involving the most commonly used 

interactions (e.g. right click, left click, zooming, scrolling, encoding) on an online encyclopaedia and 

randomly assigned between two conditions: (1) tablet condition (finger use) or (2) laptop condition 

(keyboard and mouse use). The information search tasks were differentiated in function of their difficulty 

in terms of interaction needed and cognitive demands. Simple interaction tasks were defined as implying 

mostly left mouse clicks or actions that only require a short finger contact with the touchscreen, and 

complex interaction tasks were defined as implying right clicks, zooming and encoding commands, or 

actions that need repeated finger contact actions with the touchscreen. Low and high cognitive demanding 

tasks are defined in function of the amount of information that needs to be maintained in working 

memory. To measure performances and user experience, efficacy (number of successful tasks) and 

efficiency (time need and number of actions) were observed, while cognitive absorption, emotions and 

satisfaction were collected by the use of a questionnaire. Finally, the results indicate that the use of a 

touch sensitive screen impacts efficacy but not on time efficiency. More precisely, efficacy significantly 

decreases when the user executes complex tasks in terms of interactions needed and cognitive demands, 

while more interestingly, efficacy significantly increases when the user executes tasks that are complex in 

terms of interaction needed and low in terms of cognitive demands. Furthermore, the outcomes indicate 

the lack of any observed effect on time efficiency can be explained by the tendency of user to abort tasks 

when a tablet is used. 
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How do bilinguals solve arithmetic problems in each of their languages? We investigated this question with 

functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) by exploring the neural substrates of arithmetic processing 

in bilinguals. Bilingual adult participants were highly proficient both in German and French as they 

attended primary school in German and secondary school and higher education in French. 20 German-

French bilinguals were scanned with fMRI (3T) while performing arithmetic problems (i.e., additions). We 

presented both simple (i.e., addends < 10) and complex (i.e., >10 and <100) problems in order to 

disentangle pure memory retrieval that occurs in very simple problems from arithmetic computation that 

occurs in more complex problems, because both simple and complex problems rely on verbal processes 

that might be handled in a specific way by bilingual individuals. Arithmetic problems were presented via 

headsets in a verification paradigm and bilinguals performed the tasks in both languages. Results showed 

that all arithmetic tasks elicited a broad fronto-parietal network in both language sessions. We contrasted 

BOLD signal for both language sessions. For simple addition problems, bilingual participants showed more 

activation of language areas in German than in French, though no performance difference was observed 

behaviorally. For complex additions problems, bilinguals were faster and more accurate in German than 

in French. Performing the task in French elicited a broad additional network compared to German. This 

network was composed of occipito- temporal activation, right precuneus and angular gyrus, suggesting 

together visuo-spatial processing. Moreover, a more extensive prefrontal cortical and subcortical network 

might support an increasing procedural demand: we found activations in regions associated to basic visuo-

spatial working memory processes and to more complex task managing. One explanation is that bilinguals 

less efficiently rely on their usual complex addition solving network when additions are in French than 

when additions are in German, because of verbal aspects of these processes, and thus cope with this by 

engaging additional visuo-spatial strategies relying more on visual Arabic symbols than on language. Taken 

together, our results indicate that highly proficient bilinguals rely on differential activation patterns, 

underlining differential solving procedures, to solve simple and complex additions in each of their 

languages. The present study provides novel insights into how bilinguals solve arithmetic problems and 

also reveal general implications for the role of language in bilingual as well as non-bilingual individuals’ 

arithmetic problem solving. 
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In the ultra-fast categorization paradigm developed by Simon Thorpe and colleagues (1996), participants 

get a clear categorization goal in advance (e.g., animal or not?) and succeed at performing it almost 

perfectly and very rapidly. Follow-up studies consistently reported population-level reaction time 

differences in performance on different categorization tasks explained by a superordinate advantage 

(animal versus dog), perceptual similarity (animals versus vehicles) and object category size (natural versus 

animal versus dog). In a previous study (Vanmarcke & Wagemans, 2015), we replicated these separate 

findings and found subtle, yet consistent, gender differences in typically developing adults (women faster 

than men). In the current study, we tested a group of 48 adolescents (11-16 years old) on a the same test 

battery of different ultra-rapid categorization tasks (varying in presentation time, task demands and 

stimuli) as the 48 adults (18-24 years old) of which results were reported in the previous study (Vanmarcke 

& Wagemans, 2015). Focus was placed on the presence of group-level differences based on age and 

gender, while also keeping IQ (abbreviated WAIS-III), and individual variation (measured by 

questionnaires, e.g., BRIEF-A, SRS-A, EQ, SQ-R) under consideration. Results indicated that age had a 

significant impact on general categorization performance for all younger participants (similar to Batty & 

Taylor, 2002). In addition, although women were faster and better at categorization than men during 

adulthood, we observed the opposite effect during adolescence (boys better than girls). This interaction 

between gender and age, observed for categorizing both meaningful social and non-social visual scenes, 

could be caused by gender-specific differences in both emotion regulation strategies (Zimmermann & 

Iwanski, 2014) and context sensitivity (Kret & De Gelder, 2012) 
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Numbers contain information about both cardinality (i.e. the quantity of a number) and ordinality (i.e. the 

position of a number in a sequence). Numerous studies have focused on cardinality processing. However, 

research about ordinality processing is scant. Therefore, the present study attempted to fill two gaps in 

the literature of numerical ordinality processing. First, the relationship between mathematical ability, 

working memory and ordinality processing was investigated, since recent studies suggest there is a 

possible relationship between these three factors. Second, the few studies on ordinality processing mostly 

presented pairs of digits, making it unclear whether a decision is reached based on cardinality or ordinality. 

The current study attempted to avoid that participants were relying on comparison by presenting triplets. 

Participants were instructed to indicate whether the three numbers were ordered or non-ordered. 

Sequential triplets (e.g. 2-3-4) and non-sequential triplets (e.g. 3-5-7) were presented. Additionally, half of 

both types of trials were ascending, the other half were descending trials. A classic distance effect (i.e. 

faster responses when the distance between numbers is larger) was found for non-ordered trials while a 

reversed distance effect (i.e. slower responses for the non-sequential than for the sequential trials) was 

found for ordered trials. Furthermore, ascending trials elicited faster performance compared to 

descending trials. Finally and most crucially, reaction times on the order task were significantly correlated 

with mathematical ability but not with working memory. 
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Previous studies regarding the perception of human body forms and postures have suggested that mere 

standing bodies are processed holistically. However, recently we also explored whether postural 

information is processed holistically as well (Willems, Vrancken, Germeys, & Verfaillie, 2014). We found 

evidence that besides identity information, postural information is holistically processed as well. In the 

current study we expanded these findings to congenital prosopagnosia patients, a visual disorder depicted 

by weak holistic processing skills of human faces resulting in difficult recognition and discrimination of 

known faces. Furthermore, there is quite some overlap between human face processing and body 

processing areas (e.g., fusiform face area and fusiform body area). This study explored whether CP patients 

show deficits or enhancements in processing body postures. Deficits might occur if the facial processing 

deficit is generalized to an overall holistic processing deficit. Enhancements might occur if part-based 

processing strategies are optimized and generalized across different stimulus classes, body postures in this 

study. To test for differences between CP patients and matched controls, we used the complete composite 

design as a measure of holistic processing. In this task subjects need to assess the body postures of body 

halves (e.g., the right-side of the bodies or the upper bodies) within the context of a whole body. Results 

of 5 CP patients and matched controls are discussed and discussed in relation to body processing 

strategies: part-processing and/or holistic processing. 
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Studies have shown that the neural correlates of verbal and visual short term memory (STM) are shaped 

by attention mechanisms. In young people, a trade-off between task (dorsal network centered on the 

intraparietal sulcus) and stimulus-related attention networks (ventral network centered on the temporo-

parietal junction) has been shown in previous studies during STM. To date, few studies have explored this 

question with regard to aging. This study aimed to explore the effects of aging on this trade-off. 20 young 

(Mean age: 23.4+-8.76) and 20 older subjects (Mean Age: 74.4+-5.6, DRS: 138.5+-3.25) underwent an 

adapted version of an fMRI STM task. Sequences of 2 or 5 consonants (low and high load conditions) were 

visually presented. Subjects had to decide whether a consonant displayed in one specific position was part 

of the memory set and was presented at the same location. In half of the trials, a distractor stimulus (DS) 

was displayed during maintenance. At the behavioural level, ANOVAs on response accuracy and reaction 

times were performed. fMRI results were analyzed using the SPM8 software. ANOVAs were used to assess 

the effects of load and DS and compared them in the two groups. Behavioural results showed better 

response accuracy and faster reaction times in young participants. Both groups were faster in the low than 

high load condition, and were slower when a DS was present but only in the low load condition. In line 

with previous studies, fMRI results showed that in young people, with increasing memory load, activation 

increased in the dorsal attention network, and decreased in the ventral attention network. In older 

subjects, the dorsal attention network was activated with increasing memory load but the ventral network 

was significantly less deactivated than in young subjects. Regarding the effect of DS, in young subjects, the 

ventral attention network was activated in response to the DS in the low and high memory load conditions, 

without any significant difference between both conditions. Elderly subjects showed significantly less 

activation in the ventral network than younger adults but in the low load memory condition, they activated 

the thalamus instead. Despite similar behavioural effects, our results suggest that older subjects show a 

disruption of the trade-off between dorsal and ventral attention networks compared to young subjects. 

STM performance might be subtended by the use of alternative strategies in the elderly. 
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In the so-called Nuremberg defence, people claimed they were not responsible for their despicable actions 

because they were only « obeying orders ». Claiming that one was only obeying orders is one way of 

avoiding blame or punishment, but such an external attribution could also effectively reduce sense of 

agency. The aim of this study is to determine which is the case. In the famous experiments of Stanley 

Milgram (1963, 1974), experimenters persuaded participants to inflict allegedly painful (and deadly) 

electric shocks on a third party. These classic studies suggested that people comply with coercive orders, 

but the subjective experience of participants in such situations has not been systematically explored. Does 

being ordered to perform an action actually reduce one’s feeling of responsibility for the outcome 

compared to willed intentional actions? Does this effect depend on whether the outcome has undesirable 

effects on others or not? In a first experiment, 42 female participants were tested in pairs. One was the 

agent and the other was the victim. Roles were reversed at the middle of the experiment. Participants 

received between £15-£25 for their participation. In the free condition, participants were told that they 

could freely choose to take or to not take money from the other participant. Each time the agent took 

money, she earned 5 p. and the victim lost 5 p. of the total amount of gain. In the coercive condition, the 

experimenter ordered the agent to take money to the other participant. Both the agent and the victim 

judged temporal delays between the agent’s key press and a neutral tone (i.e. intentional binding 

paradigm). Results showed that there was a negative correlation between the numbers of trials each 

participant freely chose to take money and their basic level of empathy and how sorry and bad they felt 

during the experiment. Crucially, intervals estimates for agents were shorter in the free condition than in 

the coercive cognition, suggesting that coercion actually reduces the sense of agency. This difference was 

not significant for victims. Interestingly, this effect was similar for further analyses carried out separately 

either on trials in which participants took a socially unacceptable decision (take money from the other 

participant) or on trials in which they took socially acceptable decisions (not to take money). In a second 

experiment, the procedure was globally similar but this time, agents had to deliver a genuine and 

moderately painful electric shock to the victim in order to earn more money (they both started with £15). 

As in Experiment 1, coercion reduced agency for the agent, but this time, coercion also reduced agency 

for the victim. Results and their implications for understanding the sense of agency are discussed in light 

of the Milgram experiment. 
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Sexually objectifying presentations of female bodies are a common occurence in present-day media. Daily 

exposure to this type of material is virtually unavoidable  and could thus reinforce sexual objectification of 

women. We propose that sexual objectification as defined by Fredrickson and Roberts (1998) is  partly due 

to implicit learning, caused by the common association of women with the use of their bodies as objects. 

This mainly takes place in advertisement, where women are often presented as objects, reduced to body 

parts or in sexually explicit and submissive postures. Three groups of participants were exposed to 

advertisements that, according to the results of a pre-test, depict either gender neutral objects, sexualized 

or non-sexualized women. Before and after the exposition to these advertisements, objectification was 

measured by the ERP component N170. The N170 shows specific characteristics to face and body 

perception after presentation of both sexualized and non-sexualized female bodies (Stekelenburg and De 

Gelder, 2003) which, due to the so-called inversion effect, change for inverted bodies, but not for objects. 

In addition, the link between self-objectification, media consumption and the inversion effect was 

analyzed. We did not find a difference in the obtained inversion effect in any of the three conditions before 

and after exposure. Meanwhile, a larger body-inversion effect was correlated to higher self-objectification 

scores. As behavioural measures have, so far, reported the opposite pattern, it is hypothesized that there 

is a dissociation between the early neuronal perception and later cognitive processing of bodies. 
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Actions executed in a social context have specific kinematic markers that differ from action kinematics 

performed in isolation or without social intention. Research shows that observers are able to exploit these 

kinematic markers to identify the action intention. In related research, there is evidence of a link between 

action observation and action execution, with action observation moderating action execution; named the 

action priming effect and supposedly underpinned by the mirror neuron system. However, research on 

action priming has mainly focused on action observation situations where the observed actions are socially 

irrelevant. To date, very little is known about how action priming might be influenced by kinematic markers 

in dyadic social interactions. In the present experiment, two participants faced each other, with four same-

sized objects in a 2x2 matrix placed in front of them. In each trial, two objects were randomly illuminated, 

indicating whether the object was to be targeted (green) or inhibited (red). Participants performed 

alternate trials and each was instructed to always reach and grasp the green-lit target object and inhibit 

the red-lit distractor object. The light cues could either be visible to both participants, or only visible for 

the participant who had to make the action; therefore forcing the observer to rely upon the actor’s bodily 

cues to determine which object was to be grasped or inhibited. We assessed negative priming by 

comparing the time required by the participants to initiate the movement to a target that was previously 

inhibited compared to the time required when the previous target was not inhibited. We hypothesized 

that participants would be slower to grasp a target object if it had been previously inhibited in both the 

joint and individual target cue conditions. In the individual target cue condition, participants rely solely on 

kinematic markers. However, in the joint target cue condition, the same representation of the observed 

actions will be available as well as social cues. If social interaction provides more information than 

observation of specific bodily cues, we may expect a larger negative priming effect. 
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An experiment explored the role of emotional experiences and group membership of victims in justice 

related issues. Justice theory distinguishes certain criteria, such as intentionality of the harm-doer, that 

are considered for the restoration of justice. Three different kinds of punishment have been detected; 

retributive, is a proportionate to the harm punishment (more lenient), utilitarian, is a more severe 

punishment than the harm displayed, while rehabilitative is mostly focused on the reintegration of the 

harm-doer to the society. Emotions of the observer are considered as the most significant predictor of 

imposition of sanctions to the harm-doer. No study to date has explored the role that emotions with 

different social value (i.e., uniquely human; UH vs. non-uniquely human; NUH) inferred by the victim might 

play in justice. According to the infra-humanization theory, UH emotions are highly valued compared to 

NUH ones, as they differentiate humans from animals. People attribute UH emotions mostly to the ingroup 

rather than outgroup, while such a bias does not occur regarding NUH emotions. The present research 

tests people’s moral judgments depending on whether negative UH or NUH emotions are experienced by 

an ingroup or an outgroup victim. Findings revealed a) a higher need for compensating the victim and b) 

increased preference for imposing harsher sanctions against harm-doers when negative UH emotions 

were experienced by an ingroup victim. Interestingly, negative well-being of participants mediated the 

aforementioned relationships. In line with the infrahumanization literature, no such bias occurred as 

regards NUH emotions of victims. 
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When a financial damage has been inflicted, perpetrators can satisfy victims’ outcome related concerns 

by providing a financial compensation. Prior research revealed that despite its financial costs, 

overcompensation (i.e., compensation that is greater than the damage suffered) is not more effective to 

restore trust in the perpetrator than equal compensation (i.e., compensation that covers the exact damage 

suffered). Importantly, all previous compensation studies merely focused on the target of the 

compensation, thereby overlooking the potential positive influences that overcompensation may have on 

non-involved observing parties. Indeed, perpetrators often offer victims an overcompensation, not only 

to repair their relationship with the victim, but also to avoid reputational damage and to positively 

influence the “general public”. Therefore, in the present project we compared the effects of equal 

compensation and overcompensation for both targets of the compensation and non-involved observers.  

The results of a lab experiment (N = 115) revealed that overcompensation did not yield superior outcomes 

than equal compensation. Specifically, for targets overcompensation resulted in lower levels of trust than 

equal compensation, while for observers equal compensation and overcompensation resulted in similar 

levels of trust. This latter result can possibly be ascribed to the inability of observers to accurately predict 

their reaction towards overcompensation, which seems to align with the idea that people must experience 

the inequality that results from overcompensation themselves for it to result in a decrease of trust. 

However, although overcompensation does not entail adverse effects, it also has no additional effect on 

top of equal compensation in terms of perceived trustworthiness among observing parties. The results of 

the present project thus show that overcompensation is not a cost-effective tool to repair broken trust, 

certainly not for the target of overcompensation, but neither for members of the public. 
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Sensory events following voluntary actions are known to be experienced earlier in time, compared to the 

same events in isolation, a phenomenon known as intentional binding. This is thought to be important for 

generating a sense of agency for our actions and their effects. Recent evidence suggests that intentional 

binding is modulated by the valence of the action-outcomes, consistent with the idea that we over 

attribute positive events to having been caused by ourselves. In a series of experiments we investigated 

intentional binding in a joint action context to assess the extent to which social factors known to modulate 

explicit measures of agency, also influenced intentional binding. In a first study participants either 

cooperated with or competed against a virtual participant to earn rewards. Participants’ implicit sense of 

agency was modulated by their belief about whether they or a virtual agent triggered the action-effect, 

although we observed no difference dependent on the cooperation factor. This is consistent with previous 

research that agency belief modulates intentional binding. In a second, study we used a similar paradigm 

but replaced the virtual partner with a real partner. We observed intentional binding for both self and 

other actions, suggesting a shared sense of agency in a joint action context. We also observed a significant 

interaction between cooperation and agent, such that only in the compete condition did intentional 

binding differ between the self and other agent condition. Taken together these findings suggest that 

implicit sense of agency is modulated by causal belief and the degree of shared intentionality between co-

acting agents. 
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While the traditional gender division of men at work and women at home is outdated and studies have 

shown various of gender equality for both men and women, we are far from reaching full gender equality 

in the workplace and in the domestic sphere especially. This paper examines how norms that ascribe how 

much men and women do invest (descriptive norms) and should invest (prescriptive norms) in a career 

and in domestic tasks are perceived by young male and female Belgian adults (N=522); and how these 

norms relate to their own career and domestic aspirations as they are about to start their work and family 

life. Results show that young adults in general, and young women especially, perceive that norms support 

a rather traditional gender division. There is some leverage for change, however: Young adults in general 

believe women want men to invest less in their career and more in domestic tasks. Also, young men believe 

men want women to invest less in domestic tasks. Positioning themselves against these norms, male and 

female young adults’ own aspirations reflect a rather traditional division, but they also aspire to some 

change: Young women want to invest more in their career and less in domestic tasks and male young 

adults want to invest more in domestic tasks than what is currently done by and prescribed for their gender 

group. Looking into relations between norms and own aspirations, we find that both male and female 

young adults’ career aspirations are related to a more masculine career model, suggesting changing 

gender roles with regards to careers on the side of young women. Moreover, young men’s domestic 

aspirations are related to female domestic norms and young women’s domestic aspirations are related to 

domestic norms for women as well as for men, suggesting leverage for changing gender roles with regard 

to domestic tasks. When looking into the negotiation of tasks between men and women, however, we find 

only traditional cross-overs: Young men increase their career aspirations when women invest more in 

domestic tasks and young women increase their domestic aspirations when men invest more in a career; 

but not the other way around. Together, our findings suggest future generations still perceive gender 

norms and roles to be quite traditional, but they also point to potential for change towards gender equality 

at work and in the domestic sphere. We discuss different psychological, socio-structural, and economic 

tools to use this potential for change in young adults and society as a whole towards a more equal society 

where career and domestic role divisions are made on the basis of individual choices rather than gender 

role 
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The present study takes a multi-level person X context perspective on the relationship between right-wing 

ideological attitudes and subjective well-being. More specifically, we examined whether the association 

between right-wing attitudes and well-being at the individual level is influenced by national-level threat. 

We used individual-level data from large, representative samples in 94 countries (from the European Social 

Survey and World Value Survey, total N = 137,890), and objective indicators of  national-level threat as the 

contextual variable. We obtained evidence for cross-level interactions, indicating that in countries 

characterized by high levels of threat, right-wing individuals experience higher levels of well-being 

compared to left-wing individuals. In countries with lower levels of threat, this relationship was weaker or 

non-significant. This pattern of results was replicated for measures of social-cultural right-wing attitudes, 

economic-hierarchical right-wing attitudes, and right-wing political orientation. Our findings are in line 

with the view that right-wing attitudes serve a self-protective function, helping individuals to manage and 

cope with threat. 
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Previous research indicates that neighbour conflicts are a common phenomenon (Paquin, & Gambril, 

1994; Zanten, Koenraadt, & Schoenmakers, 2010). Relations between neighbours are characterized by a 

certain constraint. Since neighbours live in close proximity to each other, the behaviour of one neighbour 

will inevitably influence the other neighbour (Völker, 1999; Zanten et al., 2010). Most irritations and 

conflicts among neighbours are about noise, animals, or trees, but also intentional harassment and 

bullying among neighbours occur. Some neighbour conflicts can even be considered as stalking cases. For 

instance,, different courtrooms in Belgium and The Netherlands have convicted several neighbours of 

stalking (Zanten et al., 2010). However, there is little research on both neighbour relations and conflicts; 

research focusing specifically on the nature and characteristics of neighbour stalking is even non-existent. 

Hence, this is the first study to examine harassment among neighbours in more detail. The aim of this 

study is to explore the characteristics of negative behaviours between neighbours as well as the 

psychosocial characteristics of the harassers, and if certain traits of the harasser can be associated with 

certain categories of conflicts. This was achieved through the use of the focus group methodology. The 

focus groups consisted of neighbour mediators from different Flemish mediation services. These 

mediators support neighbours in resolving their conflicts by acting as a neutral party and therefore also 

relieve police departments and justice services. Data collection and analysis are still in progress and will 

be completed in time for the BAPS conference. 
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Stereotypes about schizophrenia may lead to stigmatisation and discrimination with debilitating effects 

on people diagnosed with schizophrenia. There is thus a need to develop interventions aiming to prevent, 

reduce or eliminate such stereotypes. The aim of the present study was to evaluate the effects that a 

documentary film on schizophrenia might have on cognitive, affective and behavioural aspects of 

stigmatisation. Forty-nine participants were assessed on explicit measures of stereotypes and social 

distance, and on the Stereotype Content Model (SCM; Fiske et al., 2002), which includes measures of 

stereotypes, emotional reactions and behavioural tendencies. In addition, implicit affective attitudes were 

measured using the Affect Misattribution Procedure (AMP; Payne et al., 2005). Participants were randomly 

assigned into either a Film (who viewed the documentary film) or Control group. Results showed a 

significant decrease (albeit only in the Film group) of negative stereotypes (Dangerousness and 

Unpredictability) and desired Social distance, and an increase in the perception of sociability in persons 

diagnosed with schizophrenia. No effects were found regarding the implicit measure. These findings 

suggest that a documentary film promoting indirect contact with people suffering from schizophrenia is a 

promising tool to prevent and reduce negative stereotypes about schizophrenia. 
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The present study investigated a multilevel person-context interactionist framework for the relationship 

between right-wing ideology and prejudice across two large, representative samples (European Social 

Survey: N = 56,752 and World Value Survey: N = 74,042), analyzing two contextual levels (regional and 

national) of right-wing climate, and three types of outgroup attitudes (for groups based on age, ethnicity, 

and gender) as outcomes. Evidence was revealed for cross-level interactions, consistently showing a strong 

association between right-wing attitudes and negative outgroup attitudes at the individual level in 

contexts with a low right-wing climate, whereas this relationship was weaker and even absent in contexts 

with a high right-wing climate. These multilevel interactions remained significant after controlling for 

statistical artefacts (i.e.,  restriction of range and outliers). The authors propose norm setting as the 

mobilizing mechanism through which a right-wing climate develops and curbs the influence of individual 

right-wing social-ideological attitudes on outgroup attitudes. 
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There is a well-documented attainment gap between minority and majority youth in Europe: In higher 

education, minorities are under-represented (Phalet, Deboosere, & Bastiaenssen, 2007), and in secondary 

school, they face higher risks of dropping out and of being placed in non-academic educational tracks 

(Baysu & Phalet, 2012). However, there is increasing evidence that immigrant minorities’ exposure to a 

host culture is associated with higher cognitive complexity and, therefore, with higher creativity (e.g., 

Leung et al., 2008). Bicultural individuals’ exposure to different cultural perspectives may thus enable them 

to generate more creative and original ideas than majority members, which could – if fully developed and 

acknowledged – buffer their current disadvantaged positions in the educational system. Moreover, it may 

be expected that those minority members who engage more in the host culture, display higher creativity 

than others. Therefore, the first aim of the current research was to replicate the link between biculturalism 

and creativity in a Belgian sample of minority and majority adolescents. The second aim was to extend the 

previous literature by operationalizing the exposure to the host culture in various ways. More specifically, 

we examined self-reported tendencies to adopt the new culture’s customs and practices, the integration 

of their bicultural identities, as well as the use of majority and heritage culture languages in their daily life. 

In addition, we examined biculturals’ emotional fit with the host culture as a rather implicit measure of 

their engagement in the majority culture. Eighty adolescents (aged 15-16) from high schools across 

Flanders, Belgium, participated in an online questionnaire. Creativity was measured with the Alternate 

Uses Test (Guilford, 1967). Biculturalism was assessed both explicitly and implicitly in terms of i) 

acculturation strategies (AHIMSA scale; Unger et al., 2002), identities (Bicultural Identity Integration; 

Benet-Martinez, 2005), and acculturation proxies such as the frequency with which the heritage and new 

culture’s languages are used among friends and family, as well as ii) their emotional fit with the new culture 

(Emotional Patterns Questionnaire, De Leersnyder, Mesquita, & Kim, 2011). In addition to partially 

replicating findings from previous research, the current study sheds light on the relationship between 

bicultural adolescents’ levels of creativity and different aspects of their engagement to the majority 

culture. The findings will be discussed in light of the existing creativity theories and the previous research 

on the immigrants’ acculturation process. 
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There is evidence that ADHD pathology can be linked with motivational deficits. However, current research 

is mainly focused on extrinsic motivation, operationalized by performance (accuracy & reaction time) on 

computerized tasks. The underlying motives that drive daily behavior of adults with ADHD (intrinsic 

motivation) is often disregarded. The current study aims to investigate intrinsic motivation via a semi-

structured interview that assesses what children with ADHD (age 10-16 years) (n=20) like and dislike in 

their daily lives. This interview is also conducted with typically developing peers (n=20). This led to a list of 

underlying drives. By presenting this list to a more extensive sample of both groups (n=50, n=50), possible 

ADHD-specific alterations in underlying drives can be identified. 
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People with anxiety disorders show an attentional bias for threat (AB), and Attention Bias Modification 

(ABM) procedures have been found to reduce this bias. However, the underlying processes accounting for 

this effect remain poorly understood. One explanation suggests that ABM requires the modification of 

attention control, driven by the recruitment of the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (DLPFC). In the present 

double-blind study, we examined whether modifying left DLPFC activation influences the effect of ABM on 

AB. We used transcranial direct current stimulation (tDCS) to directly modulate cortical excitability of the 

left DLPFC during an ABM procedure designed to reduce AB to threat. Anodal tDCS increases excitability, 

whereas cathodal tDCS decreases it. We randomly assigned highly trait-anxious individuals to one of three 

conditions: 1) ABM combined with cathodal tDCS, 2) ABM combined with anodal tDCS, or 3) ABM 

combined with sham tDCS. We assessed the effects of these manipulations on both reaction times and 

eye-movements on a task indexing AB. Results indicate that combining ABM and anodal tDCS over the left 

DLPFC reduces the total duration that participants’ gaze remains fixated on threat, as assessed using eye-

tracking measurement. However, in contrast to previous studies, there were no changes in AB from 

baseline to post-training for participants that received ABM without tDCS. As the tendency to maintain 

attention to threat is known to play an important role in the maintenance of anxiety, the present findings 

suggest that anodal tDCS over the left DLPFC may be considered as a promising tool to reduce the 

maintenance of gaze to threat. Implications for future translational research combining ABM and tDCS are 

discussed. 
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A lot of children are institutionalized when there is no longer any solution that could be tried. These 

children have a history in their family that has left its marks. As shown by Dumais and al. (2014) they are 

more likely to present attachment disorders than children who are not institutionalized, in particular 

disorganized one. Berger in 1997 theorized that this history has an impact on children’s self-esteem. As 

we know, children’s drawings are a privileged way of communication. In this study, we investigated self-

esteem through family drawings. Three groups were formed: an experimental group, a control group and 

a group with children in special education but who were not institutionalized. Our hypothesis is that if 

institutionalized children (experimental group) have a lower self-esteem, the character to which they 

identified themselves in their drawings will be smaller than the one in control group. To evaluate self-

esteem, we also used the Self-Perception Profile for Children (S.P.P.C.) from Harter and the Inventory of 

Self-Esteem from Coopersmith. The results from the Inventory of Self-Esteem reveal a significantly high 

difference between two groups: experimental group experiencing lower level of self-esteem than control 

group. This difference is also marked in the scholar scale. These differences are even more significant for 

boys and for children whose parents are still together while they are institutionalized. The second scale 

(S.P.P.C) completed these results by showing that children living in institutions who go to ordinary school 

present a lower level of self-esteem concerning their behaviours than the control group. Even if there is a 

low self-esteem in the experimental group, there is no difference in their drawings in comparison with the 

control group. In conclusion, this study shows that the separation from family is not enough to help 

children recover from the life they had in their family. 
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Introduction: A lot of studies have shown the high prevalence of depression and anxiety in populations 

suffering of breast cancer. One of the consequences is decreased treatment compliance. Some researchers 

have highlighted that illness representations also play an important role in treatment compliance, in the 

decision to seek medical care and predict success in coping with chronic illness. When people are facing 

cancer, personality traits could account for a large part of variance in illness representations and 

psychological distress. We thus aimed to examine the alexithymia and the Type D personality constructs 

in breast cancer patients in treatment to determine which personality construct better explain the 

psychological distress and illness representations. Method: We selected 83 female patients diagnosed as 

suffering of breast cancer and 74 healthy subjects (N= 157). All of them completed the Toronto Alexithymia 

scale-20 (TAS-20), the Type D personality scale (DS14), the Hospital Anxiety and Depression scale (HADS), 

the Positive and Negative Affects Scale (PANAS) and the Revised Illness Perception Questionnaire (IPQ-R). 

Results: The clinical population exhibited significantly higher levels of depression, anxiety, negative affect, 

alexithymia, and NA than the control group. There were 32,5% of alexithymic subjects and 27,7% of 

possible cases of alexithymia in breast cancer group.The frequency of Type D was 43,4% in clinical 

population. Took together, Type D and alexithymia constructs explain 42,2% of anxiety variance and 24,8% 

of depression variance. Concerning illness representations, analysis showed that alexithymia and Type D 

constructs explain 19,7% of consequences, 17,2% of illness coherence and 37,6% of emotional 

representations. Discussion: We exhibited more important prevalence of anxiety, depression, alexithymia 

and Type D personality in clinical population compared to control population. Using both alexithymia and 

Type D constructs seems to be really useful to predict anxiety and depression in our breast cancer group. 

The two personality constructs were also explaining better consequences, illness coherence and emotional 

representations than when we consider each pattern separately. Anxiety and depression scores did not 

better explain consequences and illness coherence. However, emotional representations were better 

explained by these two variables. As expected, anxiety and depression exhibited relationships with 

treatment control. Anyway, none personality construct was found to be associated with this component. 

Our results suggest the interest to consider both psychological distress and personality constructs in order 

to identify people in difficulty with illness adjustment and at risk to give up treatment. 
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Many studies support the existence of a general bias for the detection of threat in humans. In particular, 

capture of attentional resources by threat-related stimuli has been reported in adults but also in infants, 

who most probably have no or limited experience with these stimuli. However, these studies do not inform 

us about how the detection of such stimuli in the visual space influences the spatial orienting of attention. 

Still, spotting of a threatening item in the environment should automatically activate information about 

its spatial location in order to elicit a proper reaction, given the localization of threat. To address this 

question, we used an emotional version of the spatial cuing paradigm, adapted to 6- to 12-month-olds. 

Peripheral cues consisted in pictures of threat-relevant and threat-irrelevant stimuli (snakes and flowers, 

respectively), and were followed by the presentation of a bilateral target. Direction and latency of the first 

saccade once the target is presented was recorded on each trial. Preliminary results revealed that infants’ 

first saccade was more often oriented to the cued than to the uncued target when the cue was threat-

irrelevant. However, when the cue was threat-relevant, infants oriented as much to the cued as to the 

uncued target. Most probably, detection in the visual attentional space of the curvilinear shape of the 

snake induced a broadening of attention, so that infants were vigilant to both sides of space. Another 

possibility is that threat-relevant stimuli triggered an avoidance reaction, so that infants oriented more to 

the uncued target when a snake than when a flower was presented. Ongoing analyses of the infants’ 

saccades latencies towards the cue and the target will help us disentangle these possibilities. 
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Positive and negative beliefs about video games are often highlighted in the scientific literature. Yet, little 

information is given on what people really think about this activity. The objective of this study was to 

create a questionnaire that assesses the various beliefs that people have regarding video games. To begin 

with, a content analysis was carried out to identify the principal themes related to beliefs about video 

games. A sample of 83 participants was recruited from all ages (age: M = 30.10; SD = 16.81; min = 12; max 

= 70). Based on this, a 60-item questionnaire was created with six positive and six negative beliefs 

identified. This questionnaire was then completed online by 399 adult participants (age: M = 26.65; SD = 

10.39; min = 18; max = 77). In order to optimize the psychometric proprieties of the questionnaire, only 

subscales with inter-correlations higher than r = .70 were combined. The questionnaire was then further 

condensed to 30 items and the number of beliefs was reduced to 6 (three positive beliefs and three 

negative beliefs). This theoretical factorial structure was then examined using factorial confirmatory 

analysis. A hierarchical model revealed two mains factors (positive beliefs and negative beliefs), each 

explained by three sub-factors (relaxation, intelligence/imagination and psychomotricity; addiction, 

violence and inutility). All Cronbach’s alphas ranged from .81 to .92, and the hierarchical model presented 

an acceptable fit with RMSEA = .0701 and CFI = .977. This questionnaire opens interesting research 

perspectives. For instance, knowing people’s beliefs about video games will give researchers the possibility 

to determine how they might have an impact on video game addiction or aggression. Despite its good 

psychometrical validity, these results need to be replicated in another sample to confirm the structure of 

the 30-item questionnaire. 
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It is generally accepted that sleep deprivation affects cognitive functioning, especially executive functions. 

However, few studies investigated the effect of a night of sleep deprivation (SD) on cognitive flexibility. 

The findings so far are based on task-rule switching, a paradigm that entails memory load due to the 

retrieval of task rules (arbitrary stimulus- response mappings and non transparent cues). The present study 

therefore explored the impact of one night of SD on task-goal switching performance in healthy adults, 

using a cued match-to-sample task. This task-switching paradigm with non-arbitrary stimulus-response 

mappings (the response is always congruent with the target location) and transparent cues (a full word 

indicates the task to perform) minimizes memory load. Short and long preparation times were also used 

to investigate reactive and proactive aspects of cognitive control. Thirty-five students were randomly 

assigned either to an SD (n = 18) or a regular sleep (RS; n = 17) condition. They were tested in the evening, 

then the next morning. At each session, participants were administered the switching task, as well as 

executive and attentional tasks (the inhibition Stop task, the psychomotor vigilance task (PVT) and the 

working memory Nback task). In the switching task, reaction times globally increased after SD, but did not 

interact with task switching (p = .19). However, the accuracy switch-cost score (i.e. the difference in 

accuracy between repeat and switch trials) was significantly higher after SD than after RS (p = .007). This 

switch-cost increase correlated with performance decrease on the Stop (r = .433, p = .009) and PVT (r = 

.358, p = .035) tasks. No effects of preparation time were found, suggesting an involvement of reactive 

rather than proactive control processes. Our results indicate that reactive processes in task-goal switching 

are impaired after a night of SD. This impairment is associated with inhibition and alertness decrease. 
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First proposing a relational understanding of the child’s very first years, attachment theory has since then 

been taken into consideration in friendships and romantic relationships. Indeed, the internal working 

models (IWM) built upon early interactions are to be used on and on in many other situations as guidelines 

to understand what is going on for the self, this particular other and their specific relationship. Different 

attachment styles are thus likely to develop: secure or insecure (anxious/preoccupied, 

avoidant/dismissive, fearful). Considering teen dating, attachment is deeply involved, especially for two 

reasons: first, a certain questioning, but also re-actualization, of the attachment to parents; second, a new 

kind of attachment, meaning the one to the romantic partner. These elements lead us to test hypotheses 

linking attachment to parents and attachment to romantic partners, but also linking these attachments to 

some teen dating characteristics, such as the age when first dating, the number of love relationships, the 

longest-lasting love relationship and the fear of intimacy. Our hypothesis was tested among 283 teenagers 

(mean age = 17.43) with two self-administered questionnaires (the Behavioral Systems Questionnaire and 

the Fear of Intimacy Scale). Our statistical analyses were made of Pearson Chi², Anova and Post-Hoc Fisher 

(LSD). We see three types of interesting results. First, there is a significant relationship between 

attachment (parental and romantic attachments) and the number of love relationships and the fear of 

intimacy. Second, these relationships are differently established once considered the attachment 

modalities. Third, gender differences appear, girls looking more influenced by their attachment style than 

boys. 
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Historically, intimate partner violence has been ignored and minimized, despite its seriousness and 

widespread prevalence in our culture. Indeed, it is the most prevalent form of violence against women 

worldwide, and a major public health problem across developed countries. The World Health Organization 

in its report defines it as “behaviour within an intimate relationship that causes physical, sexual or 

psychological harm, including acts of physical aggression, sexual coercion, psychological abuse and 

controlling behaviours”. In the past three decades, many studies have addressed the question of the 

impact of intimate partner violence on physical or mental health for victims (spouses, ex-partners, 

children). But, what about authors? The current study sought to examine the association between trait 

impulsivity, alexithymia and depression and the perpetration of physical and psychological intimate 

partner violence. We focused on particular psychological characteristics that would seem to have much 

potential as an aid to understand this phenomenon and its prevention and/or treatment. Methodology: 

Forty-four male offenders were surveyed using questionnaires and structured clinical interview to assess 

emotional distress, impulsive behavior and alexithymia, the inability to experience and express subjective 

emotions. Results: Findings indicated that both alexithymia and depression were significantly associated 

with violence perpetration. Analyses showed that male intimate partner violence offenders reported more 

depressive feelings, and more difficulties to express his emotions than did general population. Conclusion: 

The present findings continue to suggest a strong link between alexithymia and domestic violence as 

showed by Leveillée’s study in the University of Quebec, Trois-Rivières (2013). Additional researches are 

clearly needed and may lead not only to a better understanding of aggression but also to the development 

of better therapeutic interventions. 
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Cerebral Visual Impairment (CVI) is the most common cause of visual impairment in children, particularly 

in developed countries. Due to improved medical care, incidence of CVI is increasing. It is often defined as 

a bilateral loss of vision but with normal pupillary response and a normal outcome on ophthalmologic 

examination. Most prevalent causes are an ischemic or hypoxic event in perinatal period, drugs, head 

trauma or hydrocephaly. The current diagnostic test for CVI, the L94, is outdated because of black and 

white stimuli, old fashioned items and normative data from 1997. Therefore, we set out to develop a new 

visual perceptual screening test. The instrument consists of 14 subtests of 5 items each, all presented 

according to the matching-to-sample principle. The test can be subdivided in four visual domains: 1) object 

recognition in scene; 2) degraded object recognition; 3) perception of movement; and 4) local and global 

processing. The test is designed for children with a developmental level of 3 to 6 years old, which is why 

we call it CVIT 3-6 (for CVI Test for 3 to 6y). In the first, finished, phase of the research, normative data 

were collected from over 250 children between 2y 9m and 6y 3m with no neurological, ophthalmological 

or developmental disorders. A positive correlation was found between the overall score, which ranged 

from 47 to the maximum score of 70, and the age of the participants. No significant correlations were 

found between the overall score and the duration of pregnancy, birth weight nor birth length. Percentile 

10 indicates the limit of normal visual perception for each subtest. The second, ongoing, phase of the 

research is aimed at validating the new diagnostic instrument. Here, a group of children with CVI is 

compared with 3 control groups (normal development, mental retardation and eye diseases) on the CVIT 

3-6, as well as the L94 and other instruments testing for visual perceptual impairments. 
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Introduction: The aim of this study is to understand the subjective experience of people suffering from a 

rare genetic pathology: Rendu-Osler-Weber disease. We studied the impact of the genetic diagnosis on 

quality of life and patients’ emotional experience. Currently, very few researches exist on this topic. Each 

of them measures the patient’s quality of life by using quantitative methods and argues that patients have 

lower scores than healthy people (Pasculli et al., 2004). However, variables involved in this reduction of 

quality of life have not yet been studied.  Method: The Interpretative phenomenological analysis, a 

qualitative method, has been chosen because it’s an appropriate method for research areas which are not 

well-understood, and where the relevant variables have not yet been fully identified. Nine personal 

interviews were conducted and analysed as suggested by Smith et al. (1996).  Results: Analysis have shown 

that genetic diagnosis can generate important psychological distress.  Epistaxis seems to be the most 

burdensome symptom on day-to-day life due to its impact on working and social activities restriction. 

Moreover, hereditary nature of the disease has an important influence on life projects, primarily due to 

the risks of mutated gene’s transmission. Moreover, the physicians’ lack of knowledge about the disease 

and appropriate care is a source of anxiety for patients, who have the feeling that they are forgotten by 

the scientific community. Finally, patients use different behavioral and emotional focused coping methods 

such as planning, social support seeking, and acceptance. 
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Evidence for number-space associations comes from the spatial-numerical association of response-codes 

(SNARC) effect, consisting in faster reaction times (RTs) to small/large digits with the left/right hand 

respectively. The SNARC effect is, however, characterized by high inter-individual variability, depending 

amongst others on inhibition capacities. Hoffmann et al. (2014) showed that individuals more sensitive to 

the interference of irrelevant information in the classical color-word Stroop task displayed stronger 

number-space associations. This relation was most pronounced in elderly, but did not reach significance 

in young healthy adults. To determine whether the negligible correlation in the young resulted from their 

near ceiling performances on the color-word Stroop task, we recruited young adults featuring atypically 

weak and variable inhibitory control. Our study population consisted of individuals (n=32; 18 females; 

age=27.28 years) formally diagnosed with attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder (ADHD; n=4) and/or 

displaying symptoms consistent with ADHD according to the Adult ADHD Self-Report Scale (ASRS-v1.1; 

n=29). Within this population, a significant negative correlation (r=-0.45; p=0.009) could be observed 

between the parity SNARC effect (mean slope=-14.17; p<0.001) and Stroop interference, as indexed by 

the color-word Stroop ratio score (i.e. the difference in RTs between the color-word interference condition 

and the color naming condition divided by the RT in the word reading condition; mean ratio=0.82). The 

relationship remained significant even after controlling for arithmetic performance and general processing 

speed, as assessed using the arithmetic battery (Rubinsten & Henik, 2005; Shalev et al.,  2001; mean 

accuracy=84.61%) and a speeded matching-to-sample task respectively (mean RT=671.86ms; r=-0.47; 

p=0.008). Our findings thus reveal that stronger number-space associations are associated with weaker 

Stroop inhibitory control in young adults with atypical attentional profiles, thereby further confirming the 

similarities between SNARC effects and Stroop-like interference effects. 
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It is now acknowledged that there exists a large inter-individual variability in age-related cognitive changes. 

According to Stern (2009), the cognitive reserve built up throughout the life span will make seniors more 

or less resilient to the deleterious effects of aging on cognition, with seniors having a high level of cognitive 

reserve being more prone to successfully cope with cognitive and neuronal changes. Currently, few studies 

have focused on the specific effects of different factors of cognitive reserve on cognition. Consequently, 

the objective of this study is to determine the impact of four determinants of cognitive reserve on 

executive functions in normal aging. Sixty-eight healthy participants aged 60 to 80 were enrolled. 

Regarding executive functions,  Inhibition (Stroop test, Hayling test, TAP Incompatibility subtest), Shifting 

(TAP Flexibility subtest, Plus-Minus task), and Updating (Letter-Number Sequencing subtest from MEM III, 

Letter memory task, 2-back task) were assessed (Miyake et al., 2000). Cognitive reserve was measured by 

questionnaires assessing educational level, occupation, leisure activities and physical activity. Moreover, 

an accelerometer allowed quantitative measure of physical activity by recording body movements during 

two weeks. Group comparisons (p<0.05) showed that seniors with a high level of cognitive reserve 

(measured by a global composite z-score) have better updating abilities (Letter memory task and updating 

composite score). In order to test the influence of each cognitive reserve factor on executive functions, 

simple linear regressions (p<0.05) were performed. The results showed that the educational level accounts 

for a significant part of the variance in flexibility (TAP Flexibility) and updating (Letter-Number sequencing, 

2-back and composite score). The occupational level accounts significantly for the variance of the updating 

composite score. Regarding the quantitative physical activity, the mean number of minutes per day in 

moderate or intense physical activity significantly predicted the updating composite score. These results 

indicate that the level of cognitive reserve is related to abilities in some executive tests, particularly 

updating abilities. Importantly, all aspects of cognitive reserve are not associated with the three executive 

processes. This indicates a specificity of the protective effect of cognitive reserve on executive abilities. 
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This study is following the point of view of ethological psychopathology. It tackles psychopathy not in terms 

of ‘emotional deficit’ but in terms of ‘hyper-adaptability’. Emotional coldness, one of the salient 

characteristic of psychopathy, is seen as an adaptive component. The lack of fear, remorse, culpability and 

anxiety would make the psychopath more efficient in some situations. Using an integrative methodology, 

this study tests the hypothesis that psychopaths would carry out better performances for the cognitive 

tasks under influence of an induced emotional state. According to this methodology, an emotion of 

“Sadness” was induced via 3 films excerpts.  After that, participants (Psychopathy (N=9) vs Control (N=9 

M; N=9 W) were submitted to three cognitive tasks: the Tower of Hanoï (problem-solving), Stroop 

emotional version (cognitive inhibition), Iowa gambling task (decision-making). Emotional Valence and 

Arousal were measured before and after induction. Subjects also answered questionnaires about anxiety 

(STAI YA and B) and depression (BDI II). This part of the study concerned all participants. Participants with 

psychopathic trends were also evaluated by the PCL-R (the psychopathic checklist revised) and by the 

projective test of Rorschach SI. What about the results? The psychopathic population does not differ 

significantly from control groups in regard of the results of the cognitive tasks. A difference with anxiety 

(STAI YB) between Psychopathy group and Woman control group is noted. There is also a difference under 

the “Gain” condition on the IGT which is counterintuitive. Subjects in the control group had higher gains 

than subjects in the psychopathy group. The use of Rorschach’s test proved to be relevant: firstly some 

results in our study support the ones of other studies in which Rorschach’s test was used in the assessment 

of psychopathy; secondly the use of Rorschach’s test refines the psychopathic profile established by scale 

PCL-R. The integrative approach, illustrated in this study by using a 'mixed' methodology, assesses the 

subject in overall functioning: cognitive, emotional and psychic functioning. If the results on cognitive tests 

do not differ significantly between the subjects of the condition ' Psychopathy ' and 'control', this may be 

due to some limitations of the study but also to the fact that the psychopathic functioning would not 

present significant differences in the cognitive level overall. This would reinforce the idea of a continuum 

between the psychopathic functioning and non-psychopathic functioning and the assumption of the 

presence of psychopathic traits in the general population. 
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We remember situations in which we experienced harm. These situations come to signal danger and elicit 

fear. Fear motivates us to change our behavior in order to avoid getting harmed in the future.  Adaptive 

fear learning happens fast; a single harmful experience often suffices to elicit successful fear learning. 

Second of all, adaptive fear conditioning is selective; some stimuli that were present during the harmful 

event will elicit fear, while others will not. Stimulus selectivity keeps fear restricted to the most likely 

predictors of fear and prevents it from spreading to a broad range of redundant stimuli. Impairments in 

stimulus selectivity results in generalized fear, a core symptom of pathological anxiety. Fear conditioning 

experiments typically involve multiple presentations of a simple stimulus followed by an aversive outcome. 

However, this procedure does not allow us to study possibly important adaptive fear learning processes 

such as one-trial learning and stimulus selectivity. Therefore we propose an alternative paradigm in which 

a compound of stimuli is presented to the participant only once, followed by an aversive outcome. Results 

of two experiments show that responding to a stimulus that was trained in compound is lower than 

responding to a stimulus conditioned on its own after a single learning trial. Stimulus selectivity emerged 

in shock expectancy data, SCR and FPS. Future studies of stimulus selectivity processes in anxiety patients 

might contribute largely to our understanding of the development of clinical anxiety. 
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The consumption of psychoactive substances (tobacco, alcohol, licit and illicit drugs) during pregnancy is 

responsible for maternal and fetal complications, such as miscarriage, prematurity, hypotrophy, uterine 

apoplexy and placenta praevia. Moreover, in their review, Lamy et al. (2014, in press) report that “many 

consequences on child development may be observed such as growth disorders, learning or motor 

disorders, language disorders, cognitive disorders (attention, memory, executive functions) […]”. Yet, 

literature on psychoactive substances indicates that approximately 30% of tobacco smokers, 22% of 

alcohol drinkers and 2-5% of drug users maintain a regular consumption throughout their pregnancy 

(Emonts et al., 2012; Dumas et al., 2008). Recent studies also point out that these numbers might be 

underestimated (Fline-Barthes et al., 2014; Courty & Nacache). How to explain that patients keep on using 

psychoactive substances despite the incurred risks for themselves and their baby? Two studies were 

conducted: the first one aimed at investigating maternal representations of self and the baby (IRMAG) in 

a sample of 10 pregnant women, non-consumers, depending  on the labor’s modalities (natural childbirth 

at term, induction of labor at term and prolonged pregnancy). The second one aimed at investigating 

maternal representations (IRMAG) in a sample of non-users (n=5), occasional users (n=4) and daily users 

(n=1) women, in late pregnancy (n=2) or within 15 months postpartum (n=8). Results from the first study 

indicated that induced at term patients were characterized by low social income, low social support and 

family history of conflicts and separations. The 4 patients had reduced-disinvested or ambivalent 

representations of themselves and their babies. Results from the second study indicated that occasional- 

and non-consumers had integrated/balanced representations while the only daily consumer had 

reduced/disinvested representations. The daily consumer was also characterized by low social support and 

a history of conflicts and separations. In conclusion, social support, family history of separations and 

conflicts, and social incomes have an impact on the ability to invest, to perceive and to give sense to both 

the pregnancy and the baby. 
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Research has shown that there are individual differences in how preexisting schemata (internal vs. cues 

from the outside world) affect encoding processes, which can be reliably assessed with the internal and 

external “Encoding Style Questionnaire” (ESQ, Lewicki, 2005).  Moreover, in agreement with previous 

studies showing that reliance on preexisting schemata at encoding increased the production of false 

memories in the ‘‘Deese-Roediger-McDermott’’ paradigm (Roediger & McDermott, 1995) while item-

specific encoding reduced it (see Gallo, 2006), we found that encoding style influenced the production of 

DRM false memories. Indeed,   compared to external encoders, internal encoders produced more false 

memories while monitoring less critical lures (Dehon et al., 2010). The aim of the current study was to 

examine whether these individual differences in encoding style might affect the production of such false 

memories in older adults as well. To this purpose, younger and older adults completed a French version of 

the ESQ questionnaire (Billieux et al., 2009) as well as other personality questionnaires and studied DRM 

lists for a later recall memory task. Results showed that, compared to external encoders, internal encoders 

produced more false recalls of critical lures in both younger and older adults. These results are discussed 

in light of the suggestion that biases at early stages of encoding in internal encoders may render them 

more susceptible to attribution errors. 
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Prior research has revealed that people with vestibular problems are often affected by cognitive 

impairment, and more specifically by deficits of visuospatial capacities. The individual not being able to 

understand visual representations and spatial relationships characterizes the visuospatial deficits. Several 

other populations have also been found to be considerably affected by visuospatial deficits, including for 

example, people with Hemineglect. Karnath and Dieterich (2006) propose a close relationship between 

vestibular function and hemineglect, where a common ‘multisensory cortex’ integrates vestibular 

information for visuospatial processing. In the present research, we will investigate the different aspects 

of visuospatial impairment between vestibular and hemineglect patients. A databank will be created with 

the results of many different neuropsychological tests (e.g., Rey Figure, SCOPA-COG, Visuospatial Neglect 

Test Battery, TAP and VSAD) and for each type of patient. In this poster presentation, we seek ideas and 

feedback for the development of the databank. 
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This study focuses on the development of children’s conceptions of the infants' origin, pregnancy, birth, 

prenatal and postnatal life. For this purpose, 52 Belgian children, aged between 5 and 8 years old, were 

asked open questions (e.g. Where babies come from? What does “be pregnant” mean?), they were also 

asked to draw where babies come from, the birth and a newborn child. Finally, they were asked to tell a 

story about 5 pictures (e.g. a pregnant lady, parents at the hospital,…) they were shown. To analyse the 

results we used a thematic analysis method and an ad hoc analysis grid including different characteristics 

of children’s thought. The results showed that despite a remarkable evolution between 5 and 8 years old, 

conceptions that they have of origin, pregnancy, birth, prenatal and postnatal life remain very concrete 

and based on visible elements. Furthermore, the development of the concepts seems to follow the 

'overlapping waves' model of cognitive development proposed by Robert S. Siegler (1996/2000) rather 

than Jean Piaget’s Theory of Stages (1966/2004) designed as stairs. Finally, this study supports the Theory 

of Conceptual Development proposed by Katherine Nelson (1983, 1985, 1986, 1988, 1990). Indeed, the 

knowledge would be first organised in a schematic way (with script and than with slot-filler categories) 

prior to be organised in/with taxonomic categories. 
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The psychiatric disorder schizophrenia is associated with a wide range of positive symptoms such as 

delusions, hallucinations and disorganized thinking and/or negative symptoms including deficits in 

cognitive, affective and social functioning. This symptom variety and its chronicity make this disorder one 

of the most disabling. In addition, organization and exploration of the visual environment are frequently 

disrupted, although research has focused less on this impaired perceptual processing in schizophrenic 

patients. Potential ways to assess perceptual organization in both clinical and non-clinical participants are 

provided by the use of the Leuven Perceptual Organization Screening Test (L-POST) and the Leuven 

Embedded Figures Test (L-EFT), as well as other visual tests such as contour integration, coherent motion, 

and perceptual grouping in dot lattices. Previous research comparing performances on these tests 

between a clinical and non-clinical group has suggested impaired visual functioning in schizophrenia. Here 

we report two studies. In the first, finished, study a group of patients (N = 15) with features of 

schizophrenia were compared with norm data from large control groups (N > 200). Results with the L-POST 

suggested a trend towards better performance for the group with features of schizophrenia on the figure-

ground segmentation task. On the other hand, this group had a poorer performance on the coherent 

motion task. A trend towards longer reaction times on the Embedded Figures Task was found, but the 

accuracy of the responses showed no significant difference. In the second, on-going, study the 

performances on these previously used visual tests are supplemented with the contour-integration task 

and the dot lattices task, and comparisons are made between a clinical and a non-clinical group matched 

in age and gender. In addition, we will examine the relationships between these performances on the 

perceptual organization tasks and an individual’s schizotypal score, obtained by the Prodromal-

Questionnaire 16 used to assess subclinical psychotic symptoms. 
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Emotional intelligence (EI) is purported to be a critical component of psychological health and adaptive 

functioning. However, the empirical literature linking ability measures of EI to higher psychological health 

is relatively inconclusive. The mixed pattern of findings suggests that the link between EI and psychological 

health may be moderated by key contextual factors. Specifically, we propose that gender – a factor that 

likely shapes how individuals develop and experience EI during their lives – may critically moderate the 

benefits conferred by high EI. To test this hypothesis, we assessed emotional intelligence using an ability 

measure (i.e., Mayer-Salovey-Caruso Emotional Intelligence Test) and psychological health (i.e., anxiety 

and depressive symptoms) in a sample of 171 young adults. Results indicate that higher (vs. lower) ability 

EI is associated with fewer mood disorder symptoms for men, but ability EI is not associated with mood 

disorder symptoms for women. This study underscores the importance of assessing contextual factors to 

better understand how emotional intelligence may shape psychological health. These findings further 

suggest men may be particularly likely to benefit from emotional intelligence interventions to promote 

better psychological health. 
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Introduction: We already know that depression persons have a greater experience of stress going ahead 

with dysfunctional attitudes and more stress events in their daily life. In this context, the martial 

relationship especially the dyadic coping (stress communication and partner support) seems to be of 

particular importance. Method: In this study, we investigated with a sample of 62 heterosexuals couples 

with a depressed partner how depression, stress and dysfunctional attitudes as well as dyadic coping are 

intercorrelated. Results: Stress and depression are clearly intercorrelated. The dyadic coping is only 

significantly intercorrelated with stress and has not a direct intercorrelation with depression. Conclusion: 

Results show the importance of the dyadic coping and stress in couples with a depressed partner. 
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Vertigo (a disorder of balance or dizziness) is a symptom of a vestibular disorder that affects up to 36% of 

the population (Gopinath et al., 2009). Patients with vertigo frequently complain of associated symptoms 

such as difficulties in attention, memory, space perception or mood. Currently, there is no satisfactory 

questionnaire to understand why some patients appear to have more symptoms than others. Instead, the 

majority of the current questionnaires focus on physical repercussions, impact on daily life or the mood 

disorders of the patient. For example, the DHI questionnaire (Dizziness Handicap Inventory; Jacobson & 

Newman, 1990) has been used to evaluate the effects of vestibular disorders causing dizziness on physical 

and life functional scores. In the present study, we created and validated a new internet-based 

questionnaire. The Neuropsychological Vertigo Inventory (NVI) evaluated seven different components of 

cognition: attention, memory, emotion, space perception, time perception, vision and motor abilities. Our 

aim was to investigate links between vertigo, and the physical, cognitive and emotional symptoms. We 

first tested the NVI on 212 participants (108 vertigo and 104 without), and analysed the validity of the 

questionnaire with Validation Confirmatory Analyses and Cronbach’s Alpha. These analyses enabled the 

removal of the less significant items, and confirmed the final structure of the questionnaire (4 questions 

in each of the 7 categories). In the second phase, we performed exploratory analyses using the original 

data. This showed that there were no significant differences between the vertigo and non-vertigo 

participants for space and time perception cognitions. However, there were significant differences for 

attention, memory, emotion, vision and motor cognitions. Future studies will aim to replicate these 

findings, but with vestibular ENT examinations to quantify the precise cause of vertigo, and with 

behavioural tests to understand objective differences in cognition for patients with compared to without 

vertigo. 
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The impact of vestibular disorders on cognitive function remains poorly understood. Some suggest that 

vestibular disorders could result in reduced visuospatial, attentional or memory abilities. Also, it has been 

suggested that vestibular reflexes may be linked to cognitive development; for example the vestibular-

ocular reflex linked to visuospatial cognition. Our study therefore aims to examine the impact of these 

reflex disorders on visual-perceptual functions in child case studies. We propose that a deficit in visual-

perceptual cognition will occur in children with vestibular deficits, more specifically to the vestibular-ocular 

reflex. A second hypothesis is that in case of compensated vestibular disorders, any visual-perceptual 

impacts would be reduced. Our clinical population consists of 9 children aged 6 to 16 years, all with 

vestibular pathology, and having some deafness / hard-of-hearing difficulties. Children were recruited in 

the audiophonology center of the Cliniques Universitaires Saint-Luc. The children were matched to hearing 

children by their chronological age. Cognitive comparison will be presented on tests of the Zazzo 

cancelation task, the Rey figure (with computer assisted scoring), figure ground and visual closure (DTVP-

3), visuospatial memory (VSAD), and block and matrix design (WISC-IV). We will present preliminary 

findings showing that children with the vestibular disorders underperform on the different tasks when 

compared to the norm participants, with the exception of those patients whose disorder was 

compensated. The results will be discussed in terms of the impact of vestibular disorders on cognitive 

function. 
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People that are deaf or hard of hearing particularly rely on visuospatial perceptual and action abilities, not 

least for communication using sign language. Unfortunately, hearing loss can lead to vestibular function 

deficits that may impact cognitive and visuospatial behaviors. In our research programme, we propose to 

collect and analyse new data from a large sample of deaf or hard-of-hearing children between 6 and 18 

years of age. We will use different neuropsychological tests that evaluate visuospatial abilities such as 

Complex Rey Figure, Draw-A-Man test, Bender Test, Ocular Motility Test (TAP), Visual Scanning Test (TAP) 

and VSAD (Visuo Spatial Working Memory task). One concern with these tests is that the interpretation of 

results can be problematic when comparing the results to the norms of the hearing population. For 

example, there can be developmental delay in the children if the parents or school have reduced 

communication possibility with the child. On the other hand, some scientific articles show that peripheral 

visual attention in deaf participants can be enhanced if compared to the hearing population. Here, we will 

investigate visuospatial abilities in deaf or hard of hearing participants by investigating differences 

between deaf children at various levels of deafness (prelingual and postlingual, light, average, severe and 

profound, etc.), and we will investigate the impact of the participant, parents and schools on knowing and 

actively communicating in sign language with the child. The poster presentation will present our intentions 

for the research, and will seek feedback / suggestions that may prove useful for the research programme. 
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Mobile applications or apps are gradually making an entrance in mental healthcare. For psychology, they 

hold the potential to extend the reach of mental health care, but also to improve current psychotherapy. 

Although mental healthcare was somewhat slow to catch up and is lagging behind medicine in terms of 

technology adoption, the recent proliferation of apps focusing on a great variety of mental health 

problems are a clear indication that all of that will change in the near future. The amount of applications 

distributed amongst the general public is vast, but the number of applications that have really been 

thoroughly put to the test are however limited. The goal of this bachelor thesis was therefore to explore 

which applications in Dutch are currently available for anxiety and mood disorders and to what extent they 

are of sufficient quality to recommend them for use in clinical practice. A comprehensive search in the App 

Store revealed 33 apps. Six of these apps met the threshold (four out of six predetermined criteria) for 

inclusion in the study. Each of these apps was subsequently evaluated using three additional criteria based 

on the Onlinehulpstempel (Trimbos, 2015), requiring the app (1) to focus on active user participation, (2) 

to be based on a protocol and (3) to be aimed at change. An overall score on a total of nine was 

subsequently calculated. Results showed that only one app received the highest score, which is Therappi 

(Moleman mental health, 2013). All other applications did not meet at least one criterium (M = 7.3, SD = 

1.3). The overall conclusion not only focuses on the evaluated apps for anxiety and mood disorders. It also 

formulates more general, generic suggestions and caveats when using smartphone applications in mental 

healthcare, together with a number of suggestions for further research. 
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Numerous studies lead to the assumption that the mathematical understanding of children from low-

income background is poorer than that of their peers from middle-income families (e.g., Geary, 1994). This 

discrepancy seems to begin before children enter formal schooling (e.g., Mejias and Schiltz, 2013). 

Nevertheless, the study of this relationship is full of complexities because neither early number 

competences, nor later formal mathematics knowledge, nor socio-economic status (SEI) are unitary 

phenomena. The aim of this study was to further clarify the link between SEI and the development of 

formal arithmetical knowledge. To this aim 346 children were assessed with different mathematical tests 

at two different times of children’s development. All children were evaluated a first time at the beginning 

of first grade with a new mathematical prerequisites test and a second time during second grade with a 

classical mathematical test. The relationship between the variables measured in these tests and the 

schools’ SEI were assessed by multiple correspondence analysis. Results suggest that the mathematical 

prerequisites test is an efficient predictor of the children’s mathematical proficiency one year later. Thus, 

it could be used to predict future mathematical competency as children with a bad/good mathematical 

competency at the entrance of primary school were inclined to preserve their bad/good achievement 

levels a year later. Moreover, results showed that children’s numerical performance was impacted by their 

schools’ SEI, but only in second grade, i.e. after one year of formal schooling. 
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Hemineglect is a condition where brain-damaged patients are impaired at perceiving contralesional 

objects and space. The condition significantly hinders functional daily activities, and although treatments 

exist, none are completely effective. In the present study, we evaluated the efficacy of a new rehabilitation 

method. Using Mirror Neuron System (MNS) theory of co-activation between action execution, 

observation and imagination, we investigated if action observation and imagination could prime attention 

in hemineglect. We tested five patients with hemineglect using a counterbalanced design. The 

experimental condition involved forty video clips of daily life first-person perspective actions (25 minutes) 

starting in the center of the screen and moving to the contralesional hemifield of the screen, followed by 

a white screen during which the patients had to imagine the actions that they had just observed. The 

control condition featured the same observation and imagination of video clips as the experimental 

condition, but flipped so that the actions were made to the ipsilesional hemifield. The study lasted for 

three weeks, with four repeated measures of hemineglect severity across the period. Results were 

analyzed using single case 95% confidence interval analyses. Every patient showed some reduced 

hemineglect on at least one measure following the experimental compared to the control condition. 

Moreover, patients having the most neglect-related difficulties in their daily life (Catherine Bergego scale) 

benefited the most from the rehabilitation method. The results are discussed in terms of the development 

of new potential clinical treatments for hemineglect. 
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Introduction: Developmental dyscalculia (DD) is a specific learning disability in arithmetic and the 

understanding of numerical concepts in the context of normal intelligence. Two hypotheses have been put 

forward to explain DD. According to the defective number module hypothesis DD occurs from a specific 

deficit in the innate ability to represent numerical quantities. According to the access deficit hypothesis 

DD arises from problems in accessing an intact numerical magnitude representation. In our current study, 

we used multi-voxel pattern analysis (MVPA) to test these two hypotheses. Methods: 18 adults with DD 

and 18 matched controls without DD participated in a fMRI study. The participants performed a number 

comparison task in the scanner, comparing Arabic digits and dot patterns to the fixed reference value of 

five. We analyzed the data by applying MVPA, which allows us to focus on the neural representations of 

Arabic digits and dots. Different regions of interest in the occipital, frontal, temporal and parietal lobe that 

all have been associated with the processing of numbers have been included. Results: In adults without 

DD, decoding accuracy for dot patterns are significant in most ROIs, including the IPS. The neural 

representations of Arabic digits are less scattered throughout the brain, and are mainly present in the 

occipital and parietal cortex. The results of adults with DD are still preliminary, but also show a format-

dependent representation of magnitudes in most ROIs. For the dots condition, decoding performances for 

adults without DD are significantly higher than for individuals with DD in most ROIs. 
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A large number of studies  (Stouthamer-Loeber, Loeber, Wei, Farrington & Wikstrom, 2002) have shown 

that the quality of parent-child relationship influences delinquency behavior during adolescence. So, the 

poorer the quality of relationship between a parent and his child is, the higher the probability that the 

child adopts delinquent behavior. However, recent studies (Giordano et al., 2002 ; Laub et al., 1998 ; 

Meeus & al., 2004 ; Woordward et al., 2002) have questioned the persistence of this association when 

people involved in a romantic relationship. These research have shown that quality of parent-child 

relationship predict delinquency in adolescents and young adults who do not have an intimate partner. 

But in adolescents and young adults who have an intimate partner, quality of parent-child relationship 

becomes obsolete. To be involved in an intimate relationship leads to less delinquency. Furthermore, 

results are concordant with research about desistance from delinquency that have shown that marriage 

leads to less criminality (Forrest & Hay, 2011 ; Sampson & Laub, 1993). These studies (Meus & al., 2004 ; 

Sampson & Laub, 1993) specify that it is quality of relationship rather than simply being in a romantic 

relationship that have an impact on desistance from delinquency. From empirical research conducted with 

adolescents and young adults (N=283) aged from 16 to 22 years old, and from a clinical research, we have 

explored links between parental attachment, romantic attachment and delinquency. We wondered if 

romantic attachment promotes desistance from delinquency whatever parental attachment. Behavioral 

System Questionnaire (Wehner & Furman, 1999) and self-reported delinquency scale (Born & Gavray, 

1994) have used in this context. It appears that most of the participants have been involved in a significant 

romantic relationship. This romantic relationship is mainly characterized by a secure attachment. So, it 

leads to less deviant behaviors. On the other hand, parental attachment does not lead to less deviant 

behaviors. It also appears that attachment style that one develops towards one’s parent is not 

unchangeable. Romantic relationship during adolescence and adulthood can bring emotional and 

relational modifications. 
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Processes underlying episodic memory impairments in prodromal Alzheimer’s disease (prAD) remain 

poorly understood. In this study, we investigated pattern completion (PC) and pattern separation (PS) in 

prAD patients, in an attempt to unveil potential processes underlying their episodic memory decline. PC 

refers to the ability of retrieving memories from partial cues. PS allows storing similar representations in 

a distinct fashion. These processes supposedly rely on the hippocampus. As morpho-functional changes 

occur into the hippocampus in prAD, we assumed that PC and PS would be impaired in prAD patients. We 

tested this hypothesis by subjecting young adults, healthy elderly and prAD patients to a face memory 

task. Participants first incidentally encoded 40 faces. Their recognition level was then tested. 

Subsequently, PC was evaluated via a yes/no recognition task in which old and new blurred faces were 

displayed. In this condition, a high rate of “yes” (meaning “it is an old face”) to old blurred faces suggested 

that the participant was able to fill-in the facial patterns based on previously stored face representations. 

PS was examined via a yes/no recognition task in which old, new and morphed faces were displayed. Here, 

a high rate of “no” (meaning “it is a new face”) to morphed faces suggested that the subject was able to 

separate morphed faces from the representation of previously encountered similar faces. Perceptual 

abilities were eventually tested.  

Results suggest that prAD patients have lower performance than controls in trials taxing PC and PS but this 

might be linked to perceptual impairments. 
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The objective of this study is to analyze the psychological manifestations to the Rorschach test on subjects 

who have been diagnosed with a Borderline Personality Disorder. To this purpose, we met 15 subjects to 

whom we administered the test as recommended by the integrated system J. Exner (2003). Furthermore, 

this study is based on two studies which have been conducted previously: the Mormont’s (1969) and the 

Mihura’s (2006) study, which also observed the profile of Borderline Personality through the Rorschach 

test. Our results, which will be presented in details, show very specific patterns such as affectivity that 

tends to be extratensive (46.7%) or ambiequal (40%) reflecting the emotional instability of the Borderline 

Personality, a high proportion of responses color / shape (80%), reflecting a impulsivity indicated by these, 

but also a large number of abstractions (66.7%), a significant number of "aggressive" responses (80%), 

"morbid" (86.7%), revealing in particular the devaluation, the affective and relational instability and a self-

destructive behavior. A distortion of reality (Wsum6), which is linked to severe dissociative episodes and 

transitory characteristics of a Borderline Personality (100%) also appears. Finally, notice the significant 

presence (80%) of personal responses (PER) connected to the events of the past which characterize a 

Borderline person (tendency to feel the events of the past as primarily located in the present, which would 

lead them to use their personal knowledge and experience in the responses to the Rorschach tests). Also 

note the constant presence of certain terms in the transcripts of those Borderline personalities, such as 

stating the color red (blood, love), the dysphoric characteristic (monstrous, diabolical) of some answers 

and a dual perception (good / evil). Other evidence also emerged among these including: a "DEPI" positive 

linked to the concept of emotional disorder, a suicidal constellation index (S-CON) higher compared to 

non-consultant subjects, and treatment sub-induction type information (Zd). In conclusion, our study may 

suggest that the Rorschach test in integrated system is a useful tool to identify the psychological 

functioning of Borderline subjects. 
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In the past few years there has been a strong increase in the range of technological innovations that could 

have applications for clinical practice, including e-mental health interventions, apps, and wearables. 

Although the effectiveness of interventions making use of such technology gets increasingly substantiated 

in experimental research, the uptake in everyday clinical practice remains low. In two bachelor theses, the 

attitudes and perceptions of mental health professionals towards such interventions were therefore 

explored. Both studies relied on the Unified Theory of Acceptance and Use of Technology Model (UTAUT; 

Venkatesh, Morris, Davis & Davis, 2003), which differentiates between eight concepts for the use of 

technology, more specifically performance expectancy, effort expectancy, attitude towards using 

technology, social influence, facilitating conditions, self-efficacy, anxiety, behavioral intention to use the 

system. In a first study, the attitudes and perceptions towards technology of a convenience sample of 

mental health professions (N = 79) was measured using a Dutch translation of the UTAUT questionnaire. 

Results show overall neutral to slightly positive perceptions and attitudes, with no specific factors (gender, 

occupation, experience, employment type) moderating them. In a second study, attitudes and perceptions 

were explored during a focus group with mental health professionals (n = 3) and semi-structured 

interviews (N = 8). The interviewed participants considered themselves to have a positive attitude towards 

technological innovation and perceived it as a useful addition to clinical practice. When they reflected 

about the perceptions and the attitudes of the mental health sector as a whole, however, they were less 

optimistic. More specifically, in their opinion, the majority of mental health professionals is currently still 

reluctant towards using technology in their work settings. As a conclusion, both the merits and the 

limitations of both studies are highlighted, together with suggestions for future research and 

considerations for clinical practice. 
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In patients with Alzheimer’s disease (AD), lexico-semantic difficulties occur early and increase in the course 

of the illness. The bottom-up process theory is today well accepted: subordinate attributes tend to decline 

more rapidly than superordinate ones. Nevertheless, a specific issue in semantic memory investigation in 

AD is to determine the severity of the semantic impairment. Given that some authors doubt about the 

systematic apparition of semantic disorder in early AD (Chainay, 2005), we argue that the constitution of 

experimental AD groups must consider the semantic deterioration stage, as suggested by Hernandez et al. 

(2008). We thus propose a specific semantic knowledge questionnaire (SKQ), based on Laiacona et al.’s 

work (1993). SKQ consists of a multiple choice questionnaire with 30 items (15 living and 15 non-living 

items) associated with 4 questions (1. superordinate question, 2. intracategorial question, 3. perceptive 

question and 4. functional/thematic question). SKQ was proposed to 49 AD patients (44 females) and 33 

healthy old people (18 females). Three experimental AD groups were created, based on the global 

cognitive deterioration: subjects with a MMSE score superior to 20 (N= 16 ; AD1); comprised between 16 

and 19 (N = 12 ; AD2), or strictly inferior to 16 (N = 21 ; AD3). In a second analysis, we split our AD1 group 

in two subgroups based on SKQ score: AD1 with very mild semantic alteration (ADSD1) or with mild 

semantic deterioration (ADSD2). Groups were matched in terms of age and socio-cultural level. Anova on 

repeated measures show a significant group effect (F=32.313 ; α= .001), a significant question effect 

(D=72.447 ; α=.001) and a significant interaction effect (D=8.488 ; α=.001). Moreover, a significant 

correlation between the total errors at the SKQ and the MMSE score (r=-.737 ; α=.001) is observed. Finally, 

we show that ADSD1 and ADSD2 differ significantly on semantic scores while they don’t differ in global 

cognitive scores as measured by the MMSE. Our results suggest that our SKQ is adapted to highlight the 

semantic deterioration and the bottom-up process in AD: superordinate information are better preserved 

than subordinate information. We equally demonstrate that AD1 patients can show different semantic 

alteration, with mild or very mild semantic deterioration without any differences in global cognitive 

alteration. This result clearly show that research on semantic deterioration in early stage of AD must take 

into account the severity of the semantic alteration, while inter-individual differences can obviously occur. 
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Introduction: According to the definition given by Ionescu in 2011, resiliency (a) characterizes someone 

having lived or living a traumatic event or chronicle adversity, who shows a good adaptation (which has 

different meanings depending on the age and the sociocultural context) and (b) resiliency is the result of 

an interactive process between the person, his family and his environment. In this study, we tried to 

answer the following research question: What are the resources employed in the resiliency process 

developed by the school bullying victims? Indeed, empirical evidence in the literature highlights the very 

damageable short- and long-term consequences of bullying, in terms of physical, mental health and well-

being for all the actors involved: the victim, the bystanders, but also the bully. Method: We explored the 

experience and development of seven young adults (between 18 and 25 years old) who have been victims 

of bullying, in a systemic and developmental perspective. The first aim of the research is to assess the 

resiliency process developed (or not) by these young people. For this assessment, we focused on the 

quality of the current social and emotional life, the ability to elaborate affects and mental representations 

in a consistent and shareable way, and the faculty to experience a subjective feeling of well-being despite 

the past adversities. The second aim is to explore three specific means in this process, set forth in the 

literature: the mentalisation skills, the defense mechanisms and the "resiliency mentors" (tuteurs de 

résilience). We used several systemic tools:  the “relatiogram” (relatiogramme) and “belongingram” 

(appartenançogramme) developed by Neuburger (2003) as well as the imaginary genogram elaborated by 

Ollié-Dresssayre and Mérigot (2001). The first part of the semi-structured questionnaire we used examines 

the time he or she was bullied during childhood. The second part of the questionnaire investigates the 

potential resiliency process, as well as the resources employed by the subject. We finished with a 

metaphor task inspired of the way Labaki (2012) uses it (asking to the subject to draw a metaphoric 

representation of his bullying experience, then explore it). Results: We can classify our subjects in three 

groups: “resilient" subjects (n1 = 3/7), "pseudo-resilient" subjects (n2 = 3/7) and "non-resilient" subjects 

(n3 = 1/7). Results point out the key role of the ability to create extra-familial affiliation bonds, allowing us 

to distinguish resiliency from "pseudo-resiliency". Moreover, only the combined use of the three 

investigated resources seems to enable a global resiliency process. Several other observations are 

discussed in the study. Logically, if we want to promote the resiliency mechanism, it’s very appropriate to 

support the subject in his extra-familial affiliation process. However, this is impossible to do without the 

whole familial system, because of the natural filiation loyalties. It seems thus very important to 

systematically involve the family in the tackling of the bullying situation. 
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Some European countries, including Belgium, still suffer from mild iodine deficiency (MID). Several studies 

have shown that MID during pregnancy may lead to cognitive impairments in offspring. Elevated thyroid 

stimulating hormone (TSH) concentration (>5mU/l) at birth has been used as an indicator of iodine 

deficiency during late pregnancy at population level. The aim of the present study was to investigate the 

association between neonatal TSH level and cognitive development of preschool children. It was 

hypothesized that elevation of TSH at birth is associated with impaired cognitive development. This 

retrospective cohort study included 311 Belgian mothers and their children aged 4-6 years, stratified by 

sex and blood spot TSH level-interval at neonatal screening (0-1, 1-2, 2-3, 3-4, 4-5, 5-6, 6-7, 7-8, 8-9 and 9-

15 mU/L). Children with congenital hypothyroidism, prematurity and low birth weight were excluded from 

the selection. Cognitive development was assessed using the Wechsler Preschool and Primary Scale of 

Intelligence – third edition (WPPSI-III). In addition, several socioeconomic, parental and child confounding 

factors were retrieved from the screening center and through a questionnaire filled in by the mother. The 

relationships between neonatal TSH level and children developmental outcomes were assessed using 

univariate as well as multiple linear regression analysis, taking into account the confounding variables. 

Neonatal TSH concentration was not associated with Full Scale and Performance IQ scores in children. 

Lower Verbal IQ scores were found in children with neonatal TSH values comprised between 10-15 mIU/L 

compared to lower TSH levels in univariate analysis but these results did not hold when adjusting for 

confounding factors. Overall no association between neonatal TSH within the range of 0 to 15 mIU/L - a 

surrogate marker for MID during pregnancy- and cognitive development was present in Belgian preschool 

children. The current level of iodine deficiency in Belgium is probably not severe enough to affect the 

neurodevelopment of children. 
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Several studies demonstrated that a small group of offenders is responsible for the majority of committed 

crimes (Farrington, 2002). This heterogeneous group of ‘persistent offenders’ can be further distinguished 

in four different groups: the extreme, the violent, frequent-chronic offenders and the late starters 

(Michaux & Vervaeke, 2010). Research on the etiological factors of persistent offending discerned many 

different characteristics and causes as for instance personality characteristics and environmental 

characteristics (Fijnaut, 2006). However, research on persistent offenders can only be meaningful, if the 

role of the judicial system is analyzed and considered as a potential explanatory factor (Michaux & 

Vervaeke, 2010). In the current study both individual and system variables will be accounted for in 

attempting to predict subgroups of persistent offenders. The current study will explore whether individual 

and the judicial system variables, that have been associated with persistent criminality in previous 

research, significantly differ between the subgroups of persistent offenders. More specifically, the 

following four individual characteristics will be investigated: (1) impulsivity traits; (2) antisocial behavior in 

childhood, adolescence and adulthood,  (3) drug and alcohol dependency; and (4) unstable relationships. 

The four system variables central to this study are: (1) mean time between first offense and first conviction; 

(2) mean difference between the number of conviction and actual detentions; (3) number of probations 

received; and (4) number of withdrew probations. Data analysis is still in progress and will be completed 

in time for the BAPS conference. 
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Developmental dyslexia is a specific, severe and persistent disorder of reading acquisition that appears 

independent of mental, neurological, visual, hearing or educational deficits. The disorder is frequently 

observed in the general population (ranging 3-10 % for different countries and languages), and significantly 

interferes with 

school learning and daily living activities requiring reading. The clinical practices for treatment are both 

varied and limited given the lack of consensus expressed by the scientific research concerning the nature 

and origin of the dysfunctions. Indeed, although this deficit is associated with reading acquisition, it 

manifests in other cognitive and motor behaviors, leading to a variety of etiopathogenic theories. In the 

present project, we suggest to revise the understanding of developmental dyslexia according to a 

cognitive-motor perspective never investigated before. We propose that developmental dyslexia may be 

linked to impairments in the use of motor planning or feedforward motor control processes. According to 

simulation theory, the same cognitive processes used for planning an action are used for mentally 

simulating an action (Jeannerod, 2009). To investigate this hypothesis, we assessed 19 dyslexic and 19 

normal reader teenagers (mean age = 15.3 years) on movement imagery ability,(MIQ-R) and performance 

on a Fitt’s target pointing task. There were two movement conditions (real vs. mental) and five different 

target size conditions (5 difficulty levels). During the task, the real and mental executed movement times 

were recorded in order to assess the linear relation between time taken to perform the task and the index 

of difficulty. The analyses showed that the dyslexic group had significantly lower scores on the visual and 

kinesthetic modalities of the MIQ-R than the control group. For the pointing task, the dyslexic group 

showed the Fitt’s law relation between increased movement time and increased index of difficulty in the 

real condition only. This was no different to the control group. However, the control group also showed 

this same relation for the mental action conditions, but the relation was not present in the dyslexic group. 

By revealing significant differences between the two groups, these two tasks highlight a motor imagery 

deficiency in the dyslexic group. Unlike the control group, it seems that the dyslexic group were unable to 

cognitively simulate the action, perhaps suggesting a deficit of feedforward action models. The present 

study encourages additional investigations in order to better understand the origin of the observed effects, 

their relation to reading acquisition and the contribution of this new perspective in clinical practice. 
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Pain researchers have shown that pain problems tend to run in families. Nevertheless, the mechanisms 

underlying this effect remain unclear. As fear-avoidance beliefs (i.e., pain catastrophizing and pain-related 

fear) have been related to the development and sustainment of chronic pain, we studied their role in this 

intergenerational transmission of pain. Specifically, we investigated whether children can acquire pain-

related fear through observational learning. Therefore, healthy children first observed a model (i.e., own 

mother in one group and unknown woman in the second) performing two colored cold pressor tasks (CPT; 

colored water held at 10°C). We adopted a differential conditioning paradigm in which one color of the 

water was linked to painful facial expressions of the model (CS+) and the second to neutral facial 

expressions (CS-) (color counterbalanced). After this observational phase, the children performed both 

colored CPTs themselves. We measured self-reported and physiological fear as well as avoidance behavior, 

pain behaviors and pain experiences. We hypothesized that these measures would be higher with regard 

to the CS+ compared to the CS-. We additionally predicted that this effect would be stronger in children 

who observed their own mother and in children who scored high on questionnaires assessing pre-existing 

fear-avoidance beliefs. Furthermore, we expected that the differences between the CS+ and CS- will 

diminish after immersing both CPTs. This extinction was expected to be lower in the group observing their 

own mother and in children with high pre-existing fear-avoidance beliefs. Preliminary results will be 

presented. 
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Recent cognitive instruments are often, explicitly or implicitly, based on the cognitive abilities from the 

Cattell-Horn-Carroll (CHC) taxonomy. The Dutch Cognitive Ability test (CoVaT-CHC Basisversie) is a new 

CHC-based intelligence battery for children and adolescents in Flanders. The purpose of the test is to 

provide insight in general intelligence as well as specific individual cognitive strengths and weaknesses. It 

measures five broad cognitive abilities: Fluid Intelligence (Gf), Crystallized Intelligence (Gc), Short-term 

Memory (Gsm), Visual Processing (Gv) and Processing Speed (Gs), and consists of both verbal and 

language-reduced subtests thereby making the test useful for non-native Dutch speakers. The test can be 

used for individual or group assessment. The purpose of this study is to evaluate psychometric properties 

of the CoVaT-CHC Basisversie. Confirmatory factor analysis will be conducted to determine which model 

best describes the structure measured by the CoVaT-CHC Basisversie: the hierarchical CHC-model, the Gf-

Gc model or a model similar to Spearman’s g. The representative sample consisted of approximately 3800 

children who all completed the CoVaT-CHC Basisversie. Participants ranged from 10 years, 0 months to 13 

years, 11 months. Participating children completed the assessment at school in groups from 5 – 25 during 

four sequential lessons. Results will be presented at the conference and will be discussed in the context of 

previous findings. Preliminary analyses support the structure of the CHC-model and the subtests show 

good to excellent internal consistency. 
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Background: Alcohol consumption is characterized by biphasic stimulant and sedative effects. We expect 

that adolescents show a stronger sensitivity to stimulant effects of alcohol and that adults are more 

sensitive to sedative effects of alcohol. The present study assesses the implicit and explicit alcohol 

expectancies of stimulation and sedation in different age groups and in two types of alcohol consumers. 

Methods: Several measures were used to assess the stimulant and sedative alcohol expectancies in 105 

participants. The participants completed the Alcohol Expectancy Questionnaire (AEQ) and performed two 

unipolar Implicit Association Tasks (IAT) to assess implicit associations between alcohol and the concepts 

of “stimulation” and “sedation”. The levels of alcohol consumption were also recorded with the Alcohol 

Use Disorder Identification Test (AUDIT). These measures were tested in different age groups 

(Adolescents, Young Adults and Adults) and in different type of consumers (high- and low- drinkers). 

Results: Correlations between variables were tested using Pearson’s correlations and the scores on AEQ 

and IAT subscales were tested using ANOVA. Alcohol consumption significantly correlated with AEQ 

alcohol explicit expectancies of arousal and relaxation but not with IAT subscales. However, significant IAT 

effects were found for both stimulation and sedation. We found a significant negative correlation with age 

of participants and AEQ arousal but no correlation with AEQ relaxation and IAT subscales. There was a 

significant effect of alcohol consumption (high- and low-drinkers) on the AEQ, but not on the IAT. 

Furthermore, there was a significant effect of age group on the AEQ arousal subscale.  Conclusions: The 

present results show that the scores on the arousal subscale of AEQ were affected by consumption level 

and age groups. Indeed, high drinkers show greater scores of arousal than light drinkers. Furthermore, 

adolescents seem to show higher levels of arousal explicit expectancies than young adults and adults. 

Whereas, scores on the relaxation subscale of AEQ were only affected by consumption level. Concerning 

implicit expectancies, the results were unable to show any effect of consumption level or age groups both 

for stimulation and sedation. In addition, the results show a negative correlation between age and explicit 

expectancies of arousal. Thus, participants with earlier age had stronger expectancies of arousal when 

they drank alcohol. Additionally, the present results indicate that alcohol explicit expectancies, but not 

implicit expectancies, predict alcohol consumption. 
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Some authors proposed that non-numerical magnitude processing set the foundation for numerical 

processing. Walsh (2003) proposed a central magnitude system to process number, space and time. In the 

present study, we explored the relationship between numerical and non numerical magnitude processing 

in children with microdeletion 22q11.2 syndrome also called "velo-cardio-facial syndrome" (VCFS), genetic 

syndrome often associated with spatial and mathematical learning disabilities. The aim of this study is  to 

know whether children with VCFS exhibit a specific deficit in numerical magnitude processing global or a 

global poorer acuity in processing of spatial, temporal and numerical magnitude dimensions. Twenty-four 

patients with VCFS matched to typically developing children on verbal abilities are administered several 

magnitude comparison tasks in which participants had to compare spatial, temporal and numerical 

quantities. Our data show that children with VCFS present a relatively lower acuity (indexed by a higher 

Weber fraction) in both continuous and discrete quantitative comparison. However, in numerical 

comparison, the group differences varies according to the  modality of presentation. The implication of 

results will be discussed. 
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In the last decades, visual face perception has been studied extensively. Researchers now generally share 

the consensus that faces are processed holistically. It is difficult to understand the impact of this ability 

until we encounter someone who is not able to recognize familiar faces at first glance. Prosopagnosia 

refers to a condition in which a person is unable to visually recognize faces, without any other visual 

deficits. It has been hypothesized that this impairment in face recognition is due to an underlying lack of 

holistic face processing. Patients with acquired prosopagnosia seem to process faces in a qualitative 

different way. However, because patients with acquired prosopagnosia usually display heterogeneous 

symptoms due to extensive brain lesions, we focus on congenital prosopagnosia, a form of prosopagnosia 

with no known onset, cause or brain damage. Despite the fact that a face is never perceived without a 

body, research on face perception has only recently extended to include bodies as well, and the question 

emerges if bodies, as faces, are processed in a holistic manner. Evidence seems to suggest that bodies 

indeed are perceived holistically. Yet, there’s still much debate about the influence of head perception on 

body perception and vice versa. Joint attention research provides evidence for a biased perception of head 

orientation in the opposite direction to body orientation, known as the overshoot effect. The focus of 

these studies, however, lies in the allocation of social attention and the holistic hypothesis is not tested 

directly. Recently, we designed an identity-independent composite design for face- and whole body stimuli 

by integrating it with the overshoot effect, and then conducted it on two student populations. Both designs 

yield significant composite effects, indicative for a holistic integration of head and eyes; and head and 

body. In the current experiment, both experimental designs are conducted on four participants with 

congenital prosopagnosia and compared to a matched control group. In Experiment 1, participants are 

presented (sequentially) with two whole body figures (i.e., head and body), either aligned or spatially 

misaligned. In each trial, they have to decide on the similarity of head orientation, disregarding body 

orientation. The design and procedure of Experiment 2 are identical to Experiment 1, except that 

participants are presented with two faces and have to decide on the similarity of eye orientation, whilst 

ignoring head orientation. Results indicate an anomalous composite effect for the congenital 

prosopagnosia group in comparison to the control group, but only for the head/eye integration task, not 

for the head/body integration task. Implications for a better understanding of body integration for 

congenital prosopagnosia are discussed. 
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Well-being in the workplace has been a topic of great interest within organizational psychology over the 

past decades. Many studies have examined the impact of working conditions on a wide range of mental 

and cognitive health indicators. However, to our knowledge, no study has yet investigated the impact of 

working conditions on self-dehumanization, which is the degradation of one’s own sense of humanity. In 

this research, we investigate this relationship. Referring to the theories of self-determination (Deci & Ryan, 

2000) and dehumanization (Haslam, 2006), we predict that working conditions which do not meet the 

basic human psychological needs (need for relatedness, need for competence and need for autonomy) 

will lead to feelings of self-dehumanization. Furthermore, we also predict that a strong intrinsic interest in 

the task —the sense that something is worth doing for its own sake—will protect workers from these 

negative effects of the lack of autonomy on self-dehumanization, unlike extrinsic motivations. In a first 

study, we asked participants to estimate to which extent a worker will face feelings of self-dehumanization 

depending on whether or not his working conditions satisfy his need for autonomy. The results of this first 

study suggest that engaging in an activity that does not meet the basic need for autonomy leads to self-

dehumanization of the worker. The results of the second study (in progress) in which we manipulate both 

autonomy and motivation to engage in the task should shed some light on a possible moderating effect of 

motivation on the relationship between autonomy and self-dehumanization. In a constantly evolving 

world of work, the implications for policies to improve working conditions and career choices are 

discussed. 
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In 2011, a report of the Federal Public Service have shown that 8.5% of the Belgian population suffers from 

chronic pains, which represents 938 300 belgian people (Berquin et al., 2011). These persistent pains may 

result in functional limitations on both domestic and professional domains which may lead to temporary 

or permanently work incapacity (Faymonville et al., 2014). These incapacities may in turn cause a social 

withdrawal and a tendency to focus on pain (Berquin et al., 2011). Additionally, patients are prone to 

emotional modifications due to persistent pain (Ossipov et al., 2010). All of these factors may contribute 

in the emergence of anxiety and depressive symptoms. The present study examines the impact of type of 

work incapacities (at work, temporary incapacity and permanent incapacity) on anxiety and depression 

scores as a function of diagnoses (fibromyalgia, chronic pain syndrome, back pain, polyalgia). 123 patients 

suffering from chronic pain completed a measure of anxiety and depression (HADS), and a self-reported 

questionnaire of psychological and physical disability at work. The mean scores of VAS is 6.05 (±1.05), 

HADS Anxiety is 12.4 (±4.1), and HADS Depression is 9.8 (±4.5). We did not found any significant effect of 

type of work incapacities on anxiety and depression scores. Results present tables of frequencies to 

illustrate the social and professional situations of patients as a function of chronic pain diagnoses. 
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While the number of traditional laptops and computers sold has dipped slightly year over year, 

manufacturers have developed new hybrid laptops with touch screens to build on the tactile trend. This 

market is moving quickly to make touch the rule rather than the exception and the sales of these devices 

have tripled since the launch of Windows 8 in 2012, to reach more than sixty million units sold in 2015. 

Unlike tablets, that benefit from easy-to-use applications specially designed for tactile interactions, hybrid 

laptops are intended to be used with regular user-interfaces. Hence, one could ask whether tactile 

interactions are suited for every task and activity performed with such interfaces. Since hybrid laptops are 

increasingly used in educational situations, this study focuses on information search tasks which are 

commonly performed for learning purposes. It is hypothesized that tasks that require complex and/or less 

common gestures will increase user's cognitive load and impair task performance in terms of efficacy and 

efficiency. A study was carried out in a usability laboratory with 30 participants for whom prior experience 

with tactile devices has been controlled. They were asked to perform information search tasks on an online 

encyclopaedia by using only the touch screen of and hybrid laptop. Tasks were selected with respect to 

their level of cognitive demand (amount of information that had to be maintained in working memory) 

and the complexity of gestures needed (left and/or right clicks, zoom, text selection and/or input...), and 

grouped into 4 sets accordingly. Task performance was measured by the number of tasks succeeded 

(efficacy) and time spent on each task (efficiency). Perceived cognitive load was assessed thanks to a 

questionnaire given after each set of tasks. An eye tracking device was used to monitor users' attention 

allocation and to provide objective cognitive load measures based on pupil dilation and the Index of 

Cognitive Activity. Each experimental run took approximately one hour. The results of this within-subjects 

design indicate that tasks involving complex gestures led to a lower efficacy, especially when the tasks 

were cognitively demanding. Regarding efficacy, there is no significant differences between sets of tasks 

excepted for tasks with low cognitive demand and complex gestures that required more time to be 

achieved. Surprisingly, users that declared the biggest experience with tactile devices spent more time 

than less frequent users. Cognitive load measures indicate that participants reported having devoted more 

mental effort in the interaction when they had to use complex gestures. 
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Psychological researchers are often interested in the relationship among latent variables. These are 

variables that are not directly observable, such as intelligence or motivation. This can be done by using 

Structural Equation Modeling (SEM). However, SEM has the disadvantage of requiring a large sample size, 

especially if the model is complex. Furthermore, since SEM estimates all parameters simultaneously, one 

misspecification in the model may influence the whole model. For this reasons, researchers often use a 

two step Factor Score Regression (FSR) approach. In the first step, factor scores are calculated for the 

latent variables, which are used to perform a linear regression in the second step. However, this method 

results in incorrect regression coefficients. We present a corrected two-step approach, which  is an 

extension on the method of Croon (2002). This method results in correct regression coefficients and has 

some advantages over SEM: it requires smaller sample sizes, can handle more complex models and the 

method is less sensitive to misspecification in the model structure, because of its stepwise nature. In 

conclusion, this method is a suitable alternative for SEM, when one is dealing with a complex model and 

small sample sizes. 
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Expatriate assignment is a major life event that may involve a variety of stressors and challenges including 

the expatriate's assignment to a new job, the move abroad, the partner giving up a job, children attending 

a new school, occupying a new residence, changing family routines, change in financial status, and cultural 

differences. While empirical evidence points at the deleterious psychological correlates of expatriation 

such as higher psychological stress, depression and substance abuse, mechanisms underlying these effects 

have yet to be examined. The objective of the current research is to examine the explanatory value of 

adjustment (general, interactional and work adjustment) in expats’ psychological distress. A sample of 97 

expats (living in Brussels) who were receiving psychotherapy treatment participated in a cross-sectional 

online survey. Measures included the DASS 21 (Depression, Anxiety and Stress Scale) and Cross Cultural 

Adjustment Scale. Preliminary results showed that our clinical sample’s level of self-reported adjustment 

was significantly associated with psychological stress, depression and anxiety such that lower adjustment 

was associated with worse psychological outcomes. Work adjustment proved to be the strongest predictor 

of psychological stress, anxiety and depression suggesting that expats who are poorly adjusted to their 

work situation show higher levels of emotional distress. 
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In times of globalization of businesses, increasing immigration and the resulting multicultural workforce, 

preventing discrimination of minorities in selection procedures has become more urgent as ever before. 

Despite legal frameworks, organizations increasingly strive for equal employment opportunities for all 

employees regardless of age, ethnicity, sexual orientation, gender or religion (Wilson & Iles, 1999). 

Although this led to a significant reduction of illegal overt forms of discrimination (Schuman, Steeh, Bobo, 

& Krysan, 1997), an abundant amount of evidence still discloses (covert) discrimination of ethnic minorities 

in personnel selection (Derous, Nguyen, & Ryan, 2009; King & Ahmad, 2010; Paludi, DeSouza & Paludi, 

2010). In recent years, researchers increasingly highlight possible adverse effects of ethical policies on the 

behavior of employees due to moral licensing effects (e.g., Zhang, Gino, Bazerman, 2014). Based on the 

social psychological literature, Zhang and colleagues (2014) argue that ethical policies can boost one’s 

experience of being moral. According to the moral-balance model (Nisan, 1990), this elevated feeling of 

morality can then endow a license for unethical behavior (Miller & Effron, 2010). Referring to this 

literature, we investigate the counterintuitive idea that discrimination is more likely to occur when working 

for a company with an equal opportunity policy versus no policy. Furthermore, we suggest that 

discrimination may also be more likely due to a license derived from a moral policy in an unrelated domain 

(i.e., environmental policy) versus no policy. This seems legitimate since studies revealed that moral 

licenses derived from an unrelated moral domain can be used to justify discriminative selection decisions 

(Kouchaki, 2011; Jordan, Mullen and Murnighan, 2011). Additionally, we expect that the effect of moral 

policies on behavior will not be the same for all individuals. Those with a strong moral identity are strongly 

motivated to act in line with their moral values (Aquino & Reed, 2002, Klotz & Bolino, 2013).We thus 

suggest that the presence of moral policies will impact their moral behavior to a lesser extent than for 

people low on moral identity. The results of a between subjects experimental design with three conditions 

(N=104) provide preliminary support for our predictions, but further research is needed to rule out 

possible alternative explanations. 
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Besides persecutor-victim system, the colleagues have also a key role to play in workplace bullying. Indeed, 

they are witnesses to bullying episodes, and they have the power to act inside the system, even to stop 

harassment, but they often do not (Bowes-Sperry & O’Leary-Kelly, 2005). Our research focuses on 

explanatory factors of (non-)development of help behaviors towards harassed people at work, in particular 

organizational climate, causal attribution and attributions of responsibility. The participants were eight 

employees, witnesses of real workplace bullying. We questioned them thanks to a semi-directive interview 

guide. Corpus of transcripts was subjected to a thematic content analysis. Prosocial behaviors reported 

were categorized according to their level of immediacy and personal social involvement. Three types of 

attribution of responsibility to the harasser were highlighted, two types to the harassed, and two types to 

the organization. At the organization level, it was highlighted preexisting conditions promoting workplace 

harassment, but also a large number of processual factors taking place at the time of the harassment and 

fostering its upholding. One of the major results has been to highlight differential justifications for action, 

for ambivalence and for inaction faced with workplace bullying, including, not belief in a just world, but 

somehow its inverse: sensitivity to injustice and moral courage (Comer & Vega, 2011), opening new 

perspectives for research and more nuanced field interventions. 
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